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a subscriber master record 700 which had a DID number 701 which had the same last

four digits as the digits ’cdef’ detected in step 3706, and alsohad the same PIN code

702 as that detected in step 3727. Control passes to step 3730 where the subscriber

is prompted: “Please enter your new mode memory number. " Control then passes

5 to step 3731 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber has entered

a memory number ’10 to ’99’, and if such a_number has not been entered, then

control remains at step 3731. If a mode memory number is entered, then control

passes to step 3732 where a ’mode memory inquiry’ message is constructed using the

DID number 701 and the and the memory number as detected in step 3731, and the

10 message is sent via data network interface 3507 to the CPF 100. Control then passes

to step 3733 where a determination is made as to whether a response has been

received to the ’mode memory inquiry’ message, and if such a response is not

received control remains at step 3733. If the response message is received by

network interface 3507, then control passes to step 3734 where a determination is

15 made as to whether a valid mode memory 800 is included in the returned message.

If a valid mode memory 800 is not included, then control passes to the connector

labelled "SAF REORDER" shown at reference 3745. If at step 3734 a valid mode

memory 800 is found, then control passes to step 3735, where a determination is

made as to whether the mode memory which was received in the message requires

20 an ’extemally entered’ memory. This is determined by inspecting the transfer

number field of the mode memory 800. If it has an ’extemally entered number’ tag,

then the mode memory does require an ’extemally entered number’. If at step 3735

it is determined that an ’extemally entered number’ is not required, then control

passes to a connector labelled "SAF UPDATE" at reference 3736, which as described

25 earlier causes the mode memory requested to be invoked. If at step 3735 it is

determined that an ’extemally entered number’ is required, then control passes to step

3737 where the subscriber master record 700 as acquired at step 3750 is retrieved

from memory. Control then passes to step 3738 where the mode memory 800 that

was acquired in step 3734 is copied field-by—field to the subscriber master record.

30 Control then passes to step 3740, where the ANI number acquired in step 3703 is
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copied to the transfer number field 707 of the subscriber master record 700. Control

then passes to step 3741 where an ’update master record’ message is constructed

using this master record, and the message is sent via data network interface 3507 to

CPF 100. Control then passes to step 3742 where the subscriber is prompted:

“Accepted, you have selected mode memory..xx", where the digits ’xx’ are the digits

entered by the subscriber at step 3731. Control then passes to step 3743 where the

trunk 8 is placed on hook, and then control returns to the Subscriber Access Facility

Main Task entry point as shown at reference 3748. If at step 3734, it is determined

that the mode memory received in the message was not valid, then control passes to

a connector labelled "SAF REORDE " at reference 3745, which causes control to

pass to step 3746 where the call processor 3504 plays a ’reorder signal’ to the

subscriber, indicating that the call is being terminated. Control then passes to step

3747 where the trunk 8 is placed on hook. Control then returns to the Subscriber

Access Facility Main Task entry point as shown at reference 3748.

A block diagram of the Communicator Access Facility (CAF) 125 is illustrated

in FIG. 38. As shown, the CAF 125 contains a serial port interface module 3800

which connects to the serial datalink 10, and a data network interface 3801 which

connects to the high speed data network 150. The functions of data network interface

3801 are well known in the art, and many products, such as the Model COM4i from

Digiboard Corporation, exist commercially which can accomplish these functions.

The operation of the CAF 125 is controlled by CPU module 3802, which consists of

a microprocessor, a boot ROM, RAM, and disk. The boot ROM is used to initialize

the CPU and load the control program into memory from disk. Operation of the

CAF 125 is then controlled by the control program. The control program is

described in the explanation which accompanies FIG. 39. Still referring to FIG. 38,

the serial port 3800, data network interface 3801, and the CPU module 3802 are all

shown connected to internal bus 3803.

A flowchart of the Communicator Access Facility Main Task is illustrated in

FIG. 39. This program is loaded into memory and executed by CPU 3802 of the

CAF 125. The Communicator Access Facility Main Task is entered at step 3900 and
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control passes to step 3901 where a determination is made as to whether a ’page

message’ is received via data network interface 3801, and if a ’pagc message’ is

received then control passes to step 3902 where the page message is sent via serial

port 3800 and datalink 10 to packet radio transceiver 9. Control then passes to step

5 3903 where an ’acknowledge timer’ is started, and the ’page message’ just sent is

saved and associated with this ’acknowledgetimer’. Control then passes to step

3904. Control also passes to step 3904 if a ’page message’ is not received as

determined at step 3901. At step 3904, a determination is made as to whether a

’phone number’ message has been received from a communicator 11 via the serial

10 port interface 3800. If such a message has been received, then control passes to step

3905 where the subscriber’s DID number 701 is retrieved form the message, and a

’request master record’ message is created and sent to the CPF 100 via data network

interface 3801. When the response is received from the CPF 100 via the data

network interface 3801, the subscriber master record is retrieved from the response

15 message. Control then passes to step 3906 where the transfer number field 707 of the

subscriber master record 700 is updated per the phone number received from the

communicator 11 at step 3904. Control then passes to step 3907 where an ’update

master record’ message is then constructed and sent back to the CPF 100 via data

network interface 3801. Control then passes to step 3908, where an ’acknowledge

20 message’ is sent back to the communicator 11 via serial port 3800. Control then

passes to step 3909. Control also passes to step 3909 if a ’phone number’ message

is not detected at step 3904. At step 3909 a determination is made as to whether a

’new mode memory’ message is received from a communicator 11 via serial port

3800. If this message type has been received then control passes to step 3910 where

25 a ’change to new mode memory’ message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data

network interface 3801 , and then control passes to step 3908 where an ’acknowledge’

message is sent back to the communicator 11 as described earlier. If at step 3909 a

’new mode memory request’ message is not detected, then control passes to step 3911

where a determination is made as to whether a ’set dynamic mode assignment mode’

30 message is received from a communicator 11 via serial port 3800. If this message
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type is received, then control passes to step 3912, where a ’set dynamic mode

assignment flag’ message is constructed and sent to OFF 100 via data network

interface 3801. Control then passes to step 3908 where an ’acknowledge’ message

is sent back to the communicator 11 as described earlier. If at step 3911 a ’set

dynamic mode assignment mode’ message is not detected, then control passes to step

3913 where a determination is made as to_ whether a ’disable dynamic mode

assignment mode’ message is received from a communicator 11 via serial port 3800.

If this message type is received, then control passes to step 3914, where a ’clear

dynamic mode assignment flag’ message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data

network interface 3801. Control then passes to step 3908 where an ‘acknowledge’

message is sent back to the communicator 11 as described earlier. If at step 3913 a

’disable dynamic mode assignment mode’ message is not detected, then control passes

to step 3915 where a determination is made as to whether the ’acknowledge timer’

has just expired. If the ’acknowledge timer’ has just expired, as determined at step

3915, then control passes to step 3916 where the message which was associated with

this ’acknowledge timer’ is again sent to the communicator 11 via serial port interface

3800, and control then passes to step 3903. If at step 3915 it is determined that an

’acknowledge timer’ has not just expired, then control passes to step 3917 where a

determination is made as to whether an ’acknowledge’ message is received from a

communicator via serial port interface 3800, and if an ’acknowledge’ message is not

received, then control returns to step 3901 . If an ’acknowledge’ message is received,

as determined at step 3917, then the ’acknowledge’ timer which is associated with the

last message sent to the communicator 11 identified in the ’acknowledge’ message is

cleared. Control then returns to step 3901.

A flowchart of the Communicator Main Task is illustrated in FIG. 40. This

task is executed by microprocessor 200, and controls all operations of the

communicator 11. The Communicator Main Task is entered at step 4000 and control

passes to step 4001 where a determination is made as to whether a ’page’ message

is detected at the receive data input 245. If a ’page’ message is detected, and the

message contains the pager number which corresponds to this communicator, then
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control passes to step 4002, where a signal is sent via output port 250 causing the

beeper 260 to generate an alerting sound. Control then passes to step 4003 where a

display number is retrieved from the decoded ’page’ message, and is output to the

display 210. Control then passes to step 4004 where a brief ’aclmowledge’ message

5 is sent via transmit data port 215 to packet data encoder 220 and then to If transmitter

225. All RF transmissions from communicator 11 are sent as brief packet ’bursts’,

thus maintaining a longer life for battery 290. Control then returns to step 4001. If

at step 4001 it is determined that a ’page’ message is not received, then control passes

to step 4005 where a determination is made as to whether a ’manual phone number

10 flag’ is set, and if the flag is not set control passes to step 4006 where a

determination is made as to whether a data message is received from the ultrasonic

transmitter 12 via the serial data input 280, and if such a message is received then

control passes to step 4007. At step 4007 a determination is made as to whether a

’auto phone number flag’ is set and if the flag is not set control passes to step 4009

15 where the ’auto phone number flag’ is set. Control then passes to step 4010 where

the phone number which was embedded in the message received at step 4006 is stored

in the memory of microprocessor 200. Control then passes to step 4011 where a

’phone number’ message is constructed using the phone number of step 4006, and the

subscriber DID number 701, as prestored in the RAM of microprocessor 200. This

20 message is then sent to transmit data port 215. Control then passes to step 4012

where an ’acknowledge timer’ is started. Control then passes to step 4013 where a

’20 second ultrasonic data timer’ is started. Control then returns to step 4001. If at

step 4007 it is determined that the ’auto phone number flag’ is set, then control passes

to step 4008, where a determination is made as to whether the phone number received

25 embedded in the message at step 4006 is the same as the phone number currently in

memory as stored at step 4010. If the phone numbers match then control passes to

step 4013. If at step 4008 it is determined that the phone numbers are different,

indicating that the subscriber has moved to a different room, then control passes to

step 4009. If at step 4005 it is determined that the ’manual phone number flag’ is

30 set, or if at step 4006 it is determined that a data message is not being received via
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input port 280, then control passes to step 4014 where a determination is made as to

whether the ’20 second ultrasonic data timer’ has just expired, and if it has, indicating

that the subscriber is no longer near an ultrasonic transmitter 12, then control passes

to step 4015 . At step 4015 the ’auto phone number flag’ is cleared and control passes

to step 4016 where the a ’new mode memory request’ message is constructed using

the stored subscriber DID number 701, and the stored ’default mode memory’.

Control then passes to step 4017 where an ’acknowledge timer’ is started, and then

control returns to step 4001. If at step 4014 it is determined that the ’20 second

ultrasonic data timer’ has not just expired, then control passes to step 4018 where a

determination is made as to whether the ’acknowledge timer’ has just expired, and if

it has just expired control passes to step 4019 where the message is re-sent via

transmit data port 215. Then at step 4020, an ’acknowledge timer’ is started, and

then control returns to step 4001. If at step 4018 it is determined that the

’acknowledge timer’ has not expired, then control passes to step 4021 where a

determination is made as to whether an ’acknowledge’ message with a pager number

that corresponds to this communicator 11 is received via the receive data input 245,

and if such a message is received then control passes to step 4022 where the

’acknowledge timer’ is cleared. Control the returns to step 4001. If at step 4021 it

is determined that an ’acknowledge’ message is not received, then control passes to

step 4023 where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber is entering data

via the keypad 205, and if the subscriber is not entering data, then control returns to

step 4001. If the subscriber is entering data via the keypad, as determined at step

4023, then control passes to step 4024 where a determination is made as to whether

the subscriber wishes to program the Telephone Control System 1 to operate under

control of a new mode memory. If this is the case, then control passes to step 4025

where a ’new mode memory request message’ is constructed and sent to transmit data

port 215, and then control passes to step 4033 where an ’acknowledge timer’ is

started, and then control returns to step 4001. If at step 4024 it is determined that

the subscriber is not selecting a new mode memory, then control passes to step 4026

where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber is selecting the dynamic
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mode assignment feature, and if this is the case, then control passes to step 4027

where a ’set dynamic mode assignment mode’ message is constructed and sent to

transmit data port 215, and then control passes to step 4033. If at step 4026 it is

determined that the subscriber is not selecting the dynamic mode assignment feature,

5 then control passes to step 4028 where a determination is made as to whether the

subscriber is disabling the dynamic mode assignment feature, and if this is the case,

then control passes to step 4029 where a ’disable dynamic mode assignment mode’

message is constructed and sent to transmit data port 215, and then control passes to

step 4033. If at step 4028 it is determined that the subscriber is not disabling the

10 dynamic mode assignment mode, then control passes to step 4030 where a

determination is made as to whether the subscriber is entering a phone number, and

if a phone number is being entered then control passes to step 4031 where the

’manual phone number flag’ is set. Control then passes to step 4032 where a ’phone

number’ message is constructed using the phone number entered by the subscriber at

15 step 4030, and this message is transmitted via transmit data port 215. Control then

passes to step 4033. If at step 4030 it is determined that the subscriber is not entering

a phone number, then control passes to step 4034 where a determination is made as

to whether the subscriber is selecting the auto-phone number mode, and if this is the

case, then control passes to step 4035 where the ’manual phone number flag’ is

20 cleared, and control then passes to step 4015. If at step 4034 it is determined that the

subscriber is not selecting the auto—phone number mode, then control passes to step

4036, where a determination is made as to whether the subscriber is entering new

program data such a the stored DID number, the stored pager number, and the stored

default mode memory. If the subscriber is attempting to modify any of these

25 parameters, then control passes to step 4037 where the new data is stored in the RAM

of microprocessor 200. Otherwise, control returns to step 4001. As can be

understood from the explanation above, one of the primary functions of the

Communicator 11 and the Communicator Access Facility 125 is to take the phone

number identifying the location of the subscriber, as transmitted by ultrasonic

30 transmitter 12, and cause that number to be used by the Telephone Control System
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1 as the forwarding number for the subscriber. It should also be understood that in

a similar fashion the ultrasonic transmitter 12 may transmit a ’mode memory number’

which, if sent to the Telephone Control System 1 via the Communicator 11 and the

Communicator Access Facility 125, would allow that mode memory to be used by the

Telephone Control System 1 to specify the call handling mode for the subscriber. In

this case, the Communicator 11 receives a data message from an ultrasonic

transmitter 12 and determines that the message contains a mode memory. The

Communicator 11 then transmits a ’new mode memory request‘ message, which

includes the subscriber’s DID number 701, via its RF transmitter 225. This message

is received by packet radio transceiver 9 and sent to the CAP 125 via data line 10.

The CAF 125 then sends a "change to new mode memory“ message to CPF 100 via

data network interface 3801. CPF 100 then copies the mode memory referred to in

the message to this subscriber’s “subscriber master record" 700. To further illustrate

this process, consider the example of a hospital operating room where an ultrasonic

transmitter 12 is transmitting a message containing a mode memory number which

corresponds to the “message center" call handling mode. If a doctor, carrying a

Communicator 11 enters the operating room, then the Telephone Control System is

automatically programmed to send his calls to the "message center."

A block diagram of the Pager Dialing Facility (PDF) 105 is illustrated in FIG.

41. Standard tip-ring line 5 is shown connected to call processor 4100, which

contains a tip-ring interface, DTMF generators, call progress detectors. The

functions of call processor 4100 are well known in the art, and many products, such

as the Model D41B manufactured by Dialogic Corporation, exist commercially which

can accomplish these functions. The PDF 105 also contains a CPU 4101 which

contains a microprocessor, a boot ROM, a RAM, and a disk. The PDF 105 also

contains a data network interface module 4103 which connects to the high speed data

network 150. The functions of data network interface 4103 are well known in the

art, and many products, such as the Model COM4i from Digiboard Corporation, exist

commercially which can accomplish these functions. The call processor 4100, the

CPU 4101, and the data network interface 4103 are all shown connected to an
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internal data bus 4102. The CPU 4101 initializes itself at power-up using the boot

ROM and then loads a control program into memory which it then executes.

A flowchart of the Pager Dialing Facility Main Task is illustrated in FIG. 42.

This program is loaded into memory and executed by CPU 4101 of the PDF 105.

5 The Pager Dialing Facility Main Task is entered at step 4200 and control passes to

step 4201 where a determination is made as to whether a ’page’ message is received

from OFF 100 via data network interface 4201, and if the message is not received

then control remains at step 4201. If a ’page’ message is received, then the ’pager

number’ and the ’display digits’ are retrieved from the message, and control passes

10 to step 4202 where an ’attempt count’ is set to a value of 1. Control then passes to

step 4203, where line 5 is taken off hook, and then control passes to step 4204 where

call processor 4100 dials the ’pager number’. Control then passes to step 4205 where

a determination is made as to whether the call has not been answered due to a

time-out or a non-answer signal such as operator intercept, busy, or reorder. If such

15 a signal or time-out condition is not detected then control passes to step 4206 where

a determination is made as to whether the call has been answered by the paging

terminal, and if the call has not been answered, control returns to step 4205. If at

step 4206 it is determined that the call is answered, then control passes to step 4207

where a 1 second pause is initiated, and then control passes to step 4208 where the

20 ’display digits’ are dialed by call processor 4100. Control then passes to step 4209

where the pager termination digit ’#’ is dialed, and then control passes to step 4210

where the line 5 is placed on hook. Control then passes to step 4211 where a 2

second delay is initiated before returning control to step 4201. If at step 4205 it is

determined that a time-out or non-answer signal is detected, then control passes to

25 step 4212 where the ’attempt count’ is incremented, Control then passes to step 4213

where the ’attempt count’ is checked and if it is found to be not equal to ten then

control passes to step 4214 where the line 5 is placed on hook and then afier a 2

second pause a step 4215, control returns to step 4203 to make another attempt at

dialing this number. If at step 4213 it is found that the ’attempt count’ is now equal

30 to 10, then this page is abandoned by returning control to step 4201.
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A block diagram of the Client Services Facility (CSF) 130 is illustrated in

FIG. 43. The Client Services Facility (CSF) 130 is used by the service bureau which

provides the Telephone Control System service to it’s subscribers. The CSF 130

allows a client services representative to gain access to the database contained in the

CPF 100, and thus be able to review and modify the subscriber master records 700

and mode memories 800 of the subscribers. ‘ The CSF 130 contains a CPU 4300

which contains a microprocessor, a boot ROM, a RAM, and a disk. The CSF 130

also contains a data network interface module 4301 which connects to the high speed

data network 150. The functions of data network interface 4301 are well known in

the art, and many products, such as the Model COM4i from Digiboard Corporation,

exist commercially which can accomplish these functions. Also shown is a display

monitor 4302, and a keyboard 4303. The CPU 4300 initializes itself at power—up

using the boot ROM and then loads a control program into memory which it then

executes.

A flowchart of the Client Services Facility Main Program is illustrated in FIG.

44. This program is loaded into memory and executed by CPU 4300 of the CSF 130.

The Client Services Facility Main Program is entered at step 4400 and control passes

to step 4401 where a determination is made as to whether the client services

representative has entered the DID number for a particular subscriber and has

requested a subscriber master record 700, and if this is the case then control passes

to step 4402 where a ’request master record’ message is sent via data network

interface 4301 to CPF 100. Control then passes to step 4403 where the subscriber

master record 700 is removed from the response message from the CPF 100, and is

displayed on monitor 4302. Then at step 4404, the client services representative is

allowed to review and modify the contents of the subscriber master record 700 using

monitor 4302 and keyboard 4303. Then at step 4405 a determination is made as to

whether the client services representative is completed with this operation, and if not,

then control returns to step 4404. When the operation is complete, then control

passes to step 4406 where an ’update master record’ message is constructed and sent

to CPF 100 via data network interface 4301. Control then returns to step 4401. If
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at step 4401 it is determined that the client services representative is not requesting

a subscriber master record 700, then control passes to step 4407 where a

determination is made as to whether the client services representative has entered the

DID number for a particular subscriber and has requested a subscriber mode memory

5 800, and if this is the case then control passes to step 4408 where a ’mode memory

inquiry’ message is sent via data network interface 4301 to CPF 100. Control then

passes to step 4409 where the mode memory 800 is removed from the response

message from the CPF 100, and is displayed on monitor 4302. Then at step 4410,

the client services representative is allowed to review and modify the contents of the

10 mode memory 800 using monitor 4302 and keyboard 4303. Then at step 4411 a

determination is made as to whether the client services representative is completed

with this operation, and if not, then control returns to step 4410. When the operation

is complete, then control passes to step 4412 where an ’update mode memory’

message is constructed and sent to CPF 100 via data network interface 4301. Control

15 then returns to step 4401. If at step 4407 it is determined that the client services

representative is not requesting a new mode memory, the control passes to step 4413

where a determination is made as to whether the client services representative has

entered a DID number and wishes to activate a new subscriber for this number. If

this is the case then control passes to step 4414 where a ’create a new subscriber

20 message’ is generated with this DID number and the message is sent to CPF 100 via

data network interface 4301. Control then returns to step 4401. If at step 4413 it is

determined that the client services representative does not wish to create a new

subscriber, then control returns to step 4401.

While a preferred embodiment of the invention has been described in detail,

25 it should be apparent that many modifications and variations thereto are possible, all

of which fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention. For example, while the

preferred embodiment of the control system provides voice synthesized type courtesy

messages, any appropriate tones, beeps, etc. would serve as a courtesy message and

such is the use of that term throughout the claims appended hereto. In addition, the

30 term "line" as used herein and in the claims appended hereto includes both lines and
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trunks. In addition, whereas the preferred embodiment of the invention uses the term

"line" to describe the interconnecting medium between the control system and the

central exchange, it should be understood throughout the specification and claims that

"line" refers to tip and ring pairs, trunks or any other form of connecting circuits.
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Claims:

1. A control system adapted for connection to a telephone exchange for

receiving and processing calls from a caller to a user, the control system comprising:

5 input/output means adapted for connection to telephone exchange lines to input and

output telephone calls; switching control means for controllably connecting a call on

one line to a different line; memory means for controllably storing and recalling

electronic signals; and electronic processing means for accessing said memory means,

switching control means and input/output means to direct the flow of input and output

10 calls, said electronic processing means including means for:

a) processing calls to the system directed to a specific user in a selected one

of at least two distinct modes, one such mode being call forwarding in which case the

processing means proceeds with items b) through d),

b) recalling from said memory means a forwarding number for said user,

15 c) implementing a call to said forwarding number,

(1) switching the caller’s call to said forwarding number,

e) identifying a call to said system from a specific user,

i) changing said specific user’s memory means stored forwarding number

responsive to a command from said specific user, and

20 g) changing a users call processing mode responsive a command from said
user.

2. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for recalling from said memory means a courtesy message

indicating that a call transfer is being effectuated and transmitting said message to

25 said caller.

3. The control system of claim 1 including a message center mode wherein the

electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a user mode

control signal a message center mode signal that represents the user not being

available and, upon recalling said message center mode signal in processing an
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incoming call, recalling from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that

the user is not available and that the caller can leave a message, transmitting said

courtesy message to said caller, recording a message sent by the caller and allowing

the specific user to call the system and access such message.

4. The control system of claim 1 including a priority call screening mode

wherein the electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a

user mode control signal a priority screening mode signal that represents the user not

being available except for a priority call and, upon recalling said priority screening

mode signal in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a

message indicating that the user is not available unless the call is a priority call in

which event the caller should transmit a specific command from his calling station,

transmitting said message to said caller and, responsive to said caller transmitting said

specific command, procwding with steps b) - d) to forward said call.

5. The control system of claim 4 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not transmitting said specific

command to process said caller’s call in accordance with a predetermined default

processing mode.

6. The control system of claim 4 wherein theelectronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not transmitting said specific

command by recalling from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that

the caller can leave a message, transmitting said message to said caller, recording a

message sent by the caller, and allowing the specific user to call the system and

access such message.

7. The control system of claim 1 including a VIP screening mode wherein the

electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a user mode

control signal a VIP screening mode signal that represents the user not being

available except for callers having a VIP code and, upon recalling said VIP screening

mode signal in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a

message indicating that the user is not available unless the caller has said VIP code

in which event the caller should transmit said VIP code from his calling station,
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transmitting said message to said caller and, responsive to said caller transmitting said

VIP code, proceeding with steps b) - d) to forward said call.

8. The control system of claim 7 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not entering said VIP code to

5 process said caller’s call in accordance with a predetermined default processing mode. '

9. The control system of claim 7 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to said caller not entering said VIP code by

recalling from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that the caller can

leave a message, transmitting said message to said caller, recording a message sent

10 by the caller, and allowing the specific user to call the system and access such

message.

10. The control system of claim 1 including a branch routing mode wherein

the electronic control means further comprises means for: responding to an incoming

call to a specific user to recall from said memory means a courtesy message

15 indicating to the caller that his call could be branched to any of a plurality of options

responsive to the caller transmitting an appropriate command corresponding to the

desired branch, transmitting said courtesy message to said caller and, responsive to

the caller transmitting said command, proceeding with steps b) -d) to forward said

call.

20 11. The control system of claim 1 including a voice—screening mode wherein

the electronic control system comprises means for: storing as a user mode control

signal a voice—screen mode signal and, upon recalling said voice-screening mode

signal in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a message

requesting that the caller transmit specific identification information, transmitting said

25 message to said caller, recording the caller’s response to said message, implementing

a call to the user’s forwarding number, transmitting the caller’s response, and

responding to a command response from the user to appropriately dispose of the

caller’s call.

12. The control system of claim 11 wherein the electronic control system
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further comprises means for: upon completing said call to said user’s forwarding

number, recalling a courtesy message from said memory means indicating that the

user is being called by a caller, interleaving with said courtesy message the caller’s

recorded identification information, said courtesy message further including the

user’s option to transmit a first control command signal to connect the user to the

caller or an alternate control command signalto recall a second courtesy message

from said memory means and send such message to said caller, transmitting said

courtesy message to said user, and responding to the user transmitting a control

command to appropriately dispose of the caller’s call.

13. The control system of claim 11 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: responding to a second control command from said

user to recall a terminating message from said memory means, send said terminating

message to said caller and terminate the connection to said caller, responding to a

third control signal from said user to recall a leave-a—message signal, transmitting said

leave—a—message signal to said caller and storing the caller’s message in said memory

means, and responding to a fourth control signal from said user to recall a

predetermined phone number from said memory means, call said number and connect

said caller to said predetermined number.

14. The control system of claim 1 including a meet-me mode wherein the

electronic processing means further comprises means for: storing as a user mode

control signal a meet-me mode signal and, upon recalling said meet-me mode signal

in processing an incoming call, recalling from said memory means a pager access

control procedure, controlling a paging system to page the user with an indication that

he has a call waiting, identifying a call to said system from said user responsive to

said page and, in the event the caller has waited on the line, switching the caller to

the user.

15. The control system of claim 14 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: in the event the caller has not waited on the line, so

notifying the user by recalling a predetermined courtesy message and transmitting said

courtesy message to the user.
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16. The control system of claim 14 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: recalling from said memory means a courtesy signal

notifying the caller that the system must page the user and informing the caller that

by transmitting a command the caller would be allowed to record a message,

5 transmitting said courtesy signal to the caller before initiating the page to the user

and, responsive to rweipt of said command from the caller, recording the caller’s

message.

17. The control system of claim 15 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: recalling from said memory means a courtesy signal

10 notifying the caller that the system must page the user and informing the caller that

by entering a command the caller would be allowed to record a message, transmitting

said courtesy message to the caller before initiating the page to the user and,

responsive to receipt of said command from the‘ caller, recording the caller’s message.

18. The control system of claim 1 in combination with a paging system

15 wherein each user carries a paging device adapted to receive radio frequency signals

broadcast from a central paging system with a unique identification code assigned to

each paging device, and wherein: each paging device includes: a radio frequency

transmitter; and control means for controlling said radio frequency transmitter such

that a data signal may be transmitted to the control system to revise said control

20 system memory means.

19. The combination of claim 18 wherein said controller means comprises a

keypad and associated electronics allowing the user to manually revise said control

system memory means stored signals.

20. The combination of claim 18 in further combination with a locater system

25 wherein said locater system comprises a plurality of predeterminedly located locater

transmitters, with each locater transmitter transmitting to a proximate paging device

a signal corresponding to the telephone number of a nearby phone, and wherein said

control means controls said radio frequency transmitter to transmit a signal related to

said telephone number signal to said control system to revise said control system
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memory means, whereby the control system will automatically forward incoming calls

to a telephone near said user.

21. The combination of claim 20 wherein: each locater transmitter transmits

an ultrasonic signal; and wherein: each paging device includes an ultrasonic receiver

5 for receiving said ultrasonic signal.

22. The combination of claim 21 wherein each locater transmitter transmits

an ultrasonic signal of approximately 40 kiloHertz modulated by said locater signal

at a rate of approximately 75 baud.

23. The control system of claim 18 wherein each paging device includes a

10 keypad for entry of commands by the user.

24. The control system of any one of claims 1 through 23 wherein a command

from said user is entered via the user’s telephone keypad.

25. The control system of any one of claims 1 through 23 wherein a command

from said user is entered via a user voice command.

15 26. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: identifying a call to said system from a specific user

requesting the present mode by which the system processes incoming calls directed

to said specific user, recalling from said memory means the current mode by which

the system processes incoming calls directed to said specific user, recalling from said

20 memory means a courtesy message which indicates said current mode and informs the

user as to how to enter a mode command to change said mode, transmitting said

courtesy message to said user, and responding to said user transmitting a specific

mode command to appropriately change the mode by which the system processes

subsequent incoming calls directed to said user.

25 27. The control system of claim 26 wherein said user mode commands are

entered via the user’s telephone keypad.

28. The control system of claim 26 wherein said user mode commands are

entered via voice commands from said user.

29. The control system of claim 1 including a schedule mode wherein said

30 electronic processing means further comprises means for: responding to said user
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transmitting a sequence of schedule command modes and corresponding times for

each such command mode to appropriately automatically change to the commanded

modes at the commanded times.

30. The control system of claim 1 including a timer mode wherein said

5 electronic processing means further comprises means for: responding to said user

entering a timer command mode and a corresponding time interval command to

appropriately change to the commanded mode for said commanded interval, thereafter

reverting to a predetermined default mode.

31. The control system of claim 1 wherein said telephone exchange provides

10 an automatic number identification of a caller (ANI) to said control system, and

wherein the electronic processing means further comprises means for: identifying a

call to said system by a user; and utilizing said ANI as said user’s memory means

stored forwarding number, whereby the user can update his forwarding number

without manually entering the number of the telephone at his present location.

15 32. The control system of claim 31 wherein calls to said system are made by

dialing a sequence which includes digits to identify one of a plurality of call

processing modes and wherein the electronic processing means further comprises

means for: identifying a call to said system by a specific user by matching the ANI

with a memory means stored number for said user and processing said digits as a

20 specific mode command control signal from said user.

33. The control system fof claim 32 wherein said user’s telephone station

includes a telephone exchange provided speed calling service wherein multi-digit

numbers can be recalled and dialed by the user entering a limited digit code, and

wherein a sequence of said speed calling numbers are programmed as said specific

25 mode command control signals, whereby a user can change the system mode control

for processing his calls by entering the appropriate limited digit code.

34. The control system of claim 1 wherein said electronic processing means

further includes means for: identifying a message center control signal from said

caller and, regardless of the user’s present call processing mode, permitting said

30 caller to access the user’s provided message center memory and store a message for
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later access by the user.

35. The control system of claim 1 wherein said electronic processing means

further includes means in implementing step c) for:upon implementing a call to said

forwarding number, identifying if the user’s number is busy or not answered and, in

such event, disposing of said call in a predetermined manner.

36. The control system of claim 1 wherein said electronic processing means

further includes means in implementing step c) for: upon implementing a call to said

forwarding number, initiating a predetermined time-out interval, identifying the

condition of the user’s line not being busy or not ringing within said time—out interval

to thereby implement step d), or identifying the condition of the user’s phone ringing

within said time-out interval to allow the user’s phone to ring for a predetermined

sequence and, if the user does not answer within said sequence, terminating the

attempt to forward the call or identifying the condition of the user’s phone being busy

within said time—out interval to thereby terminate the attempt to forward the call.

37. The control system of claim 36 wherein the duration of said time-out

interval is predeterminedly a function of whether the call from the caller is detected

as local or long distance.

38. The control system of claim 36 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means responsive to terminating the attempt to forward the call to

recall from said memory means a courtesy message indicating that the caller can leave

a message, transmitting said message to the caller, recording a message sent by the

caller and allowing the user to call the system and access such message.

39. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means in implementing step for: identifying a command from said

user requesting a desired call processing mode and responding to a predetermined

help command from said user to recall from said memory means a courtesy message

related to said specific call processing mode and transmitting said courtesy message

to said user.

40. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: identifying a predetermined client service command
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transmitted by said user and, responsive thereto, connecting said user to a client

service operator.

41. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means following step e) for: identifying a command from said user

indicating that the user desires to place a call to a predetermined number, calling said

number, connecting said user to said called number while maintaining the user to

system connection such that upon completion of said user’s call the user is returned

to the system to enter further commands.

42. The control system of claim 3 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: upon said user calling the system and accessing a

recorded message from a caller, identifying a command from said user indicating that

the user desires to place a call to a predetermined number, calling said number,

connecting the user to said called number while maintaining the user to system

connection such that upon completion of said user’s call the user is returned to his

recorded messages in the system.

43. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means step

g) further comprises means for: implementing user call processing mode changes

responsive to predetermined command sequences and further including user controls

which, when transmitted, automatically implement said predetermined command

sequences.

44. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: upon implementing call forwarding in accordance with

steps b) through d), generating predetermined signals which to a caller indicate

normal call processing operation but to a user indicate that the user can transmit his

predetermined identification code to gain access to his system provided functions and,

upon receipt of said predetermined identification code, terminating the call forwarding

and transferring the user to the system’s command mode.

45. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: upon implementing call forwarding in accordance with

steps b) through d), recalling from said memory means a predetermined courtesy
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message which directs the caller to ask for the called party by name upon completion

of the call and transmitting said courtesy message to the caller.

46. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: upon implementing call forwarding in accordance with

steps b) through d), recalling from said memory means a predetermined courtesy

message which directs the caller to ask for the called party’s extension upon

completion of the call and transmitting said courtesy message to the caller.

47. The control system of either one of claims 45 or 46 wherein the particular

courtesy message recalled from the memory means and transmitted to the caller is

controllable by command from the user.

48. The control system of claim 1 wherein the electronic processing means

further comprises means for: identifying a predetermined external message center

command transmitted by said user and, responsive thereto, completing a call to a

message center external of the control system and connecting the user to said external

message center.

49. A control system for receiving and processing telephone calls from a caller

to a user, the system comprising: detector means for detecting signals over a

telephone line; signal generating means, responsive to control signals, for producing

predetermined signals and transmitting said signals over a telephone line; memory

means for controllably storing and recalling electronic signals; switching means for

connecting a call on one line to another line; and central processing means for

monitoring signals on a telephone line, accessing said memory means and controlling

said signal generator means and switching means, said central processing means

including means for:

a) identifying a call to said system directed to a user,

b) recalling from said memory means a user controlled call processing signal

corresponding to a user selected one of a plurality of call processing modes and,

responsive to said user controlled call processing signal dictating a voice-screen

mode, proceeding by

c) recalling from said memory means a predetermined identification message
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requesting caller identification information,

(1) controlling said signal generating means to send said identification message

to said caller,

e) storing in said memory means the caller’s response to said identification

5 message,

i) recalling the user’s number from said memory means and controlling said

signal generating means to call said user,

g) recalling from said memory means the caller’s response and sending said

response to said user, and

10 h) responding to a control command from said user to dispose of the call

from the caller in a selected one of a plurality of options.

50. The control system of claim 49 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

h) i) responding to a first control command from said user to connect said

15 caller to said user.

51. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to an alternate control command from said user to recall a

predetermined message from said memory means and send said message to said
20 caller.

52. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to a second control command from said user to recall a

terminating message from said memory means, send said terminating message to said

25 caller and terminate the connection to said caller.

53. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to a second control command from said user to recall a

leave-a-message signal, sending said leave-a-message signal to said caller and storing

30 the caller’s message in said memory means.
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54. The control system of claim 50 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

h) ii) responding to a second control command from said user to recall a

predetermined phone number from said memory means, call said number and connect

said user to said predetermined number. k

55. The control system of claim 49 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for: -

a) i) recognizing a predetermined signal transmitted by the caller and,

responsive thereto, immediately proceeding with step f) to call said user and then

connect said caller to said user.

56. A control system for receiving and processing telephone calls from a caller

to a user, the system comprising: detector means for detecting signals over a

telephone line; signal generating means, responsive to control signals, for producing

predetermined signals and transmitting said signals over a telephone line; memory

means for controllably storing and recalling electronic signals; switching means for

connecting a call on one line to another line; and electronic processing means for

monitoring signals on a telephone line as detected by said detection means, accessing

said memory means and producing and applying predetermined control signals to said

signal generating means and switching means, said central processing means

including means for:

a) identifying a call to said system directed to a user,

b) recalling from said memory means a predetermined paging system control

procedure for paging said user,

c) causing said signal generating means to control said paging system to page

said user with an indication that the user has a call waiting,

d) identifying a call to said system from said user,

e) in the event said caller has waited on the line, connecting the caller to the

user, and

t) in the event the caller has not waited on the line, so notifying the user by

recalling a predetermined message from said memory means and causing said signal
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generating means to transmit said message to said user.

57. The control system of claim 56 wherein the electronic processing means

further includes means for: recalling from said memory means a courtesy message

notifying the caller that the system must page the user and allowing the user the

5 option of recording a message in said memory means, transmitting said courtesy '

message to said caller and, responsive to said caller implementing the message option,

recording said message in said memory means and allowing the user to access said

message after responding to the page.

58. A paging system wherein each user carries a paging device adapted to

10 receive radio frequency broadcast signals from a central paging system, with a unique

identification code assigned to each paging device, characterized by:

aplurality of predeterminedly located ultrasonic transmitters, each transmitter

transmitting and information signal; and

each paging device including:

15 an ultrasonic receiver for receiving the signal from a proximate

ultrasonic transmitter, and

a radio frequency transmitter for transmitting to the central paging

system a signal corresponding to the paging device received ultrasonic signal and the

paging device assigned identification code,

20 whereby the paging system is provided with related information for each

paging device.

59. The paging system of claim 58 wherein: said information signal is the

phone number of a proximately located telephone, and said paging device radio

frequency transmitter transmits said phone number related signal to said central

25 paging system, whereby the central paging system is provided with the phone number

of a phone proximate to said user.

60. The paging system of claim 59 in combination with a control system,

wherein the control system comprises: means for detecting a call from a caller to

said control system directed to a user, and processing means for accessing said central

30 paging system and causing said central paging system to transmit a control signal to
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the paging device of said user, which control signal causes said paging device to

transmit back to said central paging system the proximate phone number signal, and

implementing a call to said proximate phone number.

61. The system of claim 60 further comprising: means for connecting the

5 caller to said proximate phone number.

62. The system of claim 60 wherein: each paging device includes user

controllable means for transmitting telephone call processing control signals to said

control system, and wherein each control system includes means responsive to said

control signals to process incoming calls to said user in accordance therewith.

10 63. The system of claim 62 wherein one telephone call processing control

signal causes said control system to forward to the user only selected calls.

64. The system of claim 59 wherein each locater transmitter transmits an

ultrasonic signal of approximately 40 kiloHertz modulated by said locater signal at

a rate of approximately 75 band.

15 65. A control system connected to the telephone exchange wherein each user

of the system is assigned a unique telephone number and said control system routes

a call to a user controlled number, the control system comprising:

input/output means adapted for connection to telephone exchange lines to input

and output telephone calls;

20 switching control means for controllably connecting a call on one line to a

different line;

memory means for controllably storing and recalling electronic signals; and

electronic processing means for accessing said memory means, switching

control means and input/output means to direct the flow of input and output calls, said

25 electronic processing means including means for responding to an incoming call to

a specific user to recall from said memory means a courtesy message indicating to the

caller that his call could be branched to any of a plurality of options responsive to the

caller transmitting an appropriate command corresponding to the desired branch,

transmitting said courtesy message to said caller and, responsive to the caller

30 transmitting said implementing the commanded option.
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66. A paging system wherein each user carries a paging device adapted to

receive radio frequency signals broadcast from a central paging system with a unique

identification code assigned to each paging device, and characterized in that:

each paging device includes:

5 a radio frequency transmitter, and controller means for controlling said

radio frequency transmitter, said controller means operable in at least two distinct
user selectable modes, the first such mode being responsive to receiving a signal

broadcast by the central paging system and responding by transmitting predetermined

data back to said central paging system.

10 67. The system of claim 66 wherein said controller means comprises a keypad

and associated electronics allowing a user to manually enter data.

68. The system of claim 66 in combination with a locater system comprising

a plurality of predeterminedly located locater transmitters with each locater

transmitter transmitting a unique locater signal including locating information, and

15 wherein said controller means includes means for receiving the signal from a

proximate locater transmitter and controlling said radio frequency transmitter to

re—transmit said locating information to the central paging system.

69. The system of claim 68 wherein each locater

transmitter locater signal corresponds to the number of a nearby telephone and

20 wherein said controller controls said radio frequency transmitter to transmit said

telephone number related signal to said central paging system.

70. The system of claim 68 in combination with a telephone control system

for predeterminedly controlling incoming calls to a user in a selected one of at least

two distinct modes responsive to a mode control signal wherein a locater transmitter

25 transmits a predetermined mode signal and wherein said paging device transmits a

signal responsive to said mode control signal through said paging system to said

telephone control system to control the mode thereof.

71. A control system for receiving and processing telephone calls from a caller

to a user, the system comprising: detector means for detecting signals over a

30 telephone line; signal generating means, responsive to control signals, for producing
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predetermined signals and transmitting said signals over a telephone line; memory

means for controllably storing and recalling electronic signals; switching means for

connecting a call on one line to another line; and central processing means for

monitoring signals on a telephone line, accessing said memory means and controlling

5 said signal generator means and switching means, said central processing means

including means for:

a) identifying a call to said system directed to a user,

b) recognizing a predetermined signal transmitted by the caller and,

responsive thereto, immediately procwding with step g) to call said user, otherwise

10 proceeding to step c);

c) recalling from said memory means a user controlled call processing signal

corresponding to a call processing mode and, responsive to said user controlled call

processing signal dictating a voice-screen mode, proceeding by

d) recalling from said memory means a predetermined identification message

15 requesting caller identification information,

e) controlling said signal generating means to send said identification message

to said caller,

i) storing in said memory means the caller’s reSponse to said identification

message,

20 g) recalling the user’s number from said memory means and controlling said

signal generating means to call said user,

h) recalling from said memory means the caller’s response and sending said

response to said user, and

i) responding to a control command from said user to dispose of the call from

25 the caller in a selected one of a plurality of options.

72. The control system of claim 71 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

i) i) responding to a first control command from said user to connect said

V caller to said user.

30 73. The control system of claim 72 wherein the central processing means
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further includes means for:

i) ii) responding to an alternate control command from said user to recall

a predetermined message from said memory means and send said message to said

caller.

74. The control system of claim 73 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for: _

i) ii) a) responding to a second control command from said user to recall a

terminating message from said memory means, send said terminating message to said

caller and terminate the connection to said caller.

75. The control system of claim 74 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

i) ii) b) responding to a third control command from said user to recall a

leave-a-message signal, sending said leave-a-message signal to said caller and storing

the caller’s message in said memory means.

76. The control system of claim 75 wherein the central processing means

further includes means for:

i) ii) c) responding to a fourth control command from said user to recall a

predetermined phone number from said memory means, call said number and connect

said user to said predetermined number.

77. The combination of claim 18 in further combination with a locater system

wherein said locater system comprises a plurality of predeterminedly located locater

transmitters, with each locater transmitter transmitting to a proximate paging device

a signal corresponding to a call processing mode, and wherein said control means

controls said radio frequency transmitter to transmit a signal related to said call

processing mode to said control system to revise said control system memory means,

whereby the control system will automatically change a user’s call processing mode.

78. The combination of claim 77 wherein: each locater transmitter transmits

an ultrasonic signal; and wherein: each locater transmitter transmits an ultrasonic

receiver for receiving said ultrasonic signal.

79. The combination of claim 78 wherein each locater transmitter transmits
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an ultrasonic signal of approximately 40 ldlohertz modulated by said locater signal
at a rate of approximately 75 baud.
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An apparatus for use in a telephone network (250) having a calling station connectable to a first switch (252) means and a 1
called station connectable to a second switch (254) means, with the first and second switch means being connectable by a link
(257). The apparatus comprises an interface having a passive in-line monitor connected in the link for detecting entry of a prede-
termined service access code by a user of the calling station (258) or a user of the called station (259) after call completion be— ‘
tween the calling station and the called station and before either of said users goes on-hook. Upon entry of predetermined service ;
access code, a speech circuit issue a predetermined prompt to the user of the calling station and/or the user of the called station. 3
Processor control (266) circuitry is then responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by one of the users following the issuance 9
of the prompt for providing a predetermined service controlled and paid for by the user requesting the predetermined service.
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WO 91/]8466 PCT/US91/03469

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING
PROACTIVE CALL SERVICES

FOLLOWING CALL COMPLETION

The present invention relates to telephone

systems and more particularly to a method and

apparatus for providing a variety of

caller—controlled proactive services after a caller

5 has been connected to a called station.

It is known in the prior art to carry telephone

calls between local telephone operating companies

through the AT&T network or through one or more

independent inter—exchange carriers such as MCI or

10 Sprint. The local telephone operating companies

operate within a so—called local access and

transport area (LATA). When a long distance call is

dialed, the call is usually transmitted through an

operating company central office to a point' of
15 termination in the originating LATA at which it is

picked up by the inter—exchange carrier and passed

by that carrier on to a termination point in a

distant LATA. Upon reaching the destination LATA,

the call is then transferred by the inter—exchange

20 carrier to the local operating company central

office within that LATA for ultimate connection to

the original called station therein. Typically, the

termination points of each LATA include suitable

switching circuits, e.g., an access tandem, that are

25 interconnected by a digital serial link. Such

digital links are , also presently used to

interconnect virtually' all central offices as well

as to interconnect operating company switching

networks to one or more cell site control switches

30 of a mobile telephone network.

It is also known in the prior art to provide

"automatic voice messaging" where, upon the

occurrence of a busy/ring—no— answer condition at a

called station, the user of the calling station can

35 be connected to a voice message facility for

recording a voice message for subsequent delivery to
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the called station. The decision to accept or

reject the automatic voice messaging service is

determined by the caller. Automatic voice messaging

operates essentially after a call has been initiated

5 but before the call can be completed to the called
station.

'It would be desirable to extend the advantages

of caller—controlled automatic voice messaging to

facilitate the providing of enhanced proactive

10 services after call completion.

It is an object of the invention to provide

caller—controlled proactive telephone services to a

caller after call completion.

It is another object to provide a unique system

15 architecture that facilitates the offer/acceptance

of various ancillary user services to the original

callerr at the calling station' and/or the original

called party at the called station after call

completion between the calling station and called

20 station.

It is a further object of the invention to

describe an apparatus that passively monitors a line

between calling and called stations following call

completion, detects a request for an ancillary user

25 service, and then controls the providing of such

service at the request of either the calling party

or the called party.

It is yet another object of the present

invention to provide an apparatus having on—line

30 monitoring capabilities for the selective offering

and providing of various ancillary services under

the control of, and at the cost to, one of the

parties to the completed call.

These and other objects of the invention are

35 achieved in a preferred embodiment of the invention

describing an apparatus for use in a telephone
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network having a calling station connectable to a
first switch means and a called station connectable

to a second switch means, with the first and second

switch means being connectable by a link.

5 Generally, the apparatus comprises an interface

having a passive in—line monitor connected in the

link for detecting entry of a predetermined service

access code by a user of the calling station or a

user of the called station after call completion

10 between the calling station and the called station

and before either of said users goes on—hook. Upon

entry of the predetermined service access code, a

speech circuit of the apparatus issues a

predetermined prompt to the user of the calling
15 station and/or the user of the called station.

Processor control circuitry of the apparatus is then

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

one of the users following the issuance of the

prompt for providing a predetermined service
20 controlled and paid for by the user requesting the

predetermined service. Alternatively, if the

user(s) are aware of the service offering, the

speech circuit is not required in order to offer the

service. In such alternative embodiments, the

25 speech circuit can be used for a confirmation prompt.

For a more completed understanding of the

present invention and the advantages thereof,
reference is now made to the following Description

taken in conjunction with the accompanying Drawings

30 in which:

FIGURES 1A, 18 and 1C are block diagrams of a

digital telephone network in which a proactive call
services system is preferably incorporated; and

FIGURE 2 is a detailed block diagram of the

35 preferred embodiment of the proactive call services

system of FIGURE 1.
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Referring now to FIGURE 1A, a block diagram is

shown of a generic digital telephone network 250 in

which an automatic voice message system is

advantageously' provided according to the teachings

5 of copending application Serial No. 07/478,674. The

telephone network generally includes a first switch

252, a second switch 254, and a plurality of digital

communications links interconnecting the first and

second switches 252 and 254 and designated. by the

10 reference numerals 256a—n. At least one digital

link 256 is preferably a high speed (1.544 MHz) T—l

span over which conventional in—band signaling” is
provided in a serial fashion; of course, Iother

higher speed links as DS/3 can be used. Link 256,

15 alternatively, is a high speed digital serial link

over which digital signals are provided using

out—of—band signaling with other communications

protocols, such as X.25 or common channel signaling

(SS7).

20 For purposes of generalization, FIGURE 1A shows

a calling station 258 connected (or connectable to

Via a central office or the like) to the first

switch 252 and a called station 259 connected (or

connectable) to the rsecond switch 254. For the

25 remainder of the discussion, it is assumed that a

call to the called. station 259 is initiated by a

caller at the calling station 258. A proactive call

services system 260 is placed across or in a digital

link 256 for enabling the offering and acceptance of

30 one or more predetermined. call services under the

control and at the expense of the caller at the

calling station 258 or the caller at the called

station.

Without limiting the foregoing, the first and

35 second switches 252 and 254 are access tandems

located at termination points between two LATAs.
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Alternatively, the first switch 252 is an access

tandem and the second switch 254 is a cellular

tandem or cell site controller for a mobile

telephone system. In this configuration, the

5 network 250 is a cellular telephone network. ' The

first switch 252 may be an operating company central

office while the second switch 254 is an access

tandem. The first and second switches can

interconnect two central offices. The system 260 is

10 bridged across the link.

Referring briefly to FIGURE 1B, in an alternate.

embodiment the system 260 is placed in a

self—contained loop 256C from the first switch 252

(or the second switch 254 (not shown))._ A

15 "self—contained" loop means that the system 260 is

located Vinternally' to the switch. or as an adjunct
thereto.

Referring now to FIGURE 2, a detailed block

diagran1 is shown of the preferred embodiment of a

20 proactive call services 260 for use in a digital

netw0rk environment. System 260 preferably includes

an interface means including a plurality of

interface circuits 262a—n each connected to a

multiplexer 264. The multiplexer includes a control

25 bus connected to a control means comprising .a

processor 266, storage interface 268, storage device

270 and input/output device 272. The processor is

controlled in a conventional manner by suitable

application programs stored. in the storage device

30 270. Input/output device is used to modify the

system operation by entering suitable program

commands to the control means. '

The system 260 further includes a number of

circuits for facilitating various monitor intercept,

35 prompting, conferencing and redirect functions as

will be described in more detail below. A scanner
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circuit 274 is provided to identify Feature Group D

supervision or other similar information depending

on the type of signaling used. A service circuit

276 includes a passive line monitor circuit as well

as all necessary call progress (e.g., busy/ring—no—

answer) detection circuits, speech generation

circuits, and service acceptance (e.g., DTMF)

detection circuits. The service circuit 276 also

preferably includes appropriate circuitry for

capturing ANI, DNI and billing information. A first

communication interface 278 is provided to receiveh

interpret, format and transmit 557 messages as will

be described in more detail below. The‘ system
preferably also includes a second communication

interface 280 connected to a network applications

platfornl 282. The platform: 282 includes a billing

computer and other appropriate devices such as a

database for transaction processing and accounting

purposes. The system 260 advantageously includes

its own voice/data storage unit 284 for storing

voice messages, data or other call conversations as

will be described. A storage 286, preferably a disk

storage, is connected to the voice/ data storage

unit 284. The voice message or data storage may

take place either in the voice/data storage unit or

in the network applications platform, as is

appropriate, to facilitate subsequent delivery.

Each of the circuits 274, 276, 278, 280 and 284

are connected to the processor 266 via the control

bus 290. Input/output channel buses 292 and 294

also interconnect these circuits to the multiplexer

of the interface means. Preferably, the interface

means includes twenty—eight (28) T—l interface

circuits, each of which is connected to two digital

links. Each T—l interface circuit includes first

and second T—l interface circuits 295 and 297, with
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the first interface circuit 295 connected to one of

the digital links and the second interface circuit

297 connected to the other digital link. The first

and second digital links are thus connectable to

5 bypass their respective interface circuit if the

first and second T—l interfaces are interconnected

by means of the switch 298. Given this

architecture, i.e., with 28 T-l spans each carrying

twenty—four (24) channels, the buses 292 and 294

10 service 1344 channels.

To provide automatic voice messaging, the

scanner 274, service circuit 276 and/or

communications interface 278 monitor the received

signaling to determine the state of the call

15 progress. Of course, the actual circuit used

depends on the type of signaling. If an SS7

protocol is used, communications, interface 278

monitors the line. If Feature Group D signaling is

used, the Feature Group D information is collected

20 in and processed by service circuit 276; other types

of signaling are collected and processed by scanner

274. When call processing is required due to a busy

or ring/no answer condition, the processor 266

activates the service circuits 276 to thereby issue

25 a prompt offering (e.g., "Your party is not

available; if you would like to leave a message,

please press the # key") and monitor the line for

acceptance of the service. Processor 266 also

controls the circuit 276 to capture ANI, DNI and

30 billing information. If the service is accepted,

the service circuit 276 notifies the processor 266,

which then controls the service circuit to issue

appropriate prompts to the caller to instruct the

caller to begin recording the message. The message

35 is then recorded by the voice storage unit 284, and

the processor controls the service circuit 276 to
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transfer 'the ANI, DNI, and billing information to

the network applications platform 282. Although not

meant to be limiting, preferably voice messages are

stored in the voice/data storage unit 284 or its

5 associated disk storage, while ANI, billing and

other management information resides in the network

applications platform.

For message delivery, the network applications

platform ships the message routing information

10 (i.e., the ANI, etc.) back to the voice/data storage

unit 284, and the processor 266 then locates an open

channel on a link for outdialing to the original

called station. The service circuit then dials the

call. 7 When the call is placed, the scanner 274

15 watches the call states for answer supervision or

on—hook/off—hook detection. If off—hook is

detected, the service circuit' 276 issues a prompt

announcing the message which is then delivered by

the voice storage unit 284. When the message is

20 delivered, the processor 266 notifies the network

applications platform and the packet is deleted.

If desired, the system 260 is connectable to a

remote host computer via a dedicated communications

interface which in turn is connected to the remote

25 host via an RS-232 link or the like. This enables

messages to be transferred to another location for

the subsequent outdial attempts. As an alternate

embodiment, the network applications platform 282 is

set up to control billing and delivery attempts

30 while the remote host issues the prompt announcing

the message and other voice functions. The remote

host can alternatively retain all billing

information with the voice messager or other call

information for a short time; and then passes off

35 all such information to the platform 282 for further

processing. It is also possible to have the
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voice/data storage unit 284 pass a "packet"

(comprising the billing information) downstream to a

platform 282, e.g., in a destination delivery area

(a destination LATA).

5 The architecture of FIGURE 2 is quite useful in

providing various ancillary "instant" services to

the calling station user and/or the called station

user after the call between these parties has been

completed. As used herein, "call completion" means

10 the calling station has been successfully connected

to the called station, i.e., a busy/ring—no—answer

has not been encountered by the calling station user

upon call initiation to the called station.

According to the present invention, one or more such
15 ancillary services are provided after - call

completion but before either party goes back to an

on—hook condition.

One such ancillary service is conference

calling. During the call, if either party

20 determines that a conference is needed, that party

can enter a predetermined access code (e.g., "2,2")

which is detected by the passive on—line monitor

circuit in the service circuit 276 of the system.

Detection of the predetermined access code causes

25 the processor 266 to control the service circuit to

issue a prompt, e.g., "if you would like to add

another party to this call, please dial that party's

number now" or "if you would like to add a party to

this call, please press # and follow the

30 instructions" or the like. Depending on the prompt

offering, one of the parties then enters the

necessary' signaling (dialed digits or the # sign,

etc.) to accept the service offering. This

signaling is detected by the service circuit 276 at

35 which point the processor seizes an available line

and places the call to the party sought to be
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conferenced. Such call initiation continues while

the originally completed call remains in progress

between the calling station and the called station.

The system can either mute the ringing signals to

5 the third party or allow such signals to be heard by

the parties. Upon call completion to the third

party, the processor 266 bridges the calls together

to provide the conference. The database in the

network applications platform 282 could then provide

10 billing validity information as well as storing the

billing information. Generally, the party who

accepts the service is billed. ‘H

The system of FIGURE 2 thus facilitates call

conferencing in a proactive or caller—controlled

15 manner which has heretofore never been available.

From the caller's perspective, such ancillary

services are provided to the call—in—process

unobtrusively. If the parties are familiar with the

service offering, a prompt offering may not be
20 necessary following entry of the predetermined

access code. In this embodiment, detection of the

predetermined access code by the monitor circuit

will result in the generation by the service circuit

of a "beep“ tone or superimposed dialtone (over the

25 existing talkpath) instead of the prompt offering.

One of the parties then dials the third party‘s

telephone number or enters the appropriate code for

acceptance of the service as the case may be.

Confirmation of follow—up prompts may then be

30 provided if necessary.

Yet another ancillary service available through

the systenx of FIGURE 2 is call recording. During

the call, one or both of the parties may decide to

record the call. Upon detection of a predetermined

35 access code (e.g., a 2,7) by the on—line monitor of

the service circuit 276, the circuit signals the
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processor 266. Processor 266 in turn connects the

voice storage unit on line to immediately begin

recording the call. Alternatively, the parties are

provided the prompt offering to determine whether

5 the continued conversations are to be recorded. -The

recording of the call, and the associated

information packet containing the requesting party

and billing information, is then transferred to the

network applications platform 282 after the pathway

10 to the platform is established as previously

described. The party requesting the recording can

then recall the recorded conversation from the

platform 282 using dialup parameters such an entry

and verification of security codes. Other

15 collateral services, such as transcription of Athe

recorded call, can thus be arranged and billed to

the requesting party.

Another ancillary’ service is silent call

recording. In this embodiment, a predetermined

20 service access code is detected by the passive

on—line monitor but not sent down the line to the

party at the called station. The recording of the

call is then carried out privately without the other

party's knowledge. With this service, there is no

25 need to provide a prompt offering, however,- a

one—way confirmation (to either the calling party or

the called party) superimposed over a muted line (to
the other party) is provided if desired. Although

not meant to be limiting, the silent recording

30 feature alternatively can be invoked by using a

second band of an ISDN telephone, by transmitting

out-of-band information, or by transmitting ‘ a

combination of in—band and out—of—band signaling to

a special "notch" filter.

35 According to the present invention, either the

calling party and/or the called party can invoke one
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or more of the above-identified services by entry of

the appropriate code. Service may be offered at the

destination either by subscription or as a basic

service by the destination service provider.

Generalizing, and with reference to FIGURE 1C,

conceptually the service offerings can be provided

in numerous locations in and around the network. In

particular, FIGURE lC shows a public telephone

network with alternative pickup points, alternative

central office switching points and alternate

delivery processors. The system of FIGURE 2 can be_

implemented at the various positions indicated Vin

FIGURE 1c. ' '
Although not shown in detail, it should‘ be

appreciated that the architecture of FIGURE 2 is

quite powerful and enables the service provider to

provide numerous ancillary' call services that have

heretofore been unavailable to users except in only

limited ways behind a private branch exchange or the

like and without the capability’ of providing such

services in a proactive, caller—controlled and

billed manner as described herein.

It should be appreciated by those skilled in

the art that the specific embodiments disclosed

above may be readily utilized as a basis 'for

modifying or designed other structures for carrying

out the same purposes of the present invention. It

should also be realized by those skilled in the art

that such equivalent constructions do not depart

from the spirit and scope of the invention as set

forth in the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. In a telephone network having a calling

station connectable to a first switch means and a

5 called station connectable to a second switch means,

with the first and second switch means being

connectable by a link, the improvement comprising:

an interface connected in the link to nmnitor

for entry of a predetermined service access code by

10 a user of the calling station or a user of the

called station after call completion between the

calling station and the called station and before

either of said users goes on—hook; and

control means connected to the interface and

15 responsive to entry of the predetermined access code

for controlling offer and acceptance of one or more

predetermined services controlled and paid for by

the user requesting the service.

20 2. In the telephone network as described in

Claim 1 wherein the service is call conferencing.

3. In the telephone network as described in

Claim 1 wherein the service is call recording.

25

4. In the telephone network as described in

Claim 1 wherein the service is silent call recording.

5. Apparatus for use in a telephone network

30 having a calling station connectable to a first

switch means and a called station connectable to a

second switch means, with the first and secbnd

switch means being connectable by a link, comprising:

an interface connected in the link to nmnitor

35 for entry of a predetermined service access code by

a user of the calling station or a user of the
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called station after call completion between the

calling station and the called station and before

either of said users goes on—hook; and

speech means responsive to entry of the

predetermined service access rcode for issuing a

predetermined prompt to the user of the calling

station and/or the user.of the called station; and

control means connected to the interface and

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

one of the users following the issuance of the

prompt for providing a predetermined service

controlled and paid for by the user requesting the

predetermined service.

6. Apparatus for use in a telephone .network

having a calling station connectable to a first

switch means and a called station connectable to a

second switch means, with the first and Vsecond

switch means being connectable by a link, comprising:

an interface connected in the link to monitor

for entry of a predetermined service access code by

a user of the calling station or a user of the

called station after call completion between the

calling station and the called station and before

either of said users goes on—hook: and

control means connected to the interface and

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

one of the users for providing a predetermined

service controlled and paid for by the user

requesting the predetermined service.

7. Apparatus for use in a telephone network

having a calling station connectable to a first

switch means and a called station connectable to a

second switch means, with the first and second

switch means being connectable by a link, comprising:
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an interface in the first switch means to

monitor for entry of a predetermined service access

code by a user of the calling station or a user of

the called station after call completion between the

5 calling station and the called station and before

either of said users goes on—hook; and
control means connected to the interface and

responsive to entry of predetermined signaling by

one of the users for providing a predetermined

10 service controlled and paid for by the user

requesting the predetermined service.

15

20

25

3O

35
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(54) 11th: NETWORK-BASED MULWIA COMMUNICATIONS AND DIRECIORY SYSTEM AND ME11'IOD 0F OPE/(HON

 (57) Amer-let

  A communication: system (ID) is provided which comprises a plurality of network hub (12. I4 and I6). Network hubs (l2. 14
and 16) are interconnected through a communications network (18). The system (10) interconnects messaging systems (24. 26. 28. 30.
32. 34. 36. 40. 42 and 44) having disparate capabilities and using disparate communications protocols. The network hubs use numbers of
connection processors (52 and 54) to interact with the messaging systems. A hub database (68) and message store (58) are used to store
control information and messaging information within the network hubs. A network processor (60) is used to interact with other hubs
within the communications system (ID). A message router (72). connection manager (74). data replicator (76), and an administrative event
manager (78) are used to control the operations of the hub in processing a message.
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NETWORK-BASED MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATIONS AND

DIRECTORY SYSTEM AND METHOD OF OPERATION

IESHNISBL_EIELD_Q£LIHE_IHEEHIIQH

This invention relates in general to the field of

communications and information management systems and

more particularly to an improved network-based voice

messaging and multimedia communications and directory

system and method of operation for private addressing

plans using community addressing.
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Currently available communications facilities

include voice communication, electronic mail

communication, facsimile communication and

video communication. These communications facilities are

augmented by storage and retrieval facilities such as
voice mail facilities, bulletin board services and the

like. These various communications facilities have

largely been operated on independent platforms,

interconnected into private networks, and through

independent and disparate channels of communication.
While local area network (LAN) based mail systems

such as cc: Mail or large private electronic mail

providers such as MCI Mail have facilitated some
networking capability in electronic mail content, other

communications facilities such as voice messaging and

facsimile transmissions are largely localized facilities.

For example, typical messaging systems are constrained

within a single organization such as a company or at the

broadest within a single local exchange carrier facility.

In light of the largely local nature of messaging

facilities and the incompatibility of proprietary

messaging protocols, there has been little effort to

supply large scale integrated network functionality to
these communications services. In addition, most of

these facilities are limited to a single media such as

only voice, only electronic mail, or only facsimile
transmissions.

Additionally, in particular, voice messaging systems

have not provided large scale integrated network

functionality due to the following limitations:
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1) Their terminal equipment is usually a telephone,

which can only communicate with audio signaling such as

Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTHF) signals.

2) The methods of addressing are frequently short,

fixed length numerical addresses and currently deployed

numbering schemes.

3) Messages are typically large, spanning several

minutes of digitized analog audio signals.

4) Identity confirmation of the sender or

recipient must be a spoken identification such as a

mailbox number or a name.

5) Directory type functions such as lookup can not

be done with ASCII type inputs but again are restricted

to DTMF inputs.

6) Communications protocols associated with

voice messaging systems do not provide the facilities

necessary to request or specify special services such as

media translation, subject matter identification and

routing, and the like.

A further complication in the growth of existing

messaging systems and networks is the parallel increase

in the complexity of managing the directory and

addressing information associated with the network.

Existing directory facilities are usually limited to a

single system or, atcmost, a single organization. It is

difficult, if not impossible with current systems, to

acquire and use effectively directory information from

other facilities as the integrated system increases in

complexity as other facilities are added to the network.

These large scale directories are more complicated to

deal with in voice messaging systems due to the fact that
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any functionality, such as retrieval or lookup, provided

to the user is restricted to DTMF inputs.

The isolated nature of present messaging systems

provides for little standardization that may be used to
effect the communications between disparate systems that

must occur for effective networking of systems. As such,

even messaging systems that are working in the same

media, for example, two voice messaging systems, may be

incapable of transferring information and messages

between the systems due to the differences in the

protocols used by the systems to process and transfer
messages.

The management of message traffic in a networked

environment creates additional concerns. As a message

passes out of the control of a local messaging system and
into the network, the responsibility for routing and

delivery of the message must also pass to the network.

This responsibility creates a need for a network with

significant message tracking and management capabilities.

The complexity of this management task grows enormously

as the size of the network increases. This complexity

further increases with voice messaging systems due to the

addressing being numerical, and limited in sizc most

often to the sender/recipient's phone number or some

other local private numbering plan, and to the size of

the addressing fields in any of the local networking

protocols.

Further complications result from the desire for

parties owning individual messaging systems to network
those systems. Current messaging systems can employ

enient short form addressing among the members of theconv

entity that use the voice messaging system. However, the
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short form addresses are problematic in a large shared

network such as that in this invention because they do

not provide globally unique addressing for all members of

the widely-networked community.

Accordingly, a need has arisen for an integrated

communications system which supplies network-based voice

and multimedia communication facilities, voice and

multimedia directory services for communications

including voice mail, electronic mail, facsimile_

transmissions, voice transmissions and video

transmissions, and further supplies the ability to

network messaging systems which use a variety of

disparate private addressing schemes.
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In accordance with the teachings of the present

invention, a communications system is disclosed which

substantially eliminates or reduces disadvantages

associated with prior systems and solutions and provides

new solutions never before available. In accordance with

one embodiment of the present invention, a network-based

voice and multimedia communications system is provided

that comprises a plurality of network hubs Operable to

communicate with each other and with local messaging

systems. The network hubs operate to receive messages in

any media using any addressing convention from users
either directly or through local messaging systems and to

transmit the messages to other users whether located on

local messaging systems or otherwise through the

plurality of network hubs. This capability introduces a
further complication for voice messaging systems that has

yet to be encountered, in that voice messaging systems
must be accessed and addressed utilizing standard DTMF

signaling, numerical addressing and directory queries,
and all within the native protocol of the user messaging

system. According to one embodiment of the present
invention, the network hubs are in constant communication

with one another and constantly update a directory

database which comprises user profiles for users of the

communications system. The user profiles include

identification confirmations associated with the users,

such as a user‘s spoken name, as well as other

user-specific information. The communications system is

operable to transmit an identification confirmation for a
given user when another user of the communications system
attempts to send a message to that user. For large scale
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integrated network functionality, interfacing with voice

messaging systems introduces a further complication for

user profiles including identification confirmation in

that large distributed network directories must be built

and maintained based upon numerical addressing and

accessed utilizing DTMF signaling and the native

protocols of the user messaging system. -

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the network hubs are operable to maintain and

store user profiles that include user preferences

associated with each user. The communications system of

the present invention is operable to perform media

translations such that messages received in one media can

be translated into another media based upon the

preference of the destination user as stored in the

user's profile information. For large scale integrated

'network functionality, interfacing with voice messaging

systems introduces a further complication for media

preference translation in that large distributed network

directories must be built and maintained, based upon

numerical addressing, that are accessed utilizing DTMF

signaling and the native protocols of the user system.

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the communications system supports mailing

list distribution of messages. According to this

embodiment of the present invention, the communications

system receives a message which is addressed to a

configurable mailing list comprising a plurality of

destination addresses associated with users of the

communications system. A mailing list agent may act as

the sender of the message to distribute the message to

each of the addresses in the mailing list. For large
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scale integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces a further complication
for mailing list distribution, in that large distributed
network directories must be built and maintained. These

directories must be accessed and addressed utilizing

standard DTMF signaling, numerical addressing and

directory queries using the native protocol of the user

system.

According to one embodiment of the present

invention, the network hubs maintain constant

communication paths to one another such that the current

state of the entire system is always available to each of
the network hubs. In this manner, the location and status
of each message within the communications system can be
tracked and altered at any time after the message is
created and before the message is delivered. For large

scale integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces a further complication
for accessing and update of user profile information, in
that large distributed network directories must be built
and accessed by the numerical addresses of the users of
the messaging system.

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, access is provided into the communications

system for nonsubscribers of the communications system.
In this manner, nonsubscribers can place messages or

other communications directly onto the communications

system for delivery. Further, facilities are also
provided to deliver messages to nonsubscribers by the
placement of conventional telephone calls, facsimile
transmissions or E-mail transmissions to addresses which
are provided by the message sender. A further
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complication to the communications system for providing

nonsubscribers the capability to deposit and retrieve

messages with voice messaging systems requires that the

communications system support standard telephone

interfaces, support numerical addressing, support only

voice as the entry and exit media, supply identification

confirmation in a spoken form such as the spoken name or

spoken address, and provide directory services via DTMF

signaling.

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the network hubs may be used to distribute

mass mailings of message traffic to selected users of the

communications system. According to this embodiment, the

user profiles associated with each user may contain

information to allow each user to specify what types of

information and from whom that user would like to receive

and in what media and location the user would like to

receive the information. For large scale integrated

network functionality, interfacing with voice messaging

systems introduces a further complication for

distribution of mass mailings in that large distributed

network directories must be built and accessed by the

numerical addresses of the users of the communications

system. According to one embodiment of the present

invention, advertising and other commercial special

interest information can be routed through the

communications system for fees charged to the providers

of the information. Users of the network are billed for

ordinary messages routed through the network or for

information services and may be given credit for each

advertising message actually received to provide an

incentive for users to receive the advertising message

-.- a
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traffic. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces a further complication for providing

advertising and other commercial special interest

information messaging services in that large distributed

network directories must be built and maintained, based

upon numerical addressing and that the messages are
delivered utilizing DTMF signaling and the native

protocols of the user's messaging system.
According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the communications system is operable to

deliver compound messages that comprise information in

more than one media. For example, a single message may

comprise both a voice message and a facsimile
transmission. The communications system of the present

invention is operable to route each portion of the

message to an appropriate receiving facility associated
with the destination user. For example, if a compound

message is sent that comprises both a voice message and a
facsimile message, the communications system of the

present invention can deliver both messages together or
split the two messages and deliver the voice message to a
voice mailbox associated with the intended recipient and

deliver the facsimile message to a fax destination

associated with the intended recipient. The

communications system of the present invention is also

desire delivery in certain media. For example, if a

compound message is sent that comprises a voice message
and an electronic mail transmission but the destination

.‘nr
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user only has a voice mailbox and a fax machine, the

communications system of the present invention will

translate the electronic mail message to a facsimile

image and transmit the voice portion of the compound

message to the voice mailbox and the translated portion

to the fax destination. For large scale integrated

network functionality, interfacing with voice messaging

systems introduces a further complication for the

processing of multimedia messages and the split routing

that has yet to be developed, in that large distributed

network directories must be built containing the

numerical addresses for the different media destinations

and accessed by the numerical addresses of the users of

the communications system, and delivered utilizing DTMF

signaling and the native protocols of the user system.

Current technology and implementations of message

addressing using short, fixed length numerical addresses

rare inadequate when trying to implement global

addressing. The communications system of the present

invention must supply additional information and

mechaniSms to its addressing schemes to create globally

unique addressing from such short, fixed length numerical

addresses.

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the communications system is operable to

translate messages between different languages to

accommodate foreign-speaking users. If the message is not

already a text message, the communications system of the

present invention will use its media translating

capability to place a message in a textual format such

that an automated language translation of the text

message can take place. The.language—translated message
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can then be translated into the appropriate media for the

destination user. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces further complications for providing language

translation, in that large distributed network

delivered utilizing DTMF signaling and the native

protocols of the user system.

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the communications system is operable to

coordinate password based, public and private key or

other forms of messaging security to allow for secure

transmission and receipt of messages through the

communications system. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces further complications for providing security

features, in that large distributed network directories

must be built and maintained containing the security

access keys and methods which must be accessed based upon

numerical addressing and that the messages and security

keys are delivered utilizing DTMF signaling and 'he

native protocols of the user system.

According to a further embodiment of the present

invention, the communications system is operable to

receive an address or other information associated with

an intended recipient and to access user profile

information associated with the intended recipient and

retrieve addressing information associated with the

intended recipient. As such, a sender of a message can

use whatever information is known about an intended
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recipient of a message to identify the recipient and the

communications system of the present invention will

access and use the required addressing information

appropriate for the identified recipient and the message

5 being sent. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces furthericomplications for providing custom

address translation, in that large distributed network

directories must be built and maintained containing

10 numerical address translation information which must be

accessed based upon numerical addressing and that the

messages are delivered utilizing DTMF signaling and the

native protocols of the user system.

According to a further embodiment of the present

15 invention, the communications system is operable to store

configuration and directory information for messaging

systems that are connected to network hubs used in the

communications system of the present invention.

Accordingly, if a messaging system is damaged or

20 destroyed, the stored information can be used to

reconfigure the repaired system or to initially configure

a replacement system. Further, messages to be delivered

to the damaged messaging system may be stored in the

network hubs of the communications system of the present

25 invention until the damaged messaging system is returned

to service so that no messaging traffic is lost during

the time required to repair or replace the damaged

messaging'system.

According to a further embodiment of the present

30 invention, the communications system is operable to

provide directory information to messaging systems that

are connected to network hubs of the communications
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system of the present invention but which do not need to
use the communications system of the present invention to

actually deliver messages. According to this embodiment,
a messaging system can present the communications system

of the present invention with a request for directory
information and the communications system will respond

with routing information to enable the attached messaging

system to deliver the message without the further
intervention of the communications system of the present

invention. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces further complications for providing directory

addressing services, in that large distributed network

directories must be built and maintained containing

address and delivery information which must be accessed

based upon numerical addressing and that this information
is delivered to the requesting system utilizing DTMF

signaling and the native protocols of the user system.
In accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention, a communications system is provided that

includes a network hub that is coupled to a messaging

system through at least two communication paths. One of

messaging system. The second communication path
comprises a private communication path for messaging
traffic within a messaging community. The network hub is

operable to treat the single messaging system as two
virtual messaging systems with each communication path

associated with a single virtual messaging system. The
network hub comprises translation tables which associate
users of the messaging systems with the communities to
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which they belong and the addresses associated with the

users within those communities.
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W
A more complete understanding of teachings of the

tion may be acquired by referring to the

drawings in which like reference numbers
present inven

accompanying

indicate like features and wherein:

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of the multimedia

present invention;

FIGURE 3 is a data flow diagram illustrating the

flow of messages and control information between the

software modules used in the network hubs of the present
invention;

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of an analog connection

processor used in the communications system of the
present invention;

FIGURE 5 is a state diagram of the analog connection

processor, the digital connection processor and the
network processor used in the communications system of
the present invention;

FIGURE 6 is a block diagram of the digital

connection processor used in the communications system of

the present invention;

FIGURE 7 is a block diagram of the network processor

used in the communications system of the present
invention;

invention:
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FIGURE 9 is a state diagram of the event processor

used in the communications system of the present

invention:

FIGURE 10 is a block diagram of the control

processors, management processor, event processor, and

databases used in the communications system of the

present invention;

FIGURE 11 is a block diagram of the management

processor used in the communications system of the

present invention;

FIGURE 12 is a data flow diagram of the media

translator used in the communications system of the

present invention:

FIGURE 13 is a block diagram of the network center

used in the communications system of the present

invention;

FIGURE 14 is an example of the address translation

operation of the communications system of the present

invention;

FIGURE 15 is a schematic illustration of the system

and method used by the present invention to implement

private addressing plans;

FIGURE 16 is an illustration of a translation table

used by the present invention;

FIGURES 17a through 17e are examples of the

translations performed to accomplish private messaging;

and

FIGURE 18 is an illustration of an example of

messaging using the Internet.
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FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of a multimedia

network-based communications system, indicated generally

at 10, comprising a number of network hubs 12, 14 and 16.
Network hubs 12, 14 and 16 are coupled to one another

through a communications network 18 that may comprise,
for example. high speed datalinks, frame relay links or
other suitable high speed data communication facilities.

Communications system 10 operates to process and route

communications traffic from a wide variety of message

sources and to a wide variety of message destinations.

For example, hub system 12 is shown coupled to a

telephone 22, a messaging system 24, a conventional
voice mail system 26 which is coupled to a large number

of telephone terminals represented by telephone 38, a
facsimile transmission system 28 and a public messaging

network 30. Public messaging system 30 may comprise, for

example, messaging services provided to the public by
local exchange carrier. In addition, network hub 14 is

shown coupled to a private system 32 that itself contains
a number of messaging systems and to an electronic mail

facility 34. Network hub 14 is also shown coupled
directly to a telephone 20 and to a conventional

should be understood that telecommunications connections
that are shown as direct connections may actually include
intermediate switching facilities such as private branch

exchanges or central office switches that are part of
private and public telecommunications networks.
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Network hub 14 is also shown coupled to a private

local area network, indicated generally at 31. which
communicates with network hub 14 using a communications

gateway 33. Local area network 31 may be used to support

a wide variety of messaging operations and may connect

user stations having electronic mail capability,

facsimile capability, voice capability or video

capability. The communications system 10 may be used to

connect all these systems with other messaging systems

through gateway 33 and network hub 14.

Similarly, network hub 16 is shown coupled to a

messaging system 40, a private system 42 comprising a

number of messaging systems, and a facsimile transmission

and receive facility 44. The network hub systems 12, 14

and 16 are also coupled through the communications

network 18 to a network center 37. The network center 3?

monitors the operation of the network 10 as will be

discussed more fully herein. Information providers 39 are

also provided a gateway into the communications system 10

for data and message traffic from information

providers 39. Information providers 39 may provide, for

example, bulletin board information or mass distributed

information services or advertising messages that are

distributed to users of the communications system 10

based on the preferences or demographics of the users and

the content of the information.

As will be discussed more completely herein,

communications system 10 operates to integrate and

interconnect disparate sources and technologies of

communication traffic and to translate messages between

them. The communications system 10 maintains a universal

database of all users of the communications system and
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their individual communications profiles including the

various media in which the users can send and receive

messages. For example, a single user may control and

receive communications using an electronic mail facility,

a voice mail facility, a facsimile facility and a video

facility. All of these facilities are identified in a

user profile record associated with that user within the

network database associated with system 10. As will be

discussed herein, a copy of that database is maintained

in each network hub within system 10 exemplified by

network hubs 12, 14 and 16 in FIGURE 1. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces further complications

for maintaining individual user profiles in that large

distributed network directories must be built and

maintained based upon numerical addressing and accessed

utilizing DTMF signaling and the native protocols of the

user system. The communications system 10 further

includes media, protocol, and language translation

capabilities such that, for example, messages sent in one
media can be received in a different media. For example,

an electronic mail message might be sent to a destination

user that does not have an electronic mail faciiity hut

does have a facsimile facility or prefers the receipt of

a facsimile transmission over an electronic mail

transmission. Accordingly, the communications system 10

will translate the electronic mail message into a

facsimile message and deliver the message to the

designated facsimile facility. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with
voice messaging systems introduces a further complication

for the processing of multimedia messages and the
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alternate routing in that large distributed network

directories must be built containing the numerical

addresses for the different media destinations and

accessed by the numerical addresses of the users of the

communications system, and delivered utilizing DTMF

signaling and the native protocols of the user system.

In addition, the communications protocols associated with

voice messaging systems do not have the ability to

request and specify special handling for multimedia

messages.

For purposes of describing the advantages of the

present invention, all the various sources of and

destinations for data traffic coupled to and serviced by

the communications system 10 are referred to as

"messaging systems" whether they comprise voice mail

systems, electronic mail systems, facsimile transmission

facilities, video transmission facilities or other data

transmission or receipt facilities. As such, for

purposes of this description, the data received from such

a messaging system is referred to herein as a "message"

regardless of its composition. For example, a message

received, processed and delivered by the communications

system 10 may comprise a voice message, an electronic

mail message, a facsimile or video transmission or any

combination of medium to form a compound message. As used

herein, the "media" of a message refers to the manner in

which the message is received or delivered. For example,

various message media.may comprise voice, electronic

mail, facsimile or other graphic images, or video.

Further, the "protocol" of a message refers to the manner

in which the data comprising the message is encoded by

the messaging system from which the message originates to
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the communications system 10, the manner in which the

data comprising a message is encoded as it passes through
communications system 10, and the manner in which the

data comprising a message is encoded prior to its

delivery in order for a destination messaging system to

comprehend the message. The term "user" will be used
herein to refer to human beings interfacing to the

communications system 10 either directly or through

messaging systems coupled to communications system 10.
The network hubs such as network hubs 12, 14 and 16

shown in FIGURE 1 operate as protocol translation

facilities to allow for the connection of the

communications system 10 to any of a large number of

disparate messaging systems employing differing

protocols. Currently, there are a great number of
communication protocols which are used by private and

public telecommunications and data transmission
facilities to interconnect messaging systems. The

communications system 10 operates to receive messages and

administrative information from messaging systems using

the protocol native to that system. The messages and
administrative information can then be transmitted to the

destination facility using the protocol associated with

the destination facility. Certain companies maintain

proprietary information delivery protocols that can, if
such protocols are made available, be supported by the

Further, public domain

protocols such as x.4oo messaging, SS7 signalling and
9 versions of the audio message

communications system 10.

both digital and analo

interchange specification (AMIS) are also supported by
communications system 10. For example, the X.400

protocol includes support for virtually all
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communications features currently in use. A particular

feature set is ordinarily dependent on the features used

by a particular messaging system and will usually

comprise a subset of the features supported by the x.4oo

5 protocol. The communications system 10 is flexible enough

to support whatever features are implemented by messaging

systems connected to the communications system 10.

Additionally, for large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

10 introduces a further complication for the providing of

multi-protocol translation capabilities in that messages

are delivered utilizing DTMF signaling and numerical

addresses. In addition, the communications protocols

associated with voice messaging systems do not have the

Is ability to request or specify a translation to a

disparate protocol.

The communications system of the present invention

also works with a variety of public and proprietary

protocols for directory information. As will be

m) discussed more fully herein, some messaging systems may

only use the communications system of the present

invention as a source of addressing and routing

information. In these cases, the messaging system

provides the communications system 10 with some

25 information about the intended destination. The

communications system 10 then returns specific routing

information to the messaging system so that the messaging

system can independently contact the destination and

deliver the message. In these contexts, the directory

30 information passed between the communications system 10

and the messaging system may use any number of public or

proprietary directory information protocols understood by
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the communications system 10. For large scale integrated

network functionality, interfacing with voice messaging

systems introduces further complications for providing

directory addressing services in that large distributed

network directories must be built and maintained

containing address and delivery information which must be

accessed based upon numerical addressing and that this

information is delivered to the requesting system

utilizing DTMF signaling and the native protocols of the

user's messaging system.

In operation, a network hub such as network hub 12

will receive a message through, for example, messaging

system 24 shown in FIGURE 1. By way of example, suppose

messaging system 24 utilizes the analog AMIS protocol

form of DTHF signaling. Further, assume that the message

from messaging system 24 is intended for a party serviced

by private system 42 which utilizes a proprietary digital
communication protocol. Accordingly, network hub 12

would receive the message from messaging system 24 in the

analog AMIS protocol. Network hub 12 then transforms the
information in the message to conform to a network

transmission format and transmits the transformed message

through the communications network 18 to hub 16. Network
hub 16 then uses the proprietary communication protocol

understood by private system 42 to transmit the

information to private system 42. In this manner,

communications system 10 not only acts to translate the

media in which the messages are sent to the destination

messaging system, but also acts to provide messaging

between dissimilar, proprietary messaging systems by

supporting disparate communication protocols. The
communications system of the present invention uses a
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shared internal protocol for all routing and processing

of messages. As such, the communications system of the

present invention can easily be adapted as new

communications protocols, such as Multipurpose Internet

Mail Extension (MIME) or the like, become popular. The

network hubs that are required to interface with systems

utilizing these new protocols need only translate the new

protocol to the internal protocol. As such, the operation

of the communications system as a whole can support the

addition of unlimited new protocols.

The network hub systems within communications

system 10 are in constant communication with one another

and with the network center 37 to provide updates as to

the status of messages within the communications system L

10 and further updates as to the user profile information

stored in the user database in each network hub. The 1

network center 37 receives these database and status

updates and transmits those updates to the remaining hubs :

in the communications system 10. Due to the constant

communication between the hubs, these updates provide for

a universal directory of user profiles and a constantly

changing body of information as to the status of all

messages within the communications system 10. For large

scale integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces further complications

for access and update of user profile information and

message tracking in that large distributed network

directories must be built and accessed by the numerical

addresses of the users of the communications system.

As will be discussed herein, the interconnected

network hubs within the communications system 10 also

provide for a_large amount of virtual storage that is
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available to the messaging systems which are attached to

the communications system 10. In this manner, large

bulletin boards or other bodies of shared information can

be stored on any of the network hubs and be

instantaneously available to any messaging system

connected to the communications system 10. For large

scale integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces further complications

for providing bulletin boards or other bodies of shared

information services in that large distributed network

directories must be built and maintained containing

numerical addreSs and access/delivery information for the

requesting system utilizing DTMF signaling, numerical

addressing and directory information and delivered in the

native protocols of the user system.

W

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the interrelationship
of the various software modules used in the network hubs

of the present invention. FIGURE 2 illustrates the

various modules functioning within a particular network

hub such as network hubs 12, 14 and 16 described with

reference to FIGURE 1 previously. Referring to FIGURE 2,

systems connected to the particular network hub. For

example, an analog connection processor 52 communicates
with external messaging systems that use analog

communication protocols such as an analog communication

protocol utilized by a voice messaging system that uses

DTMF signaling. Similarly, a digital connection processor

54 communicates with external messaging systems that use

digital communication protocols. Although only
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connection processors 52 and 54 are illustrated in

FIGURE 2, it should be understood that there are a

sufficient number of each of these connection processors

for the number of messaging systems coupled to a

s particular network hub. Connection processors 52 and 54

communicate with the remainder of the software system

using, for example, the Transport Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) through internal

interface 56 shown in FIGURE 2. Internal interface 56

10 ‘ serves as the main communication link between all of the

modules within the software system operating within a

particular network hub. Internal interface 56 is also

coupled to a file server 59 that provides access to a

message store facility 58 which may comprise, for

15 example, a large scale digital storage media such as a

hard disk drive. Message store 58 houses the messages

received from and to be sent to messaging systems coupled

to the network hub. When the media or format of a

message must be converted, a media translator 69 is used.

20 Media translator 69 performs media and other forms of

translation on messages stored in message store 58. For

large scale integrated network functionality, interfacing

with voice messaging systems introduces a further

complication for providing media and other translation

25 services, in that translation parametrics must be

accessed from distributed network directories utilizing

numerical addressing methods and that communications

protocols associated with voice messaging systems are not

able to request or specify media translation services.

30 A network processor 60 is also coupled to internal

interface 56. Network processor 60 is also coupled to a

external interface 62 which couples a particular network
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hub to other network hubs and to the network center 37.

Network processor 60 is responsible for collecting and

distributing messages to other network hubs. In order to

communicate with the other network hubs, the network

5 processor 60 may use. for example, the simple message

transport protocol (SMTP) and the MIME protocols.

A management processor 64 is also coupled to both

internal interface 56 and external interface 62.

Management processor 64 communicates with the network

10 center 37 and the particular network hub and operates to

monitor and manage message traffic within the particular

network hub. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces a further complication for tracking of user

IS messages and information, in that messages must be

accessed and tracked by the numerical addresses of the

users of the voice messaging system.

A group of control processors 66 is coupled between

the external interface 62 and a hub database 68. As will

20 be described more completely with reference to FIGURE 3,

the control processors include a message router 72, a

connection manager 74, a data replicator 76 and an

administrative event manager 78. In general, the control

processors 66 operate to control the operation of the

3 network hub and to manage and manipulate the information

stored in the hub database 68. The hub database 68 is

also manipulated and coupled to the remainder of the

communications system including the internal interface 56

through an event processor 70. The event processor 70

30 provides the real time control of the network hub

components. Event processor 70 responds to directory
service requests, identification confirmation requests,
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analog, digital and network connection requests, message

delivery events and administration event queues. For

large scale integrated network functionality, interfacing

with voice messaging systems introduces further

complications for the operations of the control

processors, such as message routing, and the operations

of the event procéssor, such as directory service

requeSts, in that large distributed network directories

must be built and maintained containing numerical address

of the users of the voice messaging system.

Network hubs may be implemented using a variety of

hardware platforms depending on the quantity of traffic

to be serviced by a particular network hub. In general,

the connection processors reside in personal computer

platforms serviced by telecommunications peripheral

cards. The control processors and database facilities

may be implemented on a suitable workstation platform.

All of these various discrete hardware platforms may

communicate with one another using local area or wide

area network systems.

FIGURE 3 is a dataflow diagram which illustrates the

routing and exchange of various types of data within the

various soitware modules that operate within a network

hub. Many of the facilities described with reference to

FIGURE 2 are shown in more detail in the dataflow diagram

of FIGURE 3. For example, the control processors 66 are

broken out into constituent components. FIGURE 3

illustrates the message router 72, the connection manager

74, the data replicator 76 and the administrative event

manager 78. As shown in FIGURE 3, each of these control

processors 66 interacts with the hub database 68 through

database access procedures which may comprise, for
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example, SOL/stored procedures. Essentially, the various

software modules may interface with the control

processors 66 through communications mechanisms that may

comprise, for example, TCP/IP sockets or remote procedure
calls.

Event processor 70 interacts with network

processor 60, analog connection processor 52, media

translator 69, and digital connection processor 54 using

a suitable hub control protocol. The hub control

protocol may comprise a suitable interprocess

communication mechanism that provides client-server,

request-response communications. The hub control

protocol may be based, for example, on remote procedure

calls or TCP/IP sockets. The media translator 69

accesses messages in message store 58 through file server

59 to perform media and format conversions as discussed

previously.

Management processor 64 interacts with network

processor 60, analog connection processor 52, digital

connection processor 54 and event processor 70 using a

suitable management protocol which may comprise, for

example, SNMP proxy or SNMP sub-agent communications.

Network processor 60, analog connection processor 52, and

digital connection processor 54 interact with message

store 58 through file server 59 through the storage and

retrieval of messages that may utilize, for example,

MIME. Finally, network processor 60, analog connection

processor 52, digital connection processor 54, management

processor 64 and data replicator 76 communicate with
other network hubs, messaging systems, or the network

center 37 using messaging protocols or directory

protocols appropriate to the destinations connected to
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these facilities. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces a further complication for the network hub

operations, in that large distributed network directories

must be built and maintained containing numerical

addresses of the users of the messaging systems.

WWI-11:12.1

Each network hub comprises two data storage

facilities described previously. Each network hub

comprises a hub database 68 and a message store 58. As

described previously, the message store 58 serves to

store inbound and outbound messages and is accessed

through a file server 59. The hub database 68 comprises

a high performance database for the storage of accounting

information, directory service requests, identification

confirmations, routing information and queue services

information. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces a further complication for the network hub

database in that large distributed network directories

must be built and maintained containing numerical

addresses of the uSers of the communications system. As

will be discussed herein, the hub database 68 includes a

variety of administrative queues including inbound and

outbound message queues that do not contain actual

messages but contain delivery information for the

messages stored in message store 58. Software modules.

that are distributed in nature will access the message

store 58 through file server 59 by use of a network file

system or other suitable data transport protocols.
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The hub database 68 comprises a high performance

database. In order to provide flexibility to the

operation of the network hub, access to the hub

database 68 is provided by a query requester. A query

responder receives abstracted queries from the various

software modules through the network remote procedure

calls. These calls are translated and answered by the

query responder. By using this architecture, the hub

database 68 can be altered by simply changing the query

responder.

The analog connection processor 52, the digital

connection processor 54 and the network processor 60

access the messages stored in message store 58 using file

server 59 as necessary. The messages in message store 58

are also accessed by the media translator 69 through file

server 59. The media translator 69 performs the

translations of messages from one media to another such

as. for example, the translation of an electronic mail

message into a voice message using a text to speech

system. The operation of media translator 69 will be

discussed more fully with reference to FIGURE 11.

MW

FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of the operation of the

analog connection processor 52 discussed with reference

to FIGURES 2 and 3 previously. According to one

embodiment of the present invention, analog connection

processor 52 is responsible for collecting and

distributing various forms of messages from analog

connected messaging systems using analog networking

protocols such as analog AMIS. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with
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voice messaging systems introduces a further complication

to the analog connection processor's functionality, in

that the communications system must support standard

telephone interfaces, and support numerical addressing

s and access/deliver information to the requesting system

utilizing DTMF signaling, and further support the native

protocols of the attached voice messaging system. The

analog connection processor 52 runs on a hardware

platform that may comprise, for example, a 486-ISA bus

10 personal computer system running the Unix, Windows NT, or

SOLARIS operating systems. This hardware platform may

contain a plurality of voice, fax, and modem processing

cards as well as other forms of interface cards to

process other forms of analog data transport. The

15 hardware platform may also contain a high performance

network adaptor card such as an Ethernet adaptor for

connecting to the remainder of the facilities within a

particular network hub. The hardware platform for analog

connection processor 52 also comprises disk drive storage

20 for storage of operating system files such as the UNIX

operating system plus sufficient temporary storage space

to hold incoming and outgoing messages.

Referring to FIGURE 4, the analog connection

processor 52 is shown to comprise three internal modules.

25 A message module 80 allows the analog connection

processor 52 to communicate with the message store 58

described previously through file server 59., An analog

interface module 82 provides a communication link between

the analog connection processor 52 and messaging systems

30 using analog messaging protocols. A control module 84

allows the analog connection processor 52 to communicate

with the management processor 64 using a management
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protocol. Control module 84 also communicates with event

processor 70 as described previously using the hub
control protocol.

FIGURE 5 is a state diagram illustrating the

operation of analog connection processor 52. Processing

begins at a Boot state 86 which is automatically entered

upon power-up of the analog connection processor 52 or

upon either a hardware or a software reset condition.
After the operating system and application software are

successfully loaded in the analog connection

processor 52, the analog connection processor 52 exits
the Boot state 86 and passes to the event processor poll

state 88. The event processor poll state is an idle

state where the analog connection processor 52 waits for

direction from the event processor 70 described

previously as to which task the analog connection

processor should perform. If while in the event

processor poll state 88 the event processor 70 instructs
the analog connection processor 52 to create a connection

with a messaging system, the analog connection

processor 52 leaves state 88 and passes to the make
connection state 90 shown in FIGURE 5. In state 90, the

analog connection processor 52 establishes a connection
and confirms that the connection has been made.

The event processor 70 may also direct the analog

connection processor 52 while in the event processor poll

state 88 to wait for inquiries from messaging systems.

If this is the case, the analog connection processor 52

passes to the wait for connection state 92 shown in
FIGURE 5 where the analog connection processor 52 will
remain until a predetermined amount of time has expired

or a connection is made with a calling messaging system
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or network facility. The event processor 70 can also

cause the analog connection processor 52 to pass from the

event processor poll state 88 to an idle state 94. The

idle state 94 is used by the control processors 66 and

event processor 70 to hold a communication port in

reserve for outgoing calls or otherwise prevent new calls

from being received by the analog connection

processor 52. In general, a predetermined percentage of

the communication ports available to the network hub are

maintained in the idle state 54 to provide a pool from

which outgoing connections are made in order to deliver

messages or directory information. The analog connection

processor 52 remains in the idle state 94 until a

predetermined amount of time has expired and then the

analog connection processor 52 returns to the event

processor poll state 88.

After a connection has been completed and

authenticated in the make connection state 90, the analog

connection processor 52 passes to the protocol master

state 96. The protocol master state 96 is the message

sending state where messages or directory information are

delivered to a messaging system. Once in the protocol

master state 96, the analog connection processc 52

continues to deliver all messages and directory

information provided by the control processors 66 to the

connected messaging system. At certain times during the

connection, the analog connection processor 52 offers to

pass to a protocol slave state 98, where it may receive

messages, directory information, or other data from the

messaging system. If no messages, directory information

or data need to be received at that time, the analog

connection processor 52 passes from the protocol master
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state 96 to a close connection state 99 where the

connection with messaging system is terminated.

Processing then returns to the event processor poll state
88.

The protocol slave state 98 is the message receiving

state for the analog connection processor 52. When in

the protocol slave state 98, the analog connection

processor 52 receives and validates messages, directory

information and data transmissions from a messaging

system. The analog connection processor 52 remains in

directory information, or other data are provided by the

messaging system. At that time, the analog connection

processor 52 returns to the event processor poll state 88

through the close connection state 99 described

previously.

£"IJ: I'E

The digital connection processor 54 operates

similarly to the analog connection processor 52

previously described. FIGURE 6 is a block diagram which
illustrates the functional modules contained within

digital connection processor 54. Digital connection

processor 54 comprises a message module 100 which
facilitates communication between the digital connection

processor 54 and the message store 58 through file server
59. Digital connection processor 54 also contains a

digital interface module 102 which facilitates
communication between digital connection processor 54 and

messaging systems that utilize digital protocols such as

digital AMIS, SMTP—MIME, cc: Mail and external service

providers such as Internet and MCI MAIL.
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Digital connection processor 54 further comprises a

control module 104 that facilitates communication using

hub control protocol with the event processor 70. The

control module 104 also communicates with the management

processor 64 using the management protocol.

The digital connection processor 54 is responsible

for collecting and distributing voice, fax, E-mail and

other media messages from digitally-connected messaging

systems using digital network protocols. According to

one embodiment of the present invention, the digital

connection processor 54 also provides and receives

directory update services using digital directory

protocols such as X.500 and other digital directory

protocols. The digital connection processor 54 may be

implemented on a personal computer platform which may

comprise, for example, a 486-ISA bus personal computer or

SPARC system running the Unix, Windows NT, or SOLARIS

operating systems. The digital connection processor 54

platform supports a variety of interface systems such as

conventional modems for dial-in directory service and

mail submission, and directory information queries and

Ethernet connections to provide for wide area network

Ethernet connections and local area network connection 50

described previously with reference to FIGURE 2. Similar

to the analog connection processor 52, the digital

connection processor 54 also contains a disk drive

facility for storage of an Operating system such as the

UNIX operating system plus sufficient storage to

temporarily hold incoming and outgoing messages.

In operation, the digital connection processor 54

_ uses the identical states described with reference to
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FIGURE 6 and the operation of the analog connection

processor 52.

W

5 Both the analog connection processor 52 and the

digital connection processor 54 are responsible for

accepting and validating incoming messages. For

large scale integrated network functionality, interfacing
with voice messaging systems introduces a further

)0 complication to the internal message format in that the
communications system must support standard telephone

interfaces and support messages that are typically large,

spanning several minutes of digitized analog audio

signals. The delivery of these messages involve a

15 translation or conversion of the message. For example,

the message may need to be translated into a different

media. Data transmissions that are received may need to

be converted from one format to another. As will be

discussed more completely with reference to FIGURE 11,

20 these conversions and translations are performed by media
translator 69. In part, these functions are accomplished

by encapsulating all received message data with a
standard message wrapper to form a message for transport

and storage within the communications system 10. This

25 wrapper may be based. for example, on MIME encapsulation

protocol. Many messages received by the communications
system 10 already include a message wrapper. These
messages are also converted to the standard internal

message format. This format tags and labels each message

30 media within a message with the addressing information
provided by the sender. Each message contains a date
field which comprises the time the message was sent as
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provided by the message submission protocol or, in the

alternative, as provided by the communications system of

the present invention. Each message also contains a

"from" field where both the network identification of the

message sender and the message sender's messaging system

identifier are combined into an Internet style address.

Each message also contains a I'to" field where the network

identification of the intended recipient and the

messaging facility of the intended destination facility

are combined into an Internet style address. Each

message also receives a unique message identification

field for use in administrative tracking of messages and

other administrative concerns.

Various delivery features which will be discussed

herein, such as privacy and urgency are usually not

identified in the message itself. Rather the presence of

these requirements are sent to the control processors 66

when a received message is placed in a message queue

within the hub database 68.

W

FIGURE 7 is a block diagram which illustrates the

functional modules used by the network processor 60. The

network processor 60 contains a control module 120 which

allows the network processor module to communicate with

the event processor 70, the management processor 60, and

other network processors 122 shown in FIGURE 9. The

network processor 60 also includes a message module 124‘

which facilitates communication with the message store 58

through file server 59. While the network processor 60

can be a stand-alone hardware platform similar to the

analog connection processor 52 and the digital connectiOn
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processor 54, under one embodiment of the present
invention, the network processor 60 is implemented as a
task on a central server that connects to the internal

interface 56 and that contains the remaining storage

facilities such as message store 58, file server 59, and
hub database 68. The network processor 60 communicates
with other resources in the network hub using three data

paths. Control and query information exchanges between
the network processor 60 and the event processor 70 are

exchanged using the hub control protocol. Operational
monitoring statistics and state information are exchanged
with the management processor 64 using the management

protocol. Messages are passed into and out of message
store 58 using file server 59.

The network processor 60 is responsible for

collecting and delivering messages to other network hubs
within the communications system 10. In operation, the

network processor 60 uses the identical states described
with reference to FIGURE 6 and the operation of the

analog connection processor 52. For large scale
integrated network functionality, interfacing with
voice messaging systems introduces further complications
for the network processor operation in that large

distributed network directories must be built and
maintained containing numerical addresses of the users of
the communicat ions system .

WW
FIGURE 8 is a block diagram which illustrates the

functional components of the event processor 70. Event

processor 70 comprises a hub control protocol server 126
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analog connection processors 52, network processors 60

and digital connection processors 54. Event processor 70

also comprises a database query engine 128 which operates

to interrogate and manipulate the hub database 68 to

5 service remote procedure calls from one or more analog

connection processors 52, network processors 60 and

digital connection processors 54. The event processor 70

also interfaces with the management processor 64 using

the management protocol. The event processor 70 also

10 interfaces with the media translator 69 to direct the

conversion of messages accessed by the media

translator 69 from the message store 58 using file server

59. For large scale integrated network functionality,

interfacing with voice messaging systems introduces

15 further complications for the event processor operation

in that large distributed netWork directories must be

built and maintained containing numerical addresses of

the users of the communications system.

FIGURE 9 is a state diagram illustrating the

20 operation of the event processor 70. Processing within

event processor 70 begins in a boot state 130 which is

entered upon power-up or reset of the communications

system. When the appropriate applications. programs and

operating systems are loaded, the operation of event

25 processor 70 passes from boot state 130 to a get query

state 132 where the event processor 70 remains waiting

for remote procedure calls from analog connection

processor 52, network processor 60 or digital connection

processor 54, or management protocol queries from

30 management processor 64. Upon receipt of such-a query,

the event processor 70 passes to a process query state

- 134 where the database query engine 128 accesses the hub
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database 68 using database access procedures. The

response is received from the hub database 68 in process
query state 134 and the event processor 70 passes to a
send response state 136 where the appropriate response is
forwarded to one of the processors 52. 54. 60, or 64

described previously. The event processor 70 then
returns to the get query state 132 where it remains until
an additional request is forwarded to the event processor
70.

WW

As shown in FIGURE 10, each of the control

processors 66 illustrated in FIGURE 3 shares a common
architecture. The message router 72, the connection

manager 74, the data replicator 76, and the
administrative event manager 78 each control a collection
of tasks responsible for the actions of the network hub.
Overall control of the network hub is achieved through
control of the hub database 68 and specifically the

message queues and administrative event queues contained
within the hub database 68. In this manner, control is
achieved by prioritizing events stored in the message and
administrative event queues and creating and manipulating
entries in these queues to be read by the event processor
70. The event processor 70 is the actual real time

engine of the network hub.
FIGURE 10 is a block diagram which illustrates the

architecture of each of the control processors 66, the
management processor 64 and the event processor 70, and
the manner in which these entities interact with the
various portions of the hub database 68. Each of the
control processors comprises a hub controller module 138
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and a database query engine 140. The hub controller 138

administers the tasks to be stored in the hub database 68

and communicates with the hub database 68 through the

database query engine 140 using database access

5 procedures.

Wu

The message router 72 comprises a hub controller 138

and a database query engine 140. The message router 72

10 interacts with an inbound message queue 142, an outbound

message queue 146, and a message system database 147. In

general, the message router 72 uses information from the

message system database 147 to determine the next

destination for each message passing through the network

15 hub. As discussed previously, the message itself is

actually stored in the message store 58 and is accessed

using the file server 59. The inbound message queue 142

and the outbound message queue 146 store message records

which indicate the location of the message within message

20 store 58 as well as the source and destination of each

message. The message router 72 reads message records

from inbound message queue 142 after they have been

placed there by event processor 70. The message router

then determines the next destination for the messages

25 associated with the message record and creates a new

message record and places that message in outbound

message queue 146.

The message router 72 is also responsible for

prioritizing messages and, in the case of future

30 delivery, delaying messages. In general, messages are

ranked and delivered in order of priority. Efficient use

of the communication system 10 of the present invention
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requires the ability to shape the messaging traffic into
a somewhat constant volume. This traffic shaping is

achieved by having the message router 72 selectively

delay messages as needed until the network is less
loaded. To accomplish this, the message router 72

attaches an internal priority for each message. The

internal priority for the communications system is set by
both the urgency specified by the submitted messages and

how long it has been since the message was received for
delivery. For large scale integrated network
functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces a further complication for the message router

operation, in that large distributed network directories
for the hub database 68 must be built and maintained

containing numerical addresses of the users of the

communications system.

W

The connection manager 74 also contains a hub

controller 138 and a database query engine 140. The

connection manager 74 reads the message records within
outbound message queue 146 and determines the nature of
the connection that must be made to service each message

record within outbound message queue 146. Connection

queue records associated with these connections are
formatted and placed in a connection queue 141 within hub
database 168. The connection manager 74 also reads
administrative event records from an outbound
administrative event queue 143 and determines if
connections within the network are required to service
the administrative event records within outbound
administrative event queue 143. If network connections
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are required, a record is similarly formatted and placed

in connection queue 141. For large scale integrated

network functionality, interfacing with voice messaging

systems introduces further complications for the

connection manager operation in that the message records

within the inbound and outbound message queues, the

administrative event records within the administrative

event queue, and the connection queue records within the

connection queue must be built, maintained, and accessed

using the numerical addresses of the users of the

communications system.

The connection manager 74 controls the connections

between each network hub, the network center 37, and each

messaging system. The connection manager 74 creates

connection queue records for each message and

administrative event within the outbound message

queue 146 and outbound administrative event queue 143 of

the hub database 68. The connection manager 74 manages

conventional connections and also determines when

multiple connections are needed and when failed

connections should be retried. The connection manager 74

is triggered by any record within the outbound message

queue 146 o; the outbound administrative event queue 143.

The connection manager 74 may also alternatively engage

in periodic scans of all the queues within the network

hub to reprioritize the connection queue 141 based on the

number of events and the priority of events waiting to

occur.

As discussed previously, the connection manager 74

maintains the connection queue 141 which comprises a list

of destinations for which a connection needs to be made.

These connections may be scheduled for a particular time
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or as necessary according to a priority based on the

number of messages, the oldest message in a particular

queue, or the last time the connection was made. The

connection queue 141 is accessed by the event

processor 70 to determine the next operation for a newly
available communication port. The connection queue 141

is periodically updated by the connection manager 74 with

a connection priority indication. Each connection queue

record is marked with an overall priority indication

based on the highest priority message in the connection

queue 141 and a count of the number of messages in the
connection queue 141.

These priority indications are Immediate, High,

Normal, or Low. Immediate indicates that one or more

events scheduled in the connection queue 141 for a given

destination are overdue. High indicates that one or more

events scheduled for a given destination have a high

internal priority and that a connection to a destination

should be made as soon as a connection becomes available.

Once a connection is established and the High priority

messages are sent, other messages may be sent if the load
on the connection permits. The Normal priority indicates

that no events scheduled with High priority are resident

in the connection queue 141 and at least one Normal

priority event is resident in the connection queue 141.
The connection manager will open a connection if a

connection is free and there are no pending High priority

events in the connection queue 141. Once the connection

is established and the Normal priority message has been

sent, the Low priority events can be processed if load

permits. The Low priority indication occurs when only
scheduled events of Low priority are resident in the
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connection queue 141. The.connection manager will open a

connection is a connection is free and there are no

remaining Normal, High, or Immediate priority connections.

required. The Low priority messages will escalate to a

Normal priority if they remain in the connection

queue 141 for a predetermined amount of time, for

example. two hours.

Efficient operation of the communications system 10

relies on efficient queue management by the connection

manager 74. Because a connection processor such as

analog connection processor 52, digital connection

processor 54 or network processor 60 can change roles on

the same connection, the connections between network hubs

are prioritized by the total volume of traffic to be

exchanged. In addition, in the event that connections

are scarce, interacting network hubs attempt to contact

each other, increasing the likelihood that a successful

connection will be made. In order to facilitate this

interaction, a reservation methodology is implemented.

When the connection manager 74 creates a connection

record within connection queue 141, in addition to adding

the delivery information record to the connection queue

141, a similar entry is sent to the remote network hub

that is connected to the destination messaging system.

In this manner, both the local network hub and the remote

network hub know that a connection must be made and

contact attempts can be initiated by either network hub.

Once a message connection is established, either through

the normal processing of the message queues or by the

attempts of the network hubs to contact each other, both

network hubs can use the connection to deliver all

messages to each-other.
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The administrative event manager 78 handles

administrative events in the same manner that the message

router 72 handles message records. Administrative event

manager 78 comprises a hub controller 138 and a database

query engine 140. Administrative event manager 78 reads
entries from the inbound administrative event queue 145

which have been placed there by event processor 70.

Administrative event manager 78 then determines if an

administrative event message must be sent to another

network hub within the communications system 10 or if a

message must be sent to the network center 37. If an
administrative event message must be sent to any of these

locations, an entry is made in the outbound

administrative event queue 143. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with
voice messaging systems introduces further complications

for the administrative event manager operation in that

the administrative event records within the

administrative event queue must be built, maintained, and

accessed using the numerical addresses of the users of

the communications system.

As discussed previously, the data replicator 76 is

responsible for the queuing and transport of database
change events. The data replicator 76 manages the user
information updates for the hub database 68 and processes

are received from the

The
database change events when they

master database stored in the network center 37.

data replicator 76 insures that the message system

database 147 and user profile database 149 within hub
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database 68 remain synchronized with the master database

in the network center 37.

The data replicator 76 also comprises a hub

controller 138 and a database query engine 140. The data

replicator 76 operates to input new information into a

user profile database 149 and the message system

database 147. The data replicator 76 receives the

updated information from the network center 37 and

downloads the information to the user profile

database 149 if the information involves new user profile

information or downloads the information to the message

system database 147 if the new information comprises

configuration information for message systems attached to

the communications system 10. The data replicator 76

processes information which is transmitted to all network

hubs for updates to the user profile database 149 and the

message system database 147. In contrast, the

administrative event manager 78 accepts updated

information from the network center 37 which comprises

information which is specific to the particular

network hub. In addition, the administrative event

manager 78 accepts requests for information from the

network center 37 for information which is stored on

messaging systems connected to the network hub housing

the administrative event manager 78.

Management_£recessnr_92eratinn

Although the architecture of the management

processor 64 will be discussed in detail in FIGURE 11,
its interaction with hub database 68 is shown in

FIGURE 10. The management processor 64 contains a

control module 150 and a database query engine 140. The
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management processor 64 interacts with an alarms
database 131 within hub database 68. The alarms
database 131 comprises a list of events that occur within
the network hub processing and in some cases the time at
which these events occurred. The list of events stored
in the alarms database 131 can be used by systems within
the network center 37 to track down errors in the

processing of messages and to maintain control over when
events occur or when events have occurred within the

processing of messages within a particular hub.
The management processor 64 also interacts with the

inbound message queue 142, the outbound message

queue 146, the connection queue 141, the outbound
administrative event queue 143, and the inbound
administrative event queue 145 as necessary to monitor
these queues. The management processor 64 is operable
to reorder and delete entries in the queues discussed
previously as necessary to repair errors and expedite
messages. For large scale integrated network
functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems
introduces further complications for the management

processor operation in that the accessing, updating,
deleting, and reordering of the inbound and outbound
message queues, the inbound and outbound administrative
event queues, and hub alarm event tables must be
performed using the numerical addresses of the users of
the communications system.

As discussed previously with reference to FIGURE 9,
the event processor 70 comprises an HCP server 126 and
database query engine 128. The event processor 70 places
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message records within inbound message queue 142 as they

are received into the network hub. Similarly, the event

processor 70 places administrative event records into the

inbound administrative event queue 145 as they are

received into the network hub. The event processor 70

consumes the connection queue 141 as it makes connections

to enable the passing of messages out of the particular

network hub. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces further complications for the event processor

operation in that inputting message records into the

inbound message queue and administrative event records in

the inbound administrative event queue, and retrieving

records from the connection queue must be performed using

the numerical addresses of the users of the

communications system.

WWW

FIGURE 11 is a block diagram which illustrates the

functional components and interactions of the modules

comprising the management processor 64. Management

processor 64 comprises a control module 150 which

in;eracts using the management protocol with the analog

connection processor 52, the digital connection

processor 54, the event processor 70 and the network

processor 60. The control module 150 also interacts with

the hub database 68 and, specifically the alarms database

131, using database access procedures. The management

processor 64 acts as the chief liaison between the

network hubs and the network center 37. Management

processor 64 also receives Customer Service, HelpLine

inquiries and directives from the network center 37 using
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the management protocol. As will be discussed more

completely herein, the communications system 10 has the

capability of being able to continually track and manage

messages within communications system 10. The HelpLine

operation allows for mossages to be rerouted or

terminated after they have been placed in communications

system 10 and before they have been delivered. These
directives are transmitted to the management processor 64

using the management protocol from the network center 37.

Manama:

FIGURE 12 is a block diagram which illustrates the

functional components and interactions of the modules

comprising the media translator 69. Referring to
FIGURE 12, media translator 69 comprises a control

module 133 and a translator bank 144. The control module

133 interacts with the event processor 70 using the hub

control protocol. The translator bank 144 receives

messages from the message store 58 by making requests to

file server 59. The translator bank 144 operates to

convert the format of data and to translate the media of

messages. The messages processed by translator bank 144
are th-n returned to message store 58 using file server

59. Translator bank 144 comprises a plurality of

translators indicated as 144a-n in FIGURE 12. Each of

the translators 144a-n within translator bank 144

accomplish a stage of the conversion to be performed by
translator bank 144. Each translation or conversion is

done by first converting the message or data into a high

quality internal format that contains sufficient data
representation to insure that no data is lost during the
conversion process. Translations of messages from one
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media to another are performed while the message is

represented in the internal format. In this manner, the

translator bank 144 need only contain a minimum number of

media to media translators. In summary, the control

module 133 can cause the translator bank 144 to use many

different filters in sequence to accomplish any

permutation of media-to-media translation,

message-to—message transformation or data-to-data

conversion.

The communications system of the present invention

offers a ubiquitous messaging service which provides for

the delivery of messages to messaging systems of various

technologies using their native protocols and allows a

recipient to select, where practical, the preferred media

for receiving messages. In order to offer this facility,

the communications system of the present invention is

able to communicate with messaging systems using various

messaging protocols used by current messaging systems.

For large scale integrated network functionality,

interfacing with voice messaging systems introduces

further complications for the communications system of

the present invention, and especially the

media transl-tor in that the user profile records must be

accessed to perform media translation selection because

the communications protocols associated with

voice messaging systems are not able to indicate the

necessity or to specify the nature of media translation

services required.

Each network hub also includes the ability to

translate messages into various forms of message media.

These media translation features include the ability to

translate text to speech, facsimile images to text and
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text images, text and text images to facsimile image5,

and speech to text. These media translation capabilities

can also be combined for a single message. For example.

to the extent that speech is required to be translated

5 into a facsimile image, the data is first translated into

text and then into a facsimile image of the text.

As discussed previously, media translation may be

accomplished according to the desires of the message

recipient. In addition, media translation can occur

10 automatically responsive to the needs of a destination

messaging system. For example, if a destination

messaging system comprises a simple voice message system

with no data, facsimile or capability other than voice,

all messages to such voice message system can be

Is translated to voice messages regardless of the media in

which the message was sent. In this particular example,

the communications system of the present invention would

translate all non-voice messages to a textual format and

utilize a text to speech converter to create the final,

20 deliverable voice message.

Wm

FIGURE 13 is a schematic block diagram of the

components of the network center 37 used in the

25 communications system of the present invention. The

communications system 10 through external interface 62

which is connected to or a part of communications network

18. The network center 37 further comprises an

interface 62. The central access and control system 155
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is coupled to a HelpLine system 157, a customer service

system 161, a billing system 159, a message tracking

system 163, a customer computer interface system 167, a

master database 151, and an interactive voice response

system 169.

As discussed previously, master database 151

operates as a_central repository for all user

information, message system information, and message

status information that is used by the network hubs to

manage messages within communications system 10.

The central access and control system 155 comprises

the interface to the remainder of the communications

system for the master database 151, the HelpLine system

157, the billing system 159. the message tracking system

163, the customer service system 161, the customer

computer interface system 167 and the interactive

voice response system 169. The customer service system

161 supplies information as to additions and changes to

the user databases and message system databases. .

Customer service system 161 can also serve as a gateway

for questions requiring the use of the billing system

159. The HelpLine system 157 provides access to the

central access and ceitrol system 155 for purposes of

providing information to the message tracking system 163.

In addition, the HelpLine system 157 can create trouble

tickets identifying problems within the communications

system 10 which are passed by the central access and

control system 155 to the operations center management

system 153. The trouble tickets are then investigated

and corrected by the operations center management system

153.
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The customer computer interface system 167 is

coupled to a plurality of user terminals indicated

generally at 171. Similarly, the interactive
voice response system 169 is coupled to a plurality of
user touchtone compatible telephones indicated generally

at 173 in FIGURE 13. The customer computer interface

system 167 and the interactive voice response system 169
provide gateways into the central access and control
system 155 for users to directly interact with the
central access and control system 155. Using the

customer computer interface system 167, the users can

digitally interface with central access and control
system 155 to accomplish the same functions performed by
HelpLine system 157, customer service system 161 and
message tracking system 163. Similarly, users using
touchtone telephones 173 can interact with the central

access and control system 155 through interactive

voice response system 169 to migrate through various

choices presented to the users to accomplish the same

functions accomplished by HelpLine system 157, customer

service system 161, and message tracking system 163.
For large scale integrated network functionality,

interfacing with voice messaging systems introduces

further complications for the network center 37. First,

must be performed using the numerical addresses of the
users of the communications system. Secondly, the

providing of an interactive voice response capability
must be performed using standard telephone equipment

using DTMF signaling, addressing must be numerical, voice
must be the only media, identification confirmation must
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be spoken, and directory access/inquiry must be performed

using DTMF signaling.

Figure 13 also illustrates that information provider

databases 39 are also coupled to external interface 62

either directly or through a bulk mailing list agent 171.

The information provider databases 39 are accessed and

updated by information providers 165 shown in FIGURE 13.

As will be discussed more completely herein, the

information providers 165 can supply information for the

information provider databases 39 that can be accessed by

users of the communications system 10. This information

may comprise. for example, advertising messages or other

information associated with products or services provided

by the information providers 165.

H E ii] I Ell I J . : I'

The communications system of the present invention

contains a directory with which it offers a range of

addressing and directory services. A copy of the

directory is stored in each of the network hubs and

includes the network identification of a number of

addresses associated with each user. The directory

further includes the routing information and feature

parameters associated with each user as well as

identification confirmations which may comprise, for

example, name records for spelled and spoken name

confirmation and graphic or video images of each user for_

visual recognition.

Internally, the communications system of the present

invention uses a globally unique number to route and

deliver messages which will be referred to as the

user ID. The communications system of the present
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coupled to multiple phone numbers, facsimile numbers,
voice mail system numbers, E—mail identifiers, external

network addresses and the like. The external addresses

associated with each of these facilities may comprise

arbitrary character strings with arbitrary internal

structure. Because of the directory system used by the

communications system of the present invention, external

addresses need not be globally unique. The internal

directory specifies what type of messages are to be
routed to each destination associated with a particular

user. Using its internal directory, the communications

system of the present invention transparently converts
between any address type including proprietary voice mail

system addressing, North American Numbering Plan
identifications, international telephone numbers, X.400

addressing, Internet addressing, and a wide variety of

E-mail addressing schemes.

In order to process messages to and from external

messaging systems using closed subscriber communities or

private numbering plans, the communications system of the
present invention must be able to interface with systems
that require four digit addresses, ten digit addresses

and other formats for both the sender and recipient

addresses. For purposes of describing the unique address

translation and message routing capability of the

communications system of the present invention, the term

"address" is the media specific address used to describe

a subscriber. As discussed previously, a "user ID" is

the unique global internal identifier of a particular
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user. A "community“ is associated with a closed system

or private numbering plan. All addresses must be unique

within a community. "Scope" indicates the context in

which the address should be used for the purpose of

representing a particular user ID upon final delivery of

a message. Scope enables the use of multiple addresses

per user ID of the same address type. For example, an

address with local scope is used when sending a message

to the messaging system on which the address resides.
Each user ID may have only one local scope address for

each messaging facility. In comparison, an address

identified as having global scope is used when

interacting with other messaging systems.

As discussed previously, the media of a message,

messaging features, and message subject matter are also

used for routing purposes. The media field in the

address table is used to perform per-media message

routing and filtering by indicating which address and

message system is to be used for final delivery of the

message. The feature field is used to perform per-feature

routing and filtering, such as sending urgent messages to

a call message delivery system rather than a conventional

vofte mail facility. Messages can also be routed and

filtered based on the subject matter of the message using

the message subject matter field in the address table.

FIGURE 14 is an example of a use of the address

translation functions performed within the directory

previously described. The sender in FIGURE 14 is named

Arnie and Arnie supplies his home messaging system which

is known as CASJOI with a message and the

telephone number of his friend, Greg. Greg is a

subscriber to the communications system of the present
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invention and resides on a messaging system known as

TXDL03. Arnie supplies Greg's telephone number as

214-555-2722 when Arnie records the message to Greg. The

CASJOl system supplies the message and Greg's telephone
number to the communications system of the present

invention. The contacted network hub can identify the

source messaging system by using either the source or

destination network address such as the ANI or DNIS codes
of the incoming call from the CASJOl messaging system.

As shown in Figure 14, the communications system of the

present invention accesses the copy of the address
translation stored in the inbound network hub coupled to

messaging system CASJOl using the destination address,
message media, the source address, and the source

messaging sYstem to retrieve the source user ID equal
to 3, the community identification equal to 0, the
destination user ID equal to 1 and the destination

message system identified as TXDLOB. This information is
transmitted with the message to the outbound network hub
which is associated with the TXDLO3 messaging system.

The outbound network hub accesses its copy of the

address translation table using the received information
and re‘rieves Greg's destination address equal to
214-555-2722 and the appropriate source address for Arnie
equal to 408-555—4437. The outbound network hub used the
entry for Arnie corresponding to a "global" scope because
the destination messaging system TXDL03 was not the same
as the source messaging system VMX-ONEL. The use of the
scope field allows the communications system of the
present invention to interconnect users on different
messaging systems within the same organization using
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short form addresses or users on different messaging

systems using full length addresses.

Just as Arnie has different Local and Global scope

entries in the address translation table, multiple table

5 entries may also be used to route on the other variables

discussed previously such as media, subject matter or

messaging features like privacy or urgency.

The user profile directory stored within the

communications system of the present invention is updated

)0 using a variety of mechanisms. For example. the customer

service system 161 within the network center 37 is used

to directly update the database. In addition, bulk

changes in batch mode can be made to the master

database 151 during the enlistment of large new groups of

15 subscribers by downloading user profiles from new

messaging systems.

In addition, various message protocols include

fields within the protocols for basic database

information such as spoken and ASCII name information.

20 When this information is provided as part of the message,

it is retrieved from the message to update the user

profile information within the master database 151 used

by the commur‘cations system of the present invention.

As shown in FIGURE 13, users and messaging system

25 administrators can also directly affect the information

in the master database 151 by using the interactive

voice response system 169 or the customer computer

interface system 167 operating in the network center 37.

These systems allow users to alter the user profiles

30 associated with their addresses and, as such, alter the

routing and filtering of messages passing within the

communications system of the present invention to them.
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Some messaging systems are already

network-compatible and are able to directly share

database information with the communications system of

the present invention. Access to the database stored

within a messaging system is achieved through analog and

digital connection processors 52 and 54 described

previously.

W

Communications system 10 is operable to receive,

transport, and deliver compound messages comprising

information in more than one media. These messages can

either be delivered as compound messages (if supported by

the messaging system of the recipient), be disintegrated

into their respective media parts and delivered to their

various terminals for particular media type, or have one

or more media parts converted into an alternative media

for delivery as either a compound or disintegrated

message.

For example, a single message received by

communications system 10 may comprise both a

voice message and a facsimile transmission. The

communications system 10 is operable to route the

voice portion to a voice messaging system and the

facsimile to a facsimile messaging system both of which

are associated with the message recipient. The

communications system 10 is also operable to translate

messages received in one media to a media associated with

the facilities of the message recipient if the message

recipient does not have the appropriate facilities. For

example, if a compound message is received by

communications system 10 comprised of a voice message and

mi
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an electronic mail transmission but the message recipient

only has a voice messaging facility and a facsimile

'messaging facility, communications system 10 will

transmit the voice portion of the compound message to the

message recipient's voice messaging facility and

translate the electronic mail message to a facsimile

image for delivery to the message recipient's facsimile

messaging facility. For large scale integrated network

functionality, interfacing with voice messaging systems

introduces further complications for the processing of

compound messages in that the accessing of the user

profile records to perform compound message separation

and delivery must be performed using the short, fixed

length numerical addresses of the users of the

communications system. Additionally, the receiving of

the destination addresses for the received message must

be performed with DTMF signaling and the native protocol

of the user's messaging system.

W

The communications system of the present invention

supports the sophisticated messaging features currently

in use by various messaging systems such as privacy,

urgency, delivery confirmation, return receipt, deferred

delivery and the like. The role of the communications

system of the present invention as a translator between

messaging systems of disparate protocols and Capabilities

results in a unique problem for the communications system

of the present invention. A user of a messaging system

that has a great many sophisticated features may desire

to send a message to a recipient who is only accessible

through a messaging protocol or messaging system that
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does not support some or all of those features. The user

sending his message using the communication system of the

present invention is allowed to select whether or not
failed support of that feature causes the message to be

returned or to be delivered anyway. Accordingly, the

communications system of the present invention implements

the "if possible" feature to provide for flexibility in

communication between messaging systems of disparate

capability. For example, messages within the

communications system 10 may be labeled as "private",

"private if possible", or "non-private". Typically,

"private" messages are interpreted by a destination

messaging system as a message that cannot be forwarded

and so, if "privacy" were not supported, the message

would be returned to the sender with the appropriate

error message. The "private if possible" designation on

a message causes the communications system of the present

invention to implement privacy if the destination

messaging system supports that feature; if not, the

message is delivered anyway.

Similarly, the communications system of the present

invention supports "urgency". Messages can be labeled on

submission as High, Normal, or Low urgency which

determines the maximum amount of time for delivery of the

message to achieve the urgency requested by the sender.
As with "privacy", messages can be labeled "urgent if

possible", so if the destination messaging system

supports urgency or a prioritization of messages, the
message is sent as urgent; if not, the message is
delivered anyway.

The unique capability of the communications system

of the present invention to access a variety of messaging
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media allows for greater flexibility in the handling of

urgent messages. For example, a user may select in his

parameter list that when a message is received as urgent,

the message is to be delivered to a selected messaging

facility and, in addition, a phone call is to be placed

to his pager or other telephone number, for example.

The ability of the communications system of the

present invention to hold a variety of access points for

a particular user within a directory table allows for the

splitting of messages as well. For example, an

electronic mail message may also include a portion of

voice data. If a recipient's electronic mail facility is

unable to support voice (for example, the recipient is

using a personal computer that does not have any sort of

sound capability), the communications system of the

present invention can route the voice portion of the

message to the voice mailbox of the recipient and the

text portion of the message to the electronic mail

facility of the recipient or, alternatively, the

voice portion of the message could be translated to text

using the media translation facility of the

communications system of the present invention and

delivered with the E-mail message. On the other hand, if

the recipient only has a voice messaging system, the text

portion of the E—mail could be translated into voice and

delivered with the voice message.

The communications system of the present invention

also supports the messaging features of delivery

confirmation and return receipt. For delivery

confirmation, a message is sent to the message sender

with confirmation of delivery of the message to the

recipient's mailbox. For read receipt, a message is sent
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to the message sender with the time the message was heard

or accessed by the recipient.

The communications system of the present invention

also supports deferred delivery where a message is held

for delivery at a later time. In this manner, the

communications system of the present invention provides a

reminder network for a reminder of important events, such

as meetings, birthdays, etc. Due to the storage

capabilities inherent in the communications system of the

present invention, this feature can be supported without

being supported by the recipient messaging system. For

large scale integrated network functionality, interfacing

with voice messaging systems introduces further

complications for the providing of messaging features,

such as privacy, urgency, delivery confirmation, etc. In

the context of interaction with voice messaging systems,

these features must be created, maintained, and accessed

in the user profile records using the short, fixed length

numerical addresses of the users of the communications

system. Additionally, the receiving of these messaging
features must be performed with DTMF signaling and the

native protocol of the user's messaging system.

“.1. I'II‘ .1.

The communications system of the present invention

supports mailing list distribution of messages using two
methods. The first method uses the facility of a local

alias, such as a group code which references a number of

addresses. According to this facility, when the sender

of the message accesses the group code, the message is

replicated and a separate message is sent to each address
referenced by the group code from the sender. The second
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method of sending a message to a large number of

recipients is through a mailing agent such as, for

example, bulk mailing list agent 171 discussed with

reference to FIGURE 13 previously and used in the case of

mass distributions of information from the information

providers databases 33. According to this method, the

sender sends the message to the mailing agent with the

list of intended recipients. The mailing agent is an

address that acts as an alias for the sender to send the

message to the message recipients.

The distinction between the two methods arises in

the case of errors, returned messages, and message

replies. When the alias feature is used, errors,

returned messages, and message replies are forwarded to

the actual sender of the message. This is useful if it

is essential for the sender to know the ultimate

disposition of all of the messages sent. In contrast,

the mailing agent is the recipient of all error messages

or receipt notifications when the mailing agent is used

as the sender. One embodiment of the present invention

utilizes the bulk mailing list agent 171 to distribute

advertising or other information to a large number of

recipients. This feature may be used, for examplr to

distribute content specific advertising to selected

members of the user population based upon their user

profile. In this particular embodiment, the sender of

the message merely wants to know that the message was at

(least attempted to be sent to the entire class of

intended recipients. In this application, the use of the

bulk mailing list agent 171 is essential to the efficient

distribution of these mass messages. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with
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voice messaging systems introduces further complications

for the providing of mailing list distribution, such as
group codes and bulk mailing lists in that these features
must be created, maintained, and accessed in the user

profile records using the short, fixed length numerical
addresses of the users of the communications system.

Additionally, the receiving of these messaging features

must be performed with DTMF signaling and the native

protocol of the user system.

MfifififlQ£_BQu£in§

The distribution of messages to a large number of

recipients is aided by the fact that the communications
system of the present invention includes a message

subject matter field with each message upon which the
communications system can filter and route messages given

the preferences of each user. The subject matter
indication allows a sender of a message of the

communications system of the present invention to

designate the type of information within the message.
Possible identifications include personal information,

unsolicited advertising, commercial messages, or other

such classes of messages. Using this feature,

advertising information can be further subdivided using a
message content type field. When a user is enrolled into
the communications system, he can specify the types of
messages he wishes to receive that reflect the user‘s
particular interests or hobbies and to what messaging
system those messages are to be routed. As discussed
previously, users can alter the parameters of their user
profiles including this information stored in the master
database 151 through interactive voice response system
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169 or customer computer interface system 167 contained

in the network center 37.

The message subject matter information can also be

used to route messages based on their content. For

example, personal messages from a particular person might

be routed directly to a special recipient facility

whereas advertising material could be routed to a

different facility. Further, messages of a certain

content type or messages from certain senders amy be

blocked based upon user preferences.

Users of the communications system of the present

invention may be encouraged to receive advertising

messages by crediting an account associated with the user

for each advertising message received and accessed.

Accordingly, a single user may maintain several mailboxes

or recipient facilities expressly for the purpose of

categorizing and managing incoming messages. Messages

passing through the communications system of the present

invention can be routed on the basis of the message

subject matter, message content type, and the source

address. Any permutation of these three factors can be

used to route the message to any of the recipient's

various messaging systems.

For example, a user can specify that advertising

material from a particular source, even though it comes

in the form of a facsimile transmission, should be

translated and routed to a particular E-mail address

which the user has dedicated to advertising material to

prevent the advertising material from cluttering up the

user's other messaging facilities. Further, a user may

require that any electronic mail message of a personal

nature from a particular sender is to be immediately
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translated into a voice message and placed in a mailbox

and, further, that a pager call is to be instituted to

the user to alert him that the message is present in the

voice mailbox.

5 For large scale integrated network functionality,

interfacing with voice messaging systems introduces

further complications for the providing of message

routing services in that the message subject matter field

which is used for routing and filtering must be created,

10 maintained, and accessed in the user profile records

using the short, fixed length numerical addresses of the

users of the communications system. Additionally, the

routing and filtering of messages must be performed on

messages that have been received with DTMF signaling and

15 the native protocol of the user's messaging system.

WW1“

As described previously, the network hubs within the

communications system of the present invention maintain

20 constant contact with one another through the

communication network 18 to constantly update both the

master database 151 of user profile information and

messaging tracking system 163 with administrative

information regarding the status of each message that is

25 present within the communications system 10.
In this manner, the network center 37 holds a record

of the presence and status of every message that is being
routed within the communications system 10 before the

message has been delivered. To perform this function,

30 message tracking system 163 is accessed through HelpLine

system 157, customer computer interface system 167 or
interactive voice response system 169 to determine the
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current location of a given message and if necessary, to

cancel delivery and return it to the sender.

WW

5 The communications system of the present invention

allows for the use of the communications system by

nonsubscribers through public access facilities into the

communications system 10. For example, a conventional

telephone line may route nonsubscribers into interactive

10 voice response system 169 or customer computer interface

system 167 which collects information on the

nonsubscribers such as their identification confirmation,

the address for the message delivery features desired,

and if necessary, billing information. Message

15 submission from nonsubscribers can be billed on a

per-message basis using 900 or 976 telephone numbers,

credit cards, or on a collect basis to those subscribers

who agree to pay the cost of a collect message.

Message delivery to nonsubscribers is also

20 supported. In this manner, whenever a subscriber or a

nonsubscriber sends a message using communications system

10 to a recipient who also a nonsubscriber to

communications system 10, the message will be delivered

to the recipient using whatever means are available to

25 communications system 10 for the particular media type.

For voice messages or messages of other media which

must be converted to voice to be delivered,

communications system 10 will repeatedly attempt to call

the recipient to deliver the message. Once the

30 connection is made to the destination telephone number,

the called party may use interactive voice response

system 169 or similar interactive voice response systems
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within each network hub to facilitate delivery of the

message. Secure messages are received by using a

password to access the message. Interactive
voice response system 169 asks the answering party to

enter the appropriate password and will only deliver the

message if the password is entered. Further options
available to the answering party include redirecting the

message to a messaging system or to another party in the
case of misdelivery. Further, the answering party is

also given the option to terminate delivery of the
message if the intended recipient is not available and
will not be available at any time. The sender of the

message will then be notified using a message generated
by the communications system that the message was
undeliverable. Additionally, the answering party may

also enter a time when the intended recipient of the

message would like redelivery of the message. For large
scale integrated network functionality, interfacing with
voice messaging systems introduces further complications

for the providing of interactive voice response services.
For example, the providing of this service must be

performed using standard telephone equipment using DTMF
signaling, addressing must be numerical, voice must be
the only media, identification confirmation must be
spoken, and directory access/inquiry must be performed
using DTMF signaling.

W

The master database 151 includes, as described

previously, constantly updated status information on
messaging traffic within communications system 10 which
is constantly updated for each subscriber. In addition,
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master database 151 contains configuration information

for each messaging system coupled to communications

system 10. In this manner, a large scale failure in a

messaging system can be quickly restored by reconfiguring

a new system using the configuration information within

the master database 151. For example, if a disaster such

as a fire were to strike a messaging system coupled to

the communications system 10, a new messaging system

could be loaded with all of the configuration data stored

in the master database 151 to greatly speed the process

of returning messaging capability to the subscribers.

In addition, the large storage capability within the

communications system of the present invention can be

used to provide storage of all messages directed to the

failed messaging system until the new system is in place.

The stored messages then can be downloaded in batch mode

to the newly configured replacement system when it is

brought on-line. In this manner, the communications

system 10 provides redundant security to all messaging

systems connected to the communications system 10 and

provides for intermediate storage of messages during

disaster recovery.

W

The communications system of the present invention

utilizes Internet Privacy—Enhanced Mail (PEN) technology

and the master database 151 to implement a public key

cryptographic system to support the scrambling of

messages for secure communications. For example, a

message sent to a mailbox regularly read by several

people, such as one read by a secretary and a supervisor,
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can be encrypted such that only one individual can decode

the message using a secret key or double password. other

uses include private non—subscriber delivery whereby a

message delivery can only be made to a specific

non-subscriber if the person answering the call has the

key to the encrypted message.

While PEM is a public standard and can be

implemented in other contexts, the key management

infrastructure to make a public key cryptographic work is

difficult without a centralized authority. The

communications system of the present invention uses

master database 151 to provide an immediate advantage

over a peer-to-peer networking system. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces a further complication

for the providing of secure messaging services, in that

the public key which is used for encrypting and

decrypting must be created, maintained, and accessed in

the user profile records using the short, fixed length

numerical addresses of the users of the communications

system.

Ii ‘E' !' CE' .

A key aspect of a socialization of users of a

networked messaging facility is the ability to confirm

the identification of a recipient of a message. In other

words, people are much more willing to leave a message or

transmit information to a person when they receive

confirmation from the communications system that the

communications system is aware of the identity of the

intended recipient and can present the sender with some

information that creates a sense of security that it is
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the proper recipient. This information may be a still

portrait or full motion video of the intended recipient

in the video context, a rendition of the person's spoken

or spelled name in the audio context, or a textual or

graphic representation of the person's name either as

text data or as an image of the person's signature. The

user profiles contained in master database 151 and in

each network hub include identification confirmations.

It should be understood that the identification

confirmations associated with the system of the present

invention comprise more information than has been

provided by prior directory based systems. For example,

some prior systems have provided for directory

confirmation as a user inputs the letters of an intended

recipients name. These systems do not provide

information other than the names from the directory and

do not help to resolve the dilemmas presented by persons

having the same name or directory entry. According to the

teachings of the present invention, however, a subscriber

who has the full capabilities of communications available

to the subscriber may have data stored in the

subscriber's user profile that includes the user's

portrait or video of the subscriber. The same user may

also have the ASCII spelling of the subscriber's name, a

digitally encoded recording of the subscriber speaking

his or her own name, and a graphic image of the

subscriber's signature. In this manner, no matter the

media of the sender, be it text, voice or video, the

network can respond with information from the user's

profile which will allow the sender to feel secure that

the communications system is aware of the intended

recipient and the appropriate recipient has been
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identified. The user profiles contained on master

database 151 are continuously updated to allow for

changes to identification confirmations of each user.

In addition, user profile information for

non-subscribers is also accumulated by master database

151 by requesting identification confirmations and

addressing information when nonsubscribers send messages

on communications system 10. For example. when a

nonsubscriber sends a message for another nonsubscriber

or for a subscriber using interactive voice response

system 169, interactive voice response system 169 will

ask the sender to also transmit their identification

confirmations. These identification confirmations are

stored with the address of the sender as a new entry in

master database 151. Accordingly, this user profile

information is then available to future senders of

messages to this nonsubscriber. Likewise, when a message

is received by a nonsubscriber, the nonsubscriber may be

asked to provide identification confirmations and other

information for delivery of messages in the future.

For large scale integrated network functionality,

interfacing with voice messaging systems introduces a

further complication for the providing of identification

telephone equipment. The spoken name is a large,

digitized segment of audio that must be stored and
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Why

Many messaging systems allow for the extended

absence notification to message senders. In essence, if

a user will not be checking for messages due to being

away from his office, place of business or home for an

extended period, or for another reason, a notification

can be provided to message senders to apprise them of

that fact. This notification can be uploaded to the

communications System and recorded in the user's profile

in master database 151. Accordingly, instead of or in

addition to identification confirmation being provided to

a sender attempting to send a message to a recipient with

an extended notification in place, the sender of the

message will receive the extended absence notification.

In this manner, before or after the message is sent, the

sender of the message will be notified that the intended

recipient of the message will not be checking messages

for an extended period of time. The sender may then

decide to send the message anyway or pursue other options

to contact the intended recipient. For large scale

integrated network functionality, interfacing with

voice messaging systems introduces a further complication

for the providing of extended absence services because

this service is a spoken greeting and must be replayed to

the user via standard telephone equipment. The

extended absence greeting is a large, digitized segment

of audio that must be stored and replayed to a sender in

real time as messages are sent.
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The communications system of the present invention

can also provide messaging systems with directory

addressing services. Messaging systems can connect to
communications system 10 to utilize the directory and

another messaging system. For example, a messaging

system attempting to deliver a message to another
messaging system can contact communications system 10 to
obtain all the necessary information required to deliver
the message based upon whatever addressing information
was originally entered by the sender of the message.
Communications system 10 then performs the address
translation function described previously to retrieve the
information needed by the sending messaging system to
enable it to make its own connection to the other

messaging system to deliver the message. In this manner,
messaging systems can access the entire database of user
addressing information even if they do not use the
communications system 10 to transport and deliver the
message.

The billing system 159 within the network center 37
interacts with the central access and control system 155
which in turn stores and processes all of the billing
events that occur on communications system 10 to create

ords associated with services performed by the
An account is maintained for

billing rec

communications system 10.

each user and the costs of services provided by
communications system 10 are determined by each user's
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class of service. Services for delivery of messages may

be billed in a similar fashion to that of conventional

telephone calls using VsH coordinates with time of day

discounts, day of week discounts and other selectable

s pricing structures.

Additional fees may be charged for other

administrative services such as directory and address

services, message tracking and revocation, media and

protocol conversions, language translation, or the

10 generation of message traffic reports to enable users of

the communications system to monitor and account for

message expenses.

The message priority system used in the

communications system of the present invention and

IS discussed previously allows for the communications system

to offer different quality of service levels. For

example, while some users may require virtually

instantaneous message delivery, many users are willing to

settle for longer message delivery times in exchange for

20 discounted pricing structures. The message priority

system used by communications system 10 allows the

communications system to guarantee maximum message

delivery times for the various classes of service.

As discussed previously, the communications

25 system 10 provides an efficient gateway for information

providers to provide services to advertisers to access a

large number of customers. The communications system

allows for mass distribution of information services or

advertising materials to selected users who have

30 expressed an interest in particular classes of

information using their user profiles. In the case of
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information services, users may be billed based upon the

quantity and quality of information requested.

As an incentive to get users to accept advertising

material, the billing system 159 may credit the account

associated with a user a small amount when the user

accepts and reviews an advertising message. In addition,

communications system 10 can interact with users after

receipt of an advertising message through interactive

voice response system 169, customer computer interface

system 167, or directly through the external interface 62

using a real time communication protocol to input orders

for these advertised goods. These orders may be

optionally billed to the user's account within the

communications system 10. In such a case, the billing

system 159 will add the charge to the user's account and

will also charge the information provider or advertiser a

fee for processing the order.

I' ! E v.

Communications system 10 can provide directory

services to both message senders, subscribers and

non-subscribers to allow them to locate a particular

person to whom they might wish to send a message. As

such, communications system 10 can guide a message sender

through an automated directory access to the appropriate

record in the database of directory information in order

to locate the particular message recipient. A variety of

systems may be presented to the user depending upon the

particular messaging system and its interface with the

message sender. For example, if the interface with the

user is through a conventional analog line, directory

access can be through interactive voice response

.an
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system 169 using DTMF signals from the user's touchtone

phone. The interactive voice response system 169 can

first ask the message sender for categories of known

information about the message recipient; for example,

prompting the message sender to enter on the telephone

whatever information is known about the message recipient

such as the message recipient's: name, telephone number,

city, company, the products and services offered, or'

other information. Each successive response by the

message sender provides additional information which

narrows the search through the master database 151 until

finally the particular message recipient is identified.

At such time, the identification confirmation for the

identified message recipient is presented to the message

sender to confirm proper message recipient has been
identified.

For more complex interfaces with message senders,

the automated directory can be accessed using customer

computer interface system 167. In this environment, the

customer computer interface system 167 can present the

message sender with an automated telephone directory in

graphical form with entries based on geography, company

names or the products and services offered by the message

recipient. In this scenario, the location of the message

recipient can result in the presentation of the

identification Confirmation for the identified recipient

as well as information identifying the messaging

facilities available for the identified recipient. In

this manner, the message sender can select the media of

delivery of the message, if supported, as determined by

the user profile information of the message recipient.
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For large scale integrated network functionality,
interfacing with voice messaging systems introduces

ther complications for the providing of directory and
ddress which

fur

addressing operations services in that the a
is used for delivery and routing must be created,
maintained, and accessed in the user profile records.
Additionally, textual search criteria must be entered
using a ten-digit numeric keypad. Further, the providing
of an interactive voice response capability must be
performed using standard telephone equipment using
DTMF signaling, addressing must be numerical, voice or
spoken, spelled text must be the only media,

on must be spoken, and directory

rformed using DTMF signaling.
identification confirmati

access/inquiry must be pe

According to a further aspect of the present
invention, the communications system 10 is operable to
translate messages between different languages to
accommodate messaging between users, both subscriber and

An entry in each user profile indicates
This indication is used by

non-subscriber.

the user's language of choice.
ications system to determine the language used

er as a sender of a message and the preferredby the us

language for receipt of messages. The language of choice
indications of the sender and the recipient are used by
the communications system to select the appropriate
translator to use on the message. Regardless of the media

be it a compound message or

ranslates all parts

to allow for the

of the incoming message,

otherwise, communications system 10 t

of the message into a textual format
automated translation of the text message to take place.
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The translated message may then be converted into the
media supported by the messaging system of the message
sender.

Wm:

Many existing priVaLe voice messaging systems allow

access to voice mailboxes within the system using a

variety of entry methods. Parties using the existing

voice messaging system can use short form addresses or

private addressing methodologies to access the voice

mailboxes of other persons using the same voice messaging

system. Routing and delivering messages from the general

public via a connection to a network such as the

communications system 10 of the present invention is not'

a problem because the public address of these voice

mailboxes is ordinarily a unique number, such as an

international or ten digit telephone number. However,

the private numbering plans and private addressing

methodologies are problematic if independent private

voice messaging systems are to be networked using shared

facilities because different parties on different private

messaging systems could conceivably have the same private

mailbox number. In this sense, private numbering schemes

create problems because the private numbers are not

globally unique numbers. The system of the present

invention allows the networking of multiple systems that

use private addressing plans by implementing a community

addressing scheme and by treating a single actual

messaging system that needs both public and private

messaging services as two virtual messaging systems, a

public messaging system and a private messaging system.
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FIGURE 15 is a block diagram which illustrates the

implementation of the present invention that provides for
networking of messaging systems using private addressing
plans through the implementation of community addressing.
Referring to FIGURE 15, a hub 200 is connected to the
communication cloud 18 described with reference to FIGURE
1 previously. Hub 200 is constructed identically as hubs
12, 14 and 16 described previously. Hub 200 is connected
to messaging systems 202, 204, 206, and 208. Messaging
system 208 is a conventional messaging system which
desires only public messaging traffic. As such,
messaging system 208 accesses hub 200 through a single
port 210. Messaging systems 202, 204 and 206 need both
public and private messaging services. For example,
messaging systems 202, 204 and 206 could comprise three
different messaging systems all owned by the same
company. This company may desire to allow employees of
the company to send messages to one another using short
form addressing or some other private addressing plan.
These short form addresses may comprise globally non—
unique numberes and, as such, may conflict with other
short form addresses of other parties using the

i‘ations system 10 of the present invention. As
the hub 200 must have a way of identifying whether

commun

such,

or not private or public addressing is desired by a
This is accomplished by

ub 200 for the messaging
particular messaging system.

providing two ports into the h
systems 202, 204 and 206. For example, messaging system
202 accesses hub 200 through a public port 212 and a
private port 214. From the perspective of the hub 200,

2 comprises two virtual messaging
Messaging system 202a belongs to

messaging system 20

systems 2023 and 202b.
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the public community and is allowed to message with other

public traffic. In comparison, virtual messaging system

202b is a member of a private community and is only

allowed to message with other members of that private

community.

Similarly, messaging system 204 accesses hub 200

through a public port 216 and a private port 218. As

such, messaging system 204 appears as a public virtual

messaging system 204a and a private virtual messaging

system 204D.

Finally, messaging System 206 accesses hub 200

through a public port 220 and a private port 222. As

such, message system 206 appears to hub 200 as a public

virtual messaging system 206a and a private virtual

messaging system 206b.

Messaging systems 202, 204 and 206 are programmed to

call a different number associated with hub 200 depending

upon whether or not the message to be transferred to the

communications system 10 is a message intended for

another member of a private community or a message

intended for a recipient outside of the private community

associated with systems 202, 204 and 206. The two

different numbers associated with hub 200 correspond to

the public and private ports described previously.

Although FIGURE 15 shows each of systems 202, 204 and 206

having two different access ports. it should be

understood that the telephone numbers to be dialed and,

as such, the access ports into hub 200 can be shared by

many external messaging systems. The only requirement is

that each messaging system contact a different number for

private and public message traffic. For example, virtual

messaging system 202a, 204a and 206a could all use public
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access port 212. In addition, virtual messaging system

202b, 204b and 206b could all use private access port
214. This is true because the hub 200 can use the call

line identification information associated with the call

into hub 200 to identify which messaging system is

contacting the particular port 212 or 214. Even if

messaging systems 202, 204 and 206 were all connected to
access ports 212 and 214, the hub 200 could use the call
line identification information and the information as to

which of the ports 212 or 214 was being accessed to

identify a single virtual messaging system associated
with the call.

FIGURE 16 is a representation of a translation table

that may be used by a hub such as hub 200 to route

messages in public and private messaging contexts.
FIGURE 16 shows eight table entries associated with three

different users of communications system 10 and

particularly hub 200. The three users are Arnie, Jane
and Frank. Arnie is a public user of messaging system

208 shown in FIGURE 15. He is not a member of any

private messaging community. As such, the community
variable is set to zero in the two table entries

sociated with Arnie which indicates a member of the
Ernie's user i.d. is "3" and his local

, whereas his global mailbox

as

public community.

mailbox address is "4437"

address is "408-555-4437".

Jane is a user of messaging sys

in Dallas, Texas. Messaging system 202 as discussed

previously is divided into a public messaging system 202a
URE 16 as "PbDalTx". In addition,

tem 202 which resides

which is denoted in FIG

messaging system 202 comprises a private messaging system
202b which is designated in FIGURE 16 as "PrDalTx". Jane
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has a user i.d. of "6" and is a member of both the public

community through the PbDalTx virtual messaging system

and a private community through the PrDalTx virtual

messaging system. The two entries for Jane associated

with the PrDalTx virtual messaging system include a

community designation of "101" which designates Jane as a

member of the 101 private community. To illustrate the

potential problems associated with non-unique mailbox

identifications, Jane also has a short form mailbox

identifier of "4437". Jane's global mailbox identifiers

are "374437" for the private messaging network and "214-

555-4437" for the global identifier for the public

messaging network.

The last user illustrated is frank who has a user

i.d. of "8' and uses messaging system 204. Frank is only

a member of the private virtual messaging system 204b

which is designated as virtual messaging system

"PrAusTx". Frank's global mailbox address for community

101 is "274437". Frank's local mailbox address on

PrAusTx is also "4437", the same as Jane's and Arnie's.

As will be seen in the example in FIGURE 17, because of

the use of virtual messaging systems and community

identifiers, the fact that all three participants have

the same local mailbox number does not create any

problems.

FIGURESl'Ia through 17e show how hub 200 uses the

information from the virtual information systems as well

as the translation table shown in FIGURE 16 to receive a

message, deliver a message and to include with the

delivered message the appropriate sender addressing

required by the messaging protocol. In the example in

FIGURE 17, a message will be sent from Jane to Frank. As
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discussed previously, Jane and Frank are both employees
of the same company and,

identifications in order to message Hi

company. Because of this, when Jane sends her message to
Frank, she inputs a recipient address of "274437". Jane

ich will contact hub 200

as such, are accustomed to using

six digit th the

utilizes messaging system 202 wh

through private access port 214.

programmed to route messaging traffic to the private
access port 214 when the messaging traffic is within the

Messaging system 202 is

private community.

Referring to FIGURE 17a, the hub 200 uses the ANI
and DNIS call line identification information to identify
the source voice messaging system i.d. and the community.
In the example shown in FIGURE 17a, the source voice
messaging system i.d. is PrDalTx and the community
identifier is 101. The hub 200 was able to obtain this
information by noting the telephone number of the call
being placed and the fact that the call was placed to
access port 214.

Referring now to FIGURE 17b, the hub 200 uses the

sender mailbox number,

4437, and the source voice message system i.d. found
previously, Here,
the hub 200 accesses the translation ta
FIGURE 16 and particularly the fourth column of the
access of the translation table which is the first column
associated with Jane to find Jane's sender user i.d.,

namely Jane's mailbox number of

and determines the sender user i.d.
ble shown in

which is "6".

In FIGURE 17c. the

and the community identification
and

hub 200 uses the recipient

address input by Jane

calculated earlier to find the recipient user i.d.
the destination virtual messaging system i.d. Here, the
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hub 200 accesses the last column in FIGURE 16 to identify

the destination virtual messaging system as PrAusTx and

the recipient user i.d. as "8".

Referring to FIGURE 17d, the hub 200 uses the sender

5 user i.d. and the community to identify the appropriate

sender address to include with the message when it is

delivered to messaging system 204. Here, the hub 200

accesses the fifth column of FIGURE 16, which is the

second column associated with Jane, to locate the sender

10 address of "374437". The hub 200 uses the column

associated with Jane which includes a “global” scope for

return addresses. .

Referring to FIGURE 17e, the hub 200 utilizes the

recipient user i.d. and the destination virtual messaging

15 system identification to access the recipient mailbox

identifier. In this case, the hub 200 uses the first

column associated with Frank to retrieve the recipient

mailbox identification of "4437". The hub 200 uses the

column associated with Frank which includes a “local"

20 scope to retrieve the appropriate mailbox identifier for

messaging traffic being sent to Frank.

Accordingly, the virtual messaging system

identification, user identification, scope, and community

variables are all used to allow for private addressing

25 plans to be implemented in a network communications

system that includes a wide variety of messaging systems

and messaging traffic. The members of the company

associated with messaging systems 202, 204 and 206 can

utilize their private addressing schemes and through the

30 appropriate structure of the address translation tables,

messaging traffic will be routed in a virtual private

network.
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FIGURE 18 illustrates an example of a message being

sent from Arnie to a new user, David, through the

Internet. The access to the Internet is no different

than access to any other virtual messaging system where

the Internet comprises a single virtual messaging system

identification. As shown in FIGURE 18, the sender

mailbox identifier is found in the second column

associated with Arnie in FIGURE 16. The recipient

address input by Arnie is 214-555-1234. Arnie's source

virtual messaging system identifier is "CASJOl'. The

translation tables are used to find that public
avid is to be routed to the destination

The community
addressing to D

virtual messaging system of the Internet.

identifier is zero because the messaging traffic is

public. David's recipient user i.d. is "9". The
recipient mailbox is then retrieved from David's
translation table entry and comprises

'David@destination.comm." Ernie's return address is

altered slightly to comply with Internet addressing by

concatenating an Internet-style address to the end of the

sender mailbox identification.

address of "4085554437@Source8ys.net." An appropriate
ithin the Internet is reserved for messaging

This results in a return

domain w

traffic.

Accordingly, by defining the Internet as a single

virtual messaging system within the community and private

addressing schemes, messaging traffic can also be routed
through the Internet using the same address translation
tables.
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Summarx

Accordingly, a communications system is provided

that allows for the addressing, transport. and management

of multi-media messages between various messaging

facilities with disparate capabilities, media and

protocols. The network provides the capability to route

messages to users of the network facilities based on any
address that is known to a sender. Further, the

communications system of the present invention provides

translation services such that messages in one media can

be delivered to a recipient in another media. The

provision of a universal constantly-updated user-profile

database containing information about each user provides

the ability to support many user specific capabilities to

be invoked for various users at various times including

messaging system choice; messaging features desired;

preferred protocol, media, and language; service

messaging; information services protocol desired;

advertising content screening; and identification

confirmation. Non-subscriber sending and receiving of

messages is also supported. Operational capabilities

include disaster recover, billing, secure messaging,

bullttin boards, message tracking and revocation, as well

as the creation of virtual private networks by allowing

separate messaging systems to be interconnected through

network hub systems. The messaging systems are

programmed to contact different access ports within the

network hubs to allow the network hubs to determine

whether or not private or public messaging traffic is

being sent. Address translation tables are then used by

the hubs to route the messaging traffic appropriately

through either public or private communities and to
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provide the expected return address information to the
destination messaging system.

Although the present invention has been described in

detail, it should be understood that various changes,

alterations, and modifications may be made to the systems

and methods described herein without departing from the

spirit and scope of the present invention which is solely

defined by the appended claims.
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l. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

5 external voice messaging systems:

interface systems resident in the network

system and operable to be coupled to the external voice

messaging systems, the network system operable to receive

communications traffic through the interface systems from

ID the external voice messaging systems, at least two of the

external voice messaging systems communicating with the

network system using disparate communications protocols;

and

database storage resident within the network

15 systems operable to store user profile information

associated with users of at least two of the external

voice messaging systems, the user profile information

comprising routing information for at least some of the

users of the system specifying the routing of messages

20 according to the contents of the messages and the

messaging facilities available to the users.

2. The svstem of Claim 1 and further comprising:

a network center coupled to the network system through an

25 _ internal data communication path, the network center

containing network support systems for the

administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system.

30
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3. The system of Claim 2 where the network center

comprises a message tracking system operable to store
status information associated with messages being

processed by the system, the message tracking system

operable to report the status of messages being processed
by the system and further operable to stop the delivery
of messages at the request of the sender of the message.

4. The system of Claim 2 where the network center

comprises an central access and control system operable
to manage the interaction of the systems within the
network center.

5. The system of Claim 4 where the network center

comprises an interface system operable to allow users to
access the central access and control system to interact

with the system.

6. The system of Claim 5 where the interface

system comprises a customer computer interface system

operable to allow a particular user operating a computer
terminal in communication with the customer computer

interface system to alter user profile information within

the directory information associated with the particular
user.

7. The system of Claim 4 where the network center

comprises an interactive voice response system operable
to allow users to access the central access and control

system to interact with the system using a telephone to
alter user profile information within the directory

information associated with the particular user.
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8. The system of Claim 2 where the network center

comprises:

a message tracking system operable to store status

information associated with messages being processed by

5 the system, the message tracking system operable to .

report the status of messages being processed by the

system and further operable to stop the delivery of

messages at the request of the sender of the message;

a central access and control system operable to

10 manage the interaction of the systems within the network

center and the interaction of the network operations

system with the network hub systems; and

a customer computer interface system operable to

allow users operating computer terminals to access the

B central access and control system to interact with the

system, the customer computer interface system operable

to allow a particular user operating a computer terminal

in communication with the customer computer interface

system to receive reports on the status of messages being

20 processed by the system and to stop the delivery of

messages sent by the particular user and not yet

delivered by the system.

9. The system of Claim 2 where the network center

25 comprises:

a message tracking system operable to store status

_information associated with messages being processed by

the system, the message tracking system operable to

report the status of messages being processed by the

30 system and further operable to stop the delivery of

messages at the request of the sender of the message;

p”.
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a central access and control system operable to

manage the interaction of the systems within the network

center and the interaction of the network center with the

network system; and

s an interactive voice response system operable to

allow users to access the central access and control

system to interact with the system using telephones,

the interactive voice response system operable to allow a

particular user using a telephone in communication with

10 the interactive voice response system to receive reports

on the status of messages being processed by the system

and to stop the delivery of messages sent by the

particular user and not yet delivered by the system.

15 10. The system of Claim 2 where the network center

comprises:

a billing system operable to store and accumulate

accounts associated with users of the system and to

report the status of the accounts:

20 an central access and control system operable to

manage the interaction of the systems within the network

center and the interaction of the network operations

system with the network hub systems; and

an interactive voice response system operable to

25 allow users to access the billing system through the

central access and control system to interact with the

billing system using telephones, the interactive voice

response system operable to allow a particular user using

a telephone in communication with the interactive voice

30 response system to receive reports on the status of the

account associated with the particular user.
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11. The system of Claim 2 where the network center

comprises:

a billing system operable to store and accumulate

accounts associated with users of the system and to

report the status of the accounts;

an central access and control system operable to

manage the interaction of the systems within the network

center and the interaction of the network center with the

network system; and

a customer computer interface system operable to

allow users operating computer terminals to access the

central access and control system to interact with the

system, the customer computer interface system operable

to allow a particular user operating a computer terminal

in communication with the customer computer interface

system to receive reports on the status of the account

associated with the particular user.

12. The system of Claim 1 where the network system

comprises a plurality of network hubs interconnected by

internal data communications paths and where each of the

external voice messaging systems is coupled to one of the

network hubs.

13. The system of Claim 12 where each of the

network hubs comprises an analog connection processor

operable to connect the system to external messaging

systems which utilize analog communications protocols.
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14. The system of Claim 12 where each of the

network hubs comprises a digital connection processor

operable to connect the system to external messaging

systems which utilize digital communications protocols.

15. The system of Claim 12 where each of the

network hubs comprises a network processor operable to

communicate to other network hubs through the internal

data communication paths and where the network processor

is operable to receive updated information regarding

users of the system and updated information regarding

status of messages being processed by the system and is

operable to update a database within the network hub

system to reflect the updated information received from

other network hub systems.

16. The system of Claim 12 where each network hub

comprises a message storage facility operable to store

incoming messages received from external messaging

facilities and to store outgoing messages received from

other external messaging facilities or other network hub

systems.

17. The system of Claim 12 where each network hub

comprises:

a message system database operable to store routing

information used to route messages through the system;

an inbound message queue operable to store message

records associated with messages received by a particular

network hub;

an outbound message queue operable to store message

records associated with messages to be transmitted from a
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particular network hub to another network hub or to an

external messaging system; and

a message router operable to access the message

system database and the inbound message queue in order to

construct the message records placed in the outbound

message queue.

18. The system of Claim 12 where each network hub

system comprises:

an outbound message queue operable to store message

records associated with messages to be transmitted from a

particular network hub to another network hub or to an

external messaging system; and

a connection manager operable to read the message

records in the outbound message queue, to determine the

connections required to service the outbound message

queue message records, and to construct a connection

queue comprising connection records ordering the required

connections according to the priority of the messages

associated with the connections.

19. The system of Claim 12 where each network hub

further comprises an event processor operable to read the

connection from the connection queues and to create the

connections specified by the connection records.
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20. The system of Claim 12 where the system further

comprises a network center coupled to the network system
through an internal data communication path, the network
center containing network support systems for the

administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system and wherein each network hub

comprises:

a message system database operable to store routing

information used to route messages through the system;

messages received by a particular hub from another hub,
from the network center system, or from an external

messaging.system:

an outbound administrative message queue operable to

store message records associated with administrative

messages to be transmitted from a particular hub to
another hub, to the network center, or to an external

messaging system: and

an administrative event manager operable to access

the message system database and the inbound

administrative message queue in order to construct the

message :zcords placed in the outbound administrative
message queue.
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21. The system of Claim 20 where each network hub

further comprises a connection manager operable to read

the message records in the outbound administrative

message queue. to determine the connections required to

service the outbound administrative message queue message

records, and to construct a connection queue comprising

connection records ordering the required connections

according to the priority of the administrative messages

associated with the connections.

22. The system of Claim 20 where the network center

comprises a master database comprising directory

information for users of the system and where each

network hub comprises:

a data replicator operable to communicate with the

master database and to receive database changes in order

to update databases of user directory information and

message system information stored within the network hub.

23. The system of Claim 20 where each network hub

comprises a management processor operable to allow the

network hub to interaCt with the network center and to

process request: from the network center for status

information and for information associated with external

messaging systems connected to the network hub.

24. The system of Claim 23 where each network hub

comprises an alarms database comprising a list of records

specifying past events in the operation of the network

hub and where the management processor is operable to

manage the alarms database.
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25. The system of Claim 12 where each network hub

comprises a media translator comprising a plurality of
transformation and translation modules, the media

translator operable to sequentially use selected ones of

the transformation and translation modules to selectively

change messages processed by the network hub.

26. The system of Claim 25 where the media

translator is operable to selectively translate the media

of a message, transform the protocol of a message and

translate the language of a message.

27. The system of Claim 1 where the system is

operable to receive messages that are encrypted and

deliver the messages in encrypted form to provide secure

message delivery.
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28. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to external

messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems: '

database storage resident within the network system

operable to store directory information associated with

users of the external messaging systems and the

communications system; and

information provider databases coupled to the

network system and operable to store advertising messages

for distribution to selected users of the communications

system based on information within user profiles of the

selected users stored in the database storage and

information associated with information services

available to users of the communications system.

29. The system of Claim 28 and further comprising a

network center coupled to the network system through an

internal data communication path, the network center

Icontaining network support systems for the
administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system.

30. The system of Claim 29 wherein the network

center further comprises:

a central access and control system operable to manage

the interaction of the systems within the network center
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and the interaction of the network operations system with

the network hubs: and

an interface system operable to allow users to

access the central access and control system to interact

5 with the system, the interface system operable to allow a

particular user in communication with the interface

w system to alter user profile information associated with

the particular user to select types of advertising

messages to be received by the particular user.

w

31. The system of Claim 30 where the interface

system comprises a customer computer interface system

operable to allow users operating computer terminals to

access the central access and control system to interact

15 with the system.

32. The system of Claim 30 where the interface

system comprises an interactive voice response system

operable to allow users to access the central access and

fl) control system using telephones.

33. The system of Claim 29 where the network center

further comprises:

a central access and control system operable to

25 manage the interaction of the systems within the network

center and the interaction of the network operations

system with the network hubs; and

an interface system operable to allow users to

access the central access and control system to interact

30 with the system, the interface system operable to allow a

particular user in communication with the interface

system to alter user profile information associated with
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the particular user to select types of information

services to be utilized by the particular user.

34. The system of Claim 33 where the interface

system comprises a customer computer interface system

operable to allow users operating computer terminals to

access the central access and control system to interact

with the system.

10 35. The system of Claim 33 where the interface

system comprises an interactive voice response system

operable to allow users to access the central access and

control system using telephones.

15 36. The system of Claim 28 wherein the network

system comprises a plurality of network hubs

interconnected by internal data communications paths and

where each of the external messaging systems is coupled

to one of the network hubs.

20
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37. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems;

database storage resident within the network system

operable to store directory information associated with
users of the external messaging facilities and the

communications system including media translation

preference information; and

a media translation system resident in the network

system and operable to receive data associated with a

message in a first media, access the media translation

information, and translate the data such that the message

may be delivered in a second media.

38. The system of Claim 37 where each one of at

least some of the users of the communications system have

media translation information stored in user profiles

within the database storage and wherein the media

translation system is operable to access the media

translation information associated with a destination

user such that messages are translated into the second

media according to the preferences of the destination
user.

39. The system of Claim 37 where at least some of

the messaging systems coupled to the communications

system have media translation information stored in the
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database storage and wherein the media translation system

is operable to access the media translation information

associated with a destination messaging system such that

messages are translated into the second media according

to the requirements of the destination messaging system.

40. The system of Claim 37 and further comprising a

network center coupled to the network system through an

internal data communication path, the network center

containing network support systems for the

administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system .

41. The system of Claim 37 wherein the network

system comprises a plurality of network hubs

interconnected by internal data communications paths and

where each of the external messaging systems is coupled

to one of the network hubs.
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42. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,
the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems; and

database storage resident within at least one of the

network hubs operable to store directory information

associated with users of the external messaging systems

and the communications system, the directory information

including user profile information including default

language information associated with at least some of the
users specifying a particular language of choice for the
users; and

language translation systems resident in the network

system and operable to receive messages in a first
language and further operable to translate the message
into a second language.

43. The system of Claim 42 where the language

translatf n systems each comprise a media translator

operable to translate the received messages into a text
format, if necessary; and

the media translator further operable to translate

the text format message into the second language and to
translate the text format message in the second language
to a media other than text for delivery.
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44. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external voice messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external voice messaging

systems, the network system operable to receive

communications traffic through the interface systems from

the external voice messaging systems, at least two of the

external voice messaging systems communicating with the

network system using disparate communication protocol;

and

database storage resident within the network systems

operable to store user profile information associated

with users of at least two of the external voice

messaging systems, the user profile information

comprising delivery preference information associated

with at least some of the users of the external messaging

systems,some of the messages routed to particular users

comprising advertising messages identifiable by subject

matter information and where a particular user may elect

to receive particular advertising messages by electing to

receive messages identified by selected subject matter

information, tr“ user profile of the particular user
reflecting the particular user's preferences with respect

to the advertising messages.

45. The system of Claim 39 and further comprising:

a network center coupled to the network system through an

internal data communication path, the network center

containing network support systems for the

administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system.

-r. —.
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46. The system of Claim 39 where an account is

maintained for each user of the system within the network

center and where the account of a particular user is

credited a predetermined amount for each advertising

message delivered to the particular user.

47. The system of Claim 39 where the delivery

preference information comprises information specified by
the user as to the media in which at least some messages

are to be delivered to the user.

48. The system of Claim 39 where at least some of

message and where the delivery preference information
associated with at least some of the users specifies

whether delivery is allowed and, if so, the desired

delivery location of certain specified classes of message
content.

49. The system of Claim 39 where the delivery

preference information comprises information specified by
the user directing the system on the mode of deli'ery

desired by the user if a messaging feature is not

available on the destination external messaging facility.

50. The system of Claim 39 where the directory

information further comprises the messaging features that

are available in each external messaging system.

51. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to external

messaging systems:
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interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

5 messaging systems; and

database storage resident within the network center

operable to store directory information associated with

users of the external messaging facilities where the

directory information for at least some of the users of

10 the system comprises identification confirmations

associated with the user and where an identification

confirmation is supplied to at least some of the users of

the system when the users attempt to send a message to a

user of the system associated with the identification

ls confirmation information.

52. The system of Claim 51 where the identification

confirmations comprise data encoding the spoken name of

the user associated with the identification

20 confirmations.

53. The system of Claim 51 where the identification

confirmations comprise iata encoding the picture of the

user associated with the identification confirmations.

25

54. The system of Claim 51 where the identification

confirmations comprise data encoding the visual image of

the signature of the user associated with the

identification confirmations.

30
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55. The system of Claim 51 where the database

storage is further operable to store an extended absence
greeting comprising the recorded voice of the user
associated with the identification confirmations

absence of the user associated with the identification

confirmations.

56. A communications system, comprising:

10 a network system operable to be connected to
external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,
the network system operable to receive communications

15 traffic through the interface systems from the external
messaging systemS;

database storage resident within the network system

operable to store directory information associated with
users of the external messaging systems and the

20 communications system; and

an interface system associated with the network

system, the interface system operable to interact with
nonsubscribers to obtain messages and delivery

information from the nonsubscribers, the network center

25 then operable to route the message received from the
nonsubscriber within the system as necessary to deliver

the message to the intended recipient.

57. The system of Claim 56 and further comprising a

30 network center coupled to the network system through an
internal data communication path, the network center

containing network support systems for the
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administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system, the interface system resident in

the network center.

58. The system of Claim 56 where the interface

system comprises a customer computer interface system

operable to allow users operating computer terminals to

access and interact with the system.

59. The system of Claim 56 where the interface

system comprises an interactive voice response system

operable to allow users to access the system using

telephones.

60. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems:

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems;

database storage resident within the network system

operable to store directory information associated with

users of the external messaging facilities and the

communications system; and

an interface system associated with the network

center, the interface system operable to place outgoing

calls in order to deliver messages to non-subscribers to

the system, the interface system operable to interact

with the non-subscribing intended recipient to deliver

the message by prompting the person answering the
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outgoing call to confirm that they are the

non—subscribing intended recipient.

61. The system of Claim 60 and further comprising a

network center coupled to the network system through an

internal data communication path, the network center

containing network support systems for the

administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system, the interface system resident in

the network center.

62. The system of Claim 60 where the interface

system is further operable to ask the person answering
the outgoing call to enter an alternate destination

telephone number where the non—subscribing intended

recipient can be reached if the person answering the

outgoing call indicates that they are not the

non-subscribing intended recipient.

63. The system of Claim 62 where the interface

system is further operable to repeatedly attempt to place
the outgoing call a predetermined number of times at

predetermined intervals if the outgoing call is not
answered or if the outgoing call is answered but the

non-subscribing intended recipient is not there to accept

delivery of the message.
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64. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems;

database storage resident within the network system

operable to store directory information associated with

users of the external messaging facilities and the

communications system, the directory information

comprising a user record for each user comprising a

unique internal identifier, at least one external address

associated with the user, and routing information for

messaging facilities available to the user; and

the network system operable to receive messages from

external messaging systems with an external address of an

intended recipient having a user record, the network

system further operable to use the external address to

access the user record of the intended recipient to

retrieve the internal identifier of the intended

recipient and the routing information for the messaging

facility associated with the intended recipient

appropriate for the message to be delivered.

65. The system of Claim 66 where the external

address comprises an international telephone number.

66. The system of Claim 64 where the external

address comprises a ten digit number based on the North

American Numbering Plan.
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67. The system of Claim 64 where the external

address comprises a number associated with the intended

recipient in a private numbering plan.

68. The system of Claim 64 where the external

address comprises an electronic mail address associated

with the intended recipient.

69. The system of Claim 64 where the external

address comprises an Internet address associated with the

intended recipient.

70. The system of Claim 64 where the external

address comprises an X.400 address associated with the

intended recipient.

71. The system of Claim 64 where the network system

is operable to deliver messages with information

identifying the source of the message and wherein the

format of the source address and the destination address

are different.

72. The system of Claim 64 where the network system

is operable to access media identification information

associated with the intended recipient of a message and

to retrieve routing information associated with a

messaging facility of the intended recipient appropriate

for the media of the message to be delivered.
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73. The system of Claim 64 where the network system

is operable to access subject matter delivery preference

information associated with the intended recipient of a

message and to retrieve routing information associated

with a messaging facility of the intended recipient

appropriate for the subject matter of the message to be

delivered.

74. A communications system, comprising:

a plurality of network hubs interconnected by

internal data communication paths;

interface systems resident in the network hubs and

operable to be coupled to external messaging facilities

and the internal data communication paths, the network

hubs operable to receive communications traffic through

the interface systems from the external messaging

facilities and the internal data communication paths; and

database storage resident within at least one of the

network hubs operable to store directory information

associated with users of the external messaging

facilities and the communications system; and

a message system database within each particular

network hub opt:able to store configuration information

detailing the configuration of each external messaging

system connected to the particular network hub such that

the messaging system database may be used to reconfigure

an external messaging system should the external

messaging system be damaged or destroyed.
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75. The system of Claim 74 where each network hub

comprises an emergency message storage system operable to
temporarily store messages intended for users
damaged or destroyed external messaging system such that
the temporarily stored messages can be delivered to the
users of the damaged or destroyed external messaging

system after the external messaging system is brought
back into operation.

76. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,
the network system operable to receive communications
traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems;

database storage reSident within the netwark system

operable to store directory information associated with
users of the external messaging facilities and the

communications system; and

accep

of destinations, where the mailing list distribution
stem is recognized by the system as the sender of theSY

that the
message to the plurality of destinations such
mailing list distribution system receives all replies and
error messages resulting from the delivery of the message

to the plurality of destinations.

.1
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‘77. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems:

database storage resident within the network system

operable to store directory information associated with

users of the external messaging facilities and the

communications system; and

a mailing list distribution system operable to

accept a message-and deliver the message to a plurality

of destinations, where the mailing list distribution

system identifies the user requesting delivery of the

message as the sender of the message such that the user

requesting delivery of the message receives all replies

and error messages resulting from the delivery of the

message to the plurality of destinations.

78. A communications system, comprising:

a plurality of network hubs interconnected by '

internal data communication paths; ‘

interface systems resident in the network hubs and

operable to be coupled to external messaging facilities

and the internal data communication paths, the network

hubs operable to receive communications traffic through

the interface systems from the external messaging

facilities and the internal data communication paths:

a network center coupled to at least one of the

network hubs through an internal data communication path,
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the network center containing network support systems for

the administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system; and

database storage resident within at least one of the

5 network hubs operable to store directory information

associated with users of the external messaging

° facilities and the communications system; and

a message tracking system resident in the network

center and operable to store status information

10 associated with messages being processed by the system,

the message tracking system operable to report the status

of messages being processed by the system and further

operable to stop the delivery of messages at the request
of the sender of the message.

15

79. The system of Claim 78 and further comprising

an interface system operable to allow users to access the

message tracking system, the interface system operable to

allow a particular user to receive reports on the status

20 of messages being processed by the system and to stop the

delivery of messages sent by the particular user and not

yet delivered by the system.

80. The system of Claim 79 where the interface

25 system comprises a customer computer interface system

81. The system of Claim 79 where the interface

30 system comprises an interactive voice response system
operable to allow users to access and interact with the
message tracking system using telephones.
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82. The system of Claim 78 where an account is

maintained for each user of the system within the network

center and where the account of the user accessing the

message tracking system is charged an amount dependent on

s the service requested of the message tracking system.

83. A communications system. comprising:

a plurality of network hubs interconnected by

internal data communication paths;

10 interface systems resident in the network hubs and

operable to be coupled to external messaging facilities

and the internal data communication paths, the network

hubs operable to receive communications traffic through

the interface systems from the external messaging

15 facilities and the internal data communication paths;

a network center coupled to at least one of the

network hubs through an internal data communication path,

the network center containing network support systems for

the administration, tracking and operation of the

Z) ' communications system; and

database storage resident within at least one of the

network hubs operable to store directory information

associated with users of the external messaging

facilities and the communications system comprising at

25 least one external address and a unique internal

identifier for each user of the system; and

an interface system resident in the network center

operable to interact with would-be users of the system to

identify particular users of the system using information

30 supplied by the would-be users.
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84. The system of Claim 83 where the interface

system is operable to perform searches of the directory
information responsive to parameters supplied by the

would-be users of the system and to report the results of

5 the searches to the would-be users by presenting the
would-be users with identification confirmations from the

users of the system identified by the search.

85. The system of Claim 83 where the interface

10 system may be directly accessed by nonsubscriber users of
the system in order to identify users of the system and

to send messages to the identified users.

15 system comprises a customer computer interface system

access and interact with the system.

87. The system of Claim 83 where the interface

20 system comprises an interactive voice response system

operable to allow users to access and interact with

system using telephones.
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88. A communications system, comprising:

a network system operable to be connected to

external messaging systems;

interface systems resident in the network system and

5 operable to be coupled to the external messaging systems,

the network system operable to receive communications

traffic through the interface systems from the external

messaging systems;

database storage resident within the network system

l0 operable to store directory information associated with

users of the external messaging facilities and the

communications system, the external messaging systems

operable to request message routing information for

messages received from users of the external messaging

'15 systems, the network hubs operable to access the

directory information and retrieve the appropriate

routing information and further operable to transmit the

retrieved routing information to the external messaging

system such that the external messaging system can

20 deliver the message independent of the communications

system.
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89. A network hub of a communications system

operable to interact within that communications system

with other network hubs through internal data lines, the

5 network hub comprising:

a plurality of computer systems, each comprising a

local area network adaptor system:

a local area network coupled to each of the local

area network adaptor systems within the plurality of

10 computer systems;

a first one of the plurality of computer systems

comprising certain digital connection processor systems

each coupled to at least one external messaging facility

through communication paths utilizing digital

15 communications protocols;

a second one of the plurality of computer systems

comprising certain analog connection processor systems

each coupled to at least one external messaging system

through communication paths utilizing analog

20 communications protocols;

a third one of the plurality of computer systems

comprising a database server system operable to access

and manage a database, the database comprising directory

information comprising records containing profile

25 information and operational preference information for

users of the communications network, the network hubs

operable to receive updates to the directory information

from other network hubs and alter the information stored

in the database; and

30 a fourth one of the plurality of computer systems

.comprising a communications system operable to manage

communications between the network hub and other network
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hubs through the high speed communication lines coupled

to the fourth computer system.

90. A network hub of a communications system

operable to interact within that communications system

with other network hubs through internal data lines, the

network hub comprising:

a management processor operable to monitor the

operation of the network hub;

a plurality of control processors;

an event processor operable to schedule events in the

network hub:

a hub database operable to store user profile

information associated with users of messaging systems

coupled to the network hub;

a connection processor operable to create and manage

connections between the network hub and other systems;

and

a file server providing access to a message storage

facility.

91. The network hub of Claim 90 wherein the

connection processor comprises an analog connection

processor coupled to at least one external messaging

' system through communication paths utilizing analog

communicationsrprotocols.

92. The network hub of Claim 90 wherein the

connection processor Comprises a digital connection

processor coupled to at least one external messaging

system through communication paths utilizing digital

communications protocols.
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93. The network hub of Claim 90 wherein the

connection processor comprises a network connection

message in a first media and to translate the message
into a second, different media prior to delivery of the

message to an intended recipient.

95. The network hub of Claim 90 wherein the

plurality of control processors comprise:
a connection manager operable to determine the

necessity of future connections and to build a connection

queue comprising records specifying the necessary future
connections;

a message router operable to interact with message
ub database to determine thesystem information in the h
essage received by the networknext destination for each m

hub;

a data replicator operable to interact with other

p the hub database synchronized w‘th the
tained in other network hubs; and

systems to kee

information con

an administrative event manager operable to schedule

and manage administrative events within the network hub.

96. The network hub of Claim 90 wherein the

connection processor comprises a client process to

request services from the event processor, management
processor and file server.
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97. A communications system, comprising:

a plurality of network hubs interconnected by

internal data communication paths;

interface syStems resident in the network hubs and

s operable to be coupled to external messaging facilities

and the internal data communication paths, the network

hubs operable to receive communications traffic through

the interface systems from the external messaging

facilities and the internal data communication paths;

10, a network center coupled to at least one of the

network hubs through an internal data communication path,

the network center containing network support systems for

the administration, tracking and operation of the

communications system; and

15 database storage resident within at least one of the

network hubs operable to store directory information

associated with users of the external messaging

facilities and the communications system. the directory

information comprising a user record for each user

20 comprising information associated with at least one

delivery feature, the user record further comprising

information indicating the actions to be taken by the

system in the event that the delivery feature is not

supported by the messaging system associated with an

25 intended message recipient.

98. The system of Claim 97 where the delivery

feature comprises the ability to designate a selected

message as urgent.

30
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99. The system of Claim 98 where the information

indicating the actions to be taken may be configured to
cause the message to be returned if the urgency feature

is not supported.

feature is not supported.

IO

101. The system of Claim 97 where the delivery

feature comprises the ability to designate a selected

message as private.

15 102. The system of Claim 101 where the information
g the actions to be taken may be configured toindicatin

ature
cause the message to be returned if the privacy fe
is not supported.

103. The system of Claim 101 where the information
indicating the actions to be taken may be configured to
cause the message to be delivered even if the privacy
feature is not supported.
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104. A method of processing a message using a

Communications network, the message comprising a compound

message having a plurality of message portions having

different message medias requiring different destination

messaging facilities, them method comprising the steps

of:

receiving the message from an external messaging

system in a source message format associated with a

source protocol used by that messaging system;

translating the message into a network format in a

first network hub;

transmitting the message in the network format over

internal data communications lines connecting the first

network hub to a second network hub;

translating the message from the network format to a

destination message format associated with a destination

communications protocol in the second network hub, the

destination protocol associated with a destination

messaging system coupled to the second network hub;

separating the message portions;

identifying the messaging facilities available to

the intended recipient:

translating the message portions that use medias

associated with messaging facilities not available to the

intended recipient into media associated with messaging

facilities that are available to the intended recipient;

transmitting the message in the destination message

format to the destination messaging system such that the

message can be delivered to an intended recipient 1

associated with the destination messaging system; and

delivering the translated message portions and the
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untranslated message portions to the appropriate

messaging facilities available to the intended recipient.

105. A method of processing a message using a

communications network comprising:

receiving the message from an external messaging

system in a source message format associated with a

source protocol used by that messaging system:

retrieving identification confirmations associated

with the intended recipient of the message from a

database of user profile information: and

transmitting the retrieved identification

confirmations to the source messaging facility such that

the identification confirmations can be provided to the

sender of the message to confirm the intended recipient

of the message;

translating the message into a network format in a

first network hub;

transmitting the message in the network format over

internal data communications lines connecting the first

network hub to a second network hub;

translating the message from the network format to a

destination message format associated with a destination

communications protocol in the second network hub, the
destination protocol associated with a destination

messaging system coupled to the second network hub; and
transmitting the message in the destination message

format to the destination messaging system such that the

message can be delivered to an intended recipient
associated with the destination messaging system.
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106. A method of processing a message using a

communications network comprising:

receiving initial address information as to the

identity of a destination user from a source user of the

system;

accessing a user profile database using the initial

address information to retrieve a unique internal

identifier and identification confirmation for the

destination user:

transmitting the retrieved identification

confirmations to the source user to confirm the intended

recipient of the message:

receiving a message from the source user; and

routing the message to the destination user using the

unique internal identifier.

107. The method of Claim 106 and further comprising

the steps of:

accessing delivery preference information for the

destination user; and

routing the_message to a particular messaging

facility associated with the destination user responsive

to the delivery preference information.

108. The method of Claim 106 where the media of the

message corresponds to a messaging facility that is not

supported by the destination user, the method further

comprising the steps of:

translating the message to an internal format;

routing the message to a network hub connected to the

destination user in the internal format;
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translating the message from the internal format

into a media supported by a messaging facility associated

with the destination user; and

delivering the translated message to the messaging

facility associated with the destination user.

109. A communications system, comprising:

a hub system comprising at least one public access

port and at least one private access port;

a messaging system operable to contact and connect

receive and deliver messages from and to the users of the

messaging system where at least some of the users are

able to use public addressing and private addressing

forms to address messages: and

the network hub system comprising stored user tables

comprising community information identifying particular
users who are able to use private addressing forms to

route messages to each other such that such users may use

globally non-unique private addressing forms to address
messages.

110. The communications system of Claim 1 wherein

the messaging system comprises a first messaging system

and wherein the network hub system comprises a plurality

of both private and public access ports, the system

further comprising a second messaging system operable to

contact and connect to both a private and a public access

port, the user tables including entries including
community information for at least some users of both the
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first and second messaging systems belonging to the same

private messaging community.
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CALL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITH CALL CONTROL
FROM USER WORKSTATION COMPUTERS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention pertains to telephone switching systems

in general.

Business communication has taken two separate pathS.

One involves telephone conversations and the other involving

computer communication.

Until now, business telephone communications have been

based upon the approach that each individual controls his

own call traffic through multiple buttons on proprietary

telephone instruments and/or simple commands entered through

“hookflash” or the telephone keypad. Further, the

architecture and philosophy applied to business PBXs or

other telephone switches is limited to the “switching" of

calls, such as incoming calls, to internal stations or

internal stations to internal stations. This approach

strictly avoids operation based upon “call content” such as

the type of call, from whom it originates, etc. The limited

capabilities of the multi—button telephone instruments and

the lack of awareness of call content severely restrict the

capabilities and features available and thus reduce the

overall effectiveness of the business telephone systems of

the past.

The focus of computer technology has become the desktop

workstation computer attached to one or more business

enterprise-wide, high—speed digital networks which

interconnect the workstation computers of business
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enterprise’s employees with a variety of information

servers, communications and computing devices. The business

enterprise's digital network may be a combination of Local

Area Networks LANs and Wide Area Networks WANs attached

5 together via a variety of transmission media augmented by

the Internet. These corporate communications worlds, i.e.,

business enterprise’s digital networks and the public

switched telephone network PSTN remain separate and distinct

until now.

10 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the invention, a Call Management

System is provided for handling business communications.

The system alters the architecture and philosophy of the

past, providing the users an array of new features and

15 functions and expanded existing features.

A Call Management System provides for the real—time

management of incoming voice calls by called parties. Real—

time call management enables the called party :0 know who is

calling before the call is accepted and, thus, to establish

20 the likely priority of the call and decide how best to

handle the call before his telephone rings. This method of

call handling is intended to improve significantly the

efficiency of the called party’s interactions with

customers, vendors, coworkers, and others. Each called

25 party is notified via his/her computer terminal of each

incoming call and the caller’s identity, even when the

called party’s extension is already busy, allowing the

called party to choose the appropriate handling of each
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incoming call before ringing the extension (hold, transfer,

put through, send to voice mail, etc.

In accordance with the invention, calls to an

organization are directly controlled through networked user

workstation computers, not telephone instruments, a call

management computer intercepts telephone and data trunks

which link the business to the telephone provider's central

office. The call management computer interacts with and

controls telephone and data trunks connecting with the

telephone service provider.

The call management computer receives and answers all

calls from the telephone provider’s central office,

determines the type of call voice, fax, data, determines for

whom the call is intended the called party, and proactively
determines who is the calling party. This information

determines how the call will be handled. Proactive

caller identification is used to identify the caller by

interacting directly with the caller to obtain an

identifiable telephone number or the caller’s spoken voice

which are then identified through specialized primary or

secondary Caller ID databases or a voice name database.

Call alert information is transferred via operator or

digital network interconnecting workstation computer to the

called party's workstation, even when the called party’s

telephone extension is busy. The called party instructs the

call management computer via the digital network what to do

with the calls in progress
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The call management computer also provides for call

handling rules to be defined by the business organization or

by the system users. These rules, called "VIP rules", are

an adjunct to the called party's direct control and provide

for special handling of important individuals, groups or

even for all callers.

The call management computer either receives control

commands from the called party or operates in accordance

with an appropriate VIP rule and responds to the calling

party accordingly by, for example, playing out recorded

voice messages, receiving additional information from the

caller, transferring the call to the called party, to voice

mail or elsewhere either within or outside the organization.

One significant advantage of the Call Management System

is that it provides system users with the many unique

features and functions while requiring nothing more than

simple "POTS" (plain old telephone service) telephones or

headsets instead of expensive multi—button proprietary

business telephone instruments.

The Call Management System also functions as an

outbound call processor, working in conjunction with

software in each user's workstation to provide outbound call

processing services. The personal call logs can be reviewed

by a user and used to return missed phone calls through a

point—and—click interface. A database containing caller

identification information may also be used on—line for

outdialing calls to selected people, all without the need

for manual dialing.
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The Call Management System creates reusable “voice

pathways" from the call management computer to the called

party when it is appropriate to put a call through to a

destination because of user selection or VIP rule

processing. Voice pathways, once created, are reused

repeatedly so long as the destination has calls in process.

This enables rapid switching between calls with only the

click of a workstation mouse and avoids the typical

operation of establishing and tearing down entire calls in

order to switch between them.

Real—time protocol conversion is provided between

central office trunks and PBX trunks of the Call Management

System. This allows the system to receive new or different

types of services from the telephone provider while still

connecting to and utilizing existing telephone systems which

cannot otherwise accept the new capabilities directly. It

also permits the Call Management System to utilize directly

the user's telephone instruments or headsets, removing the

need for a separate PBX or other switch. “Conversion”

between different trunk circuits allows the system‘s many

new features and functions to be implemented without upgrade

of the organization’s legacy PBX or other switch or

alternatively as a replacement for an existing PBX.

The system monitors and controls the individual trunk

circuits obtaining call content information and directly

interacts with the caller to handle voice, Fax and data

calls automatically in any combination.
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A Call Management System in accordance with the

invention treats all calls external and internal in the same

way, allowing the transferring and conferencing of calls

from inside to outside, outside to outside, or in any other

combination. This removes the historical limitations on the

handling of calls depending upon their source.

The Call Management System provides for the use of a

single unique telephone number for each user. This “one

number" is used to receive, identify and automatically

handle all the user’s voice, fax and data calls, one or

several at a time using multiple trunk circuits. The use of

only one number per user significantly reduces the costs,

complexity, inefficiency and confusion of having multiple

different telephone numbers for different functions.

Proactive caller identification is provided by using

direct system interactions with the calling party.

Predetermined messages and acquired responses are used to

identify the caller for the called party. This provides the

system user and call management system with knowledge of who

each caller is so that appropriate priority and special

handling can be applied to each call.

Specialized databases containing caller information are

used to identify callers as part of Proactive Caller

Identification.

The call management computer automatically answers each

call, identifies the called party, determines the call type

and identifies the calling party. The call management

computer alerts the called party system users through the
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organization’s local area or wide area networks or via the

Internet, providing the called party direct call control via

their workstation.

Users may utilize the call management system from

remote locations having the same features and functions as

though they were onsite.

A system user can handle multiple calls at the same

time, knowing who each caller is and applying appropriate

priority to each call, eliminating “voice-mail—jail” since

only humans, not machines, send callers to voice mail and

reducing the incidence of “telephone tag”. This capability

improves the user’s ability to service multiple customers at

the same time, as well as saves the time and costs of the

otherwise inevitable “telephone tag”.

In accordance with the invention, certain callers may

be identified as "VIP" callers. When an incoming call is

identified as originating from a VIP caller, special

handling of the call is initiated. The special handling may

include personalized voice messages in the user’s own voice,

user—generated voice “menus” for the caller, receipt of and

routing based on caller—entered information, special call

rerouting inside or outside, including “follow me” and

“find—me” rerouting of the call to the user, even when the

user is out of the office, and/or a distinctive ringing

sound to alert the user. "Page me" or "Beep me" features

are also included, even for calls which are routed to voice

mail or elsewhere.
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The system routes or conferences calls from any station

directly connected to the system, connected to the system

via a PBX or other switch, or connected to the system via

the public service telephone network or via Internet. The

Call Management System views all sources and destinations as

equivalent, only differing in their technological access

requirements.

“Call tags” which may be digital, text or voice

messages, may be attached to voice calls by any system user

to provide additional information to other system users to

whom the call may be transferred or conferenced.

The Call Management System identifies and automatically

receives Fax and data calls directed to each individual

system user. Once received and stored in the call

management database, the user is alerted to the presence of

the file and allowed to transfer it to his/her workstation

for further examination or use. Likewise, Faxes or data

files can be sent to selected or specified receivers through

the Call Management System with individualized Fax banner

information for each user.

Summaries are maintained of all incoming and outgoing

calls in an interactive, real—time, user—accessible “call

log" portion of the Call Management Databases, allowing the

called party to know who called, when they called, which

calls were missed even if no voice mail or other form of

message was left, and to return calls automatically through

simple mouse clicks.
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A single telephone call can retrieve voice messages, e—

mail, Fax and data messages even though in different forms

and stored in different places. Users are provided a

variety of retrieval mechanisms including: sending to a

remote Fax machine anywhere in the world, or sending to a

remote computer. This improves the ability for traveling

and at—home users to stay in touch with all their

information and thus their customers and prospects.

Voice mail-jail is prevented because only humans, not

machines, send callers to voice mail. The Call Management

System transfers callers to voice mail when system users

request or because of their VIP rules, it alerts users when

voice mail exists for them to hear and it utilizes voice

mail access to provide “One—Call Message Retrieval" of

user’s e—mail, voice mail, Fax, and data.

The Call Management System monitors the current status

of all system users and makes status information available

to all other system users on demand.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be better understood from a reading

of the following detailed description in which like

reference numerals designate like elements and to which:

Fig. l is a diagram of a Call Management System;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a call management

computer;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a digital signal

processor;
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Fig. 4 is a detailed block diagram of a portion of the

digital signal processor of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing how callers are identified;

Figs. 6a through 6e show components of the call

5 management window as they appear at a workstation display;

Fig. 7 shows components of call management windows for

VIP rule creation and management;

Fig. 8 shows a Fax handling display;

Figs. 9a and 9b show components of call management

10 windows;

Figs. 10a and 10b show “copper bypass" configurations

for Call Management System fault tolerance.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

1. Overview

15 1.1 General
1.2 CO Trunks
1.3 PBX Trunks

1.4 DSP Processing & Switching
1.5 Digital Data Networks

20 1.6 Call Management Databases
1.7 Call Management Computer
1.8 Call Reception
1.9 Call Origination
1.10 “One Number" Processing

25 1.11 Called Party Identification
1.12 Call Type
1.13 Proactive Caller Identification
1.14 VIP Rules

1.15 Notification and Control via the Called Party's
30 Workstation Computer

.26 Calls Received for Non—System Users

.27 Predefined Call Routing

.28 Calls Originated by Non—System Users

1.16 Call Management
1.17 “Answer" a Call
1.18 “Transfer”
1.19 “Send to Voice Mail”

35 1.20 “Conference"
1.21 “Hold”
1 . 22 “Mute"

1.23 “Record" and “Playback”
1.24 “Hang Up”

40 1.25 “Outdial”
l
l
1
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1.29 Telephone Requirements
1.30 International CallBack

VOICE PATHWAYS

DSP Subsystem

Computer Signal Bus Interface
Dual—Port RAM

DSP Signal Processing Task
External Connectivity
DSP Motherboard

DSP Daughterboard Block Diagram
Trunk Interfaces
PBX Connections

0 Telephony Signal Buses
1 Circuit Switches

[\JH

fivhrbthyva-nb-hrbdhrb l—IHkoooqmmmw
“ONE NUMBER” RECEPTION OF VOICE, FAX, DATA CALLS

PROACTIVE CALLER IDENTIFICATION

CONTINUOUSLY-IMPROVING CALLER IDENTIFICATION DATABASES

7.1 Calling Number Databases
7.2 Voice Name Identification

CALL NOTIFICATION & CONTROL VIA THE DIGITAL NETWORK
WORKSTATION COMPUTER

1 Call Notification of the Called Party
2 Customer Logo
3 User Status

4 The Message Board
.5 “FAX” Notification

6 “Flash” Mail Notification
7 “e—mail” Notification
8 “Voice-mail” Notification
9 User’s Call Status

8.12 “Directory” Support
8.13 Call Origination

8.14 “Outside” Employee Support
8.15 “Group Secretary" Support for Calls to Specified

Groups of Employees
8.16 “Meeting” Support for Users Away from theirWorkstation

8.17 "Specialty—List” Support for Special EmployeeGroups

8.18 Feature Activation
8.19 TAPI Client

8.20 Automatic Updating
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9. MULTIPLE CALL HANDLING USING A SINGLE EXTENSION

10. USER—DEFINED VIP CALL HANDLING

10.1 Temporary VIP Rule Usage
10.2 Advanced message notification

5 11. ROUTING CALLS INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE ORGANIZATION

12 . “CALL TAGS”

13 . FACSIMILE FAX AND DATA CALLS

13.1 Receiving Fax and Data Transmissions
13.2 “FAX” Notification

10 13.3 Unique Call Routing for Faxes or Data
13.4 Special Data Calls
13.5 Laptop Data Calls
13.6 Outgoing Fax and Data Transmissions
13.7 Retrieving Fax or Data files via "One-Call"

15 Message Retrieval

l4. USER—ACCESSIBLE CALL LOGS

15. “ONE-CALL" MESSAGE RETRIEVAL

16. VOICE MAIL HANDLING

16.1 Transferring Callers to Voice Mail

20 16.2 Alerting System Users to New Voice mail Messages

16.3 Integrated Voice Mail Subsystem

l7. USER STATUS

18. FAULT TOLERANCE AND “COPPER BYPASS”

18.1 “Copper Bypass" Fault Tolerance
25 18.2 “Dual-System" Fault Tolerance
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1. Overview

1.1 General.

Fig. 1 is an overall block diagram of one embodiment of
the improved Call Management System, in which call control

is provided by the user through a networked workstation

computer, not a conventional telephone instrument. Fig. 1

shows the organization’s environment with its Local Area

Network and/or Wide Area Network (LAN/WAN), an on—site

system user with a LAN/WAN based workstation, a PBX or

similar switch, voice mail and a call management computer.

In Fig. 1, an organization utilizing the Call Management

System is clustered at the bottom of the figure and the

outside world of callers and system users is clustered at

the top. The organization's calls are handled using a call

management computer which is placed so as to intercept

telephone and data trunks between the telephone provider’s

central office and the organization's PBX or other switch

(or as its replacement). Also shown are a work-at—home

system user with workstation connected via the Internet, a

Management System, the system has direct access to all

information being provided by the central office. Since the

system gets the "first look" at all incoming calls, it can

direct and process calls according to user requirements.
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In the Call Management System of Fig. 1, call control

is provided through a user workstation 114 to provide new

and improved capabilities for the user and substantially

eliminating the shortcomings and disadvantages of past

systems.

Fig. 1 shows pictorially the public switched telephone

network (PSTN) with voice 118, Fax 119, a call management

system 99 coupled to the public switched telephone network

100 through a telephone central office (CO) 103. The call

management system 99 includes a PBX or similar switch 104

and connections to user telephone instruments 106. A

digital data network 109 attaches to user workstation

computers 114a — 114n. The digital data network of the

illustrative embodiment is a conventional Local Area Network

(LAN) or Wide Area Network ( WAN). In Fig. 1, two different

types of system users are shown, the first is an in—house

user 113 associated with workstation 114a and telephone

instrument 106a while a second user is a work-at—home or

traveling employee with a workstation or laptop computer

114p attached remotely via the Internet or WAN extension of

the LAN 109, through ISDN or otherwise. The PSTN allows

access to/from the call management system 101 via voice

communication device 118, fax device 119, data 120.

A call management computer 101 is placed so as to

attach to five 5 separate interfaces described below.

1.2 CO Trunks.
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Call Management System 99 is coupled to central office

103 via Central Office trunks 102 for both voice and data
connections.

CO trunks 102 includes a variety of trunks, including

5 analog, DID, ISDN, T-l, DID over T—l, 800/900 T-l services,
data, and Internet. The central office 103 is

interconnected within the public switched telephone network

100 via Local Exchange Carriers, Inter—exchange long—

distance Carriers, Cable companies, RF or satellite

10 carriers, digital Internet providers or any other types of

voice or data carriers. CO trunks 102 may include multiple

individual “circuits" ISDN, T—l, etc. which carry voice

and/or data for individual calls.

For the purposes of this description, CO trunks include

Internet connections.

Call management computer 101 is configured and

20 programmed to appear to telephone service providers 103 as

though it is a business PBX or other business telephone

switch and/or an Internet or other data server or node.
1.3 PBX Trunks.

Within the call management system 99, PBX trunks 105

For
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using CO trunks is considered just a part of PBX trunk

access, e.g., voice calls to an at—home system user’s 111

telephone 106p or Internet voice or data connections.

"PBX" includes a variety of different telephone

switches including classical private branch exchanges PBXs,

automatic call directors ACDs, key telephone sets, or

integrated switches within the call management COmputer 101.

Telephone instrument 106a — 106n, as shown as physical

telephones but may also include headsets, earpieces,

computer sound systems, isochronous network technology such

as isoEthernet and ATM, and other means of providing a voice

or data connection to a user.

The call management computer 101 may attach to the

organization’s PBX or other telephone switch 104 through PBX

trunks 105. The call management computer can sit in front

of virtually any type of switch. No switch-specific

hardware or software is required for integration. PBX

trunks 105 may be analog, DID, DISA, ISDN, T-l, DID over T-

1, 800/900 T—1 services or other available types. in all

available variations and combinations. In addition, the

call management computer 101 may be connected directly to

the organization's telephone instruments 106a — 106n or

directly to the user's workstation 114a — ll4n for voice or

data connections in place of a switch 104.

PBX trunks may or may not be of the same kind and/or

number as the CO trunks 102. The Call Management System may

provide a one—to—one direct relationship between CO trunks

102 and PBX trunks 105 or it may provide protocol
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“conversion” between differing CO and PBX trunk types and/or

numbers. PBX trunks also include direct connections to the

user’s telephone instruments 106.

The call management computer 101 is so configured and

programmed that it appears to the business PBX or other

switch as though it is a central office and/or it appears to

the direct telephone instruments 106a — 106m as though it is

a business PBX switch such as 104.

1.4 DSP Processing & Switching.

Trunk interfaces 203, 206, circuit switches 204 and DSP

digital signal processors 208 interact with and control the

CO and PBX trunks under the overall control of the call

management computer 101.

All C0 trunks 102 and PBX trunks 105 are attached to

the call management system through appropriate trunk

interfaces 203 and PBX trunk interfaces 206. The interfaced

trunk signals are further attached through circuit switches

204 and high—speed telephony buses 210 to each other and to

special DSP's 208.

The configuration of the call management computer 101

with individual interface boards 203, circuit switches 204,

DSP processors 208 and the high—speed buses 210 provide

means for real-time sensing, switching and management of

calls and the means for the call management computer 101 to

appear to the central office 103, through the CO trunks 102,

202, as a business PBX 104 or other switch and/or a server

computer for data functions. This configuration further

permits computer 101 to appear to the business PBX or other
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switch 104 or to the user’s telephone instrument through the

PBX trunks 105, 205 as a central office switch such as 103

and/or a data server.

1.5 Digital Data Networks.

5 Notification of events and control over multiple calls

is accomplished independently of the organization’s PBX or

other switch system even if the user’s telephone instrument

106a — 106n is currently busy because the digital networks

109 are separate from and independent of the user’s

10 telephone instrument 106 or telephone system 104.

The call management computer 101 attaches to the

organization's digital data network including a LAN as well

as Internet and/or other external WAN networks such as

Internet via interfaces 209, 213 and 214, through which it

15 has immediate access to the user workstations, whether in-

the—office 113 or at the site of a remote user 111. These

networks operate independent of whether the user’s telephone

instrument 106 is busy or not. The digital networks 109 are

used by the call management computer 101 to alert called

20 users such as users 111 and 113 to incoming voice calls and

newly received Fax, voice or data messages and for receiving

back user controls of all types from the user's workstation

114. In addition the digital networks 109 provides access

to the organization’s LAN server computers 110 for e-mail,

25 voice mail, database, Internet access and other services.

1.6 Call Management Databases.

The call management system 101 utilizes a variety of

interactive call management databases 215 for functions
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including: system and user configurations, primary and

secondary caller identifications and voice caller

identification, VIP rules, phone directories, Fax and data

file storage, voice message storage, user—accessible call

logs and many other functions. These on—line, real-time

databases 215 may reside on the call management computer 101

itself or elsewhere on the digital network, e.g., on a LAN—

based database server 110.

The Call Management System structure of the embodiment

includes call management computer 101, the CO Trunks 102,

the PBX Trunks 105, the trunk interfaces 203, circuit

switching 204 and DSP processing 208, the organization’s

digital network(s) 109, 209 and the call management

databases 215. However, implementation may be in various

combined or extended ways, such as when the call management

computer 101 is built into the central office 103 or into a

PBX or similar switch 104. The call management computer

101 may replace the PBX and control the organization’s

telephone instruments 106 directly.

1.7 Call Management Computer.

The call management computer 101 is configured as shown

in Fig. 2. It is based on an industry-standard computer

with processors, memory, power supply and cabinetry. The

computer 101 is coupled to a data bus 211. The data bus has

connections to LAN interface 209 and disk memory which

stores Call Management Databases 215. The databases may
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connections 213 and bulk calling line identification BCLID

data link 214 to the central office.

The telephony subsystem ties together the CO trunk 102

and PBX trunks 105 through their specific trunk interfaces

203, 206 and circuit switches 204 to the telephony signal

buses 210. Each of the trunk interfaces 203, 206 is also

coupled to the computer data bus 211, through which the

computer processors 201 receive information and provide

control and data to both the CO trunk interface 203 and its

circuit switches 204. The DSP digital signal processors 208

include multiple DSPs. The multiple DSPs as needed are

attached to the telephony signal buses 210 through switches

204 and to the computer data bus 211 through which they

provide information to the computer processor 201 and

receive back control and data e.g. voice messages to play

out to the caller. For voice—over—Internet or similar

digital connections, voice interface board 207 is connected

to the computer data bus 211 and through its own circuit

switches 204 to the telephony signal bus 210, through which

the voice connections can be made to/from any telephone

instrument 106.

1.8 Call Reception.

Typical call paths 121, 221 are shown on Figs. 1 and 2.

The in—band call information from central office 103 is sent

through a CO trunk 102 to the call management computer 101

where it attaches through an appropriate CO trunk interface

203 and circuit switch 204 to the telephony signal buses

210. For each trunk/circuit, the call management system
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assigns one or more DSP processors 208 connected to the

telephony signal bus 210, to provide a monitoring and

control link 219 for that call.

An incoming call such as from the payphone caller 118

or the Fax caller 119 or data callers 120 is routed through

the PSTN 100 to the central office 103 and then to the call

management system 99 through a CO trunk 102. The assigned

DSP 208 and/or CO interfaces 203 monitor for an incoming

call analog or digital signals in any available form,

appropriate to the type of trunk and/or circuit.

When the call is presented by the CO 103, the call

setup commands are recognized through the trunk interface

203 or through the associated DSP 208 and the call

management computer processors 201 receives this information

via the trunk interface 203 or DSP 208 connections to the

computer signal buses 211. Control signals from the call

management computer 101 then cause the call to be answered

via the same route according to the trunk and circuit type.

At this point in the process, a first call path segment

221a to a DSP monitoring and control link 219 for the trunk

and circuit terminates at the assigned DSP 208.

Connections to a system user 113 are created by the

call management computer 101 selecting an available,

appropriate CO trunk inbound 105 and establishing a call to

the PBX 104 or to remote system users over additional trunk

102 to the central office 103. The PBX 104 or CO 103

responds to the call setup commands depending upon the type

of trunk and circuit (including voice—over—Internet and
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other digital services). These are sensed by the trunk

interface 203 or 206 or the assigned DSP 208 and passed to

the call management computer 101. Call management computer

101 then controls the appropriate circuit switches 204 to

connect the voice pathway from the calling party 118 to the

voice pathway to the called party’s 113 telephone instrument

106 or via a second call path segment which includes segment

218 and call path segment 221b, leaving the assigned DSP 208

attached to continue providing the DSP monitoring and

control link 219.

The call is then put through in a conventional manner

by the PBX 104 or CO 103 to the called party’s 113 or 111

telephone instrument 106a or 106p where it rings and is

answered by the called party 113 or 111 completing the

connection between the caller 118 and the called party 113,

111. The typical call path 221 with the associated DSP

monitoring and control link 219 is then completed as shown.

The voice pathway so created may be reused as described

below.

The CO trunk interfaces 203 and PBX trunk interfaces

200 and assigned DSP 208 remain active throughout a call or

series of calls to a destination, watching for either end to

terminate the call, by hanging up the telephone instrument,

or otherwise changing the call state while the call

management computer 101 watches for the system users 111,

113 to select a command changing the call's state.

1.9 Call Origination.
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Calls are originated by system users through their

workstation 114. Such originated calls may be destined to

any system user 113, 111, a non-system user, or anywhere

else in the PSTN 100. Depending upon the destination, the

call management computer 101 selects an available,

appropriate CO trunk 102 or PBX trunk 105 and establishes

the call to the CO 103 or to the PBX 104 or the telephone

instrument 106 using appropriate signaling techniques for

that trunk or circuit. The call management computer 101

then instructs the circuit switches 204 to connect the call

circuits together, “bridging" the originator to the

destination and creating the typical call path 118 in Fig.

1 and DSP monitoring and control link 119 as shown in Fig.
2.

The CO trunk interface 203, the PBX trunk interface 206

and assigned DSP 208 remain active throughout each call,

monitoring for either end to terminate the call, by hanging

up the telephone instrument, or otherwise to change the call

state while the call management computer 101 monitors for

the system user 111, 113 to select a command changing the
call's state.

The call management computer 101 manages the available,

appropriate CO and PBX trunks 102, 202, 105, 205 so as to

share between non-system user calls established from the PBX

or telephone instruments and system user 113, 111 calls

established by itself.

The call management computer software runs under

Microsoft’s Windows NT operating system, a multi-threading,
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multi-tasking operating system required by the real—time

call management aspects of the system. The Call Management

System may be configured as a "client" to the organization’s

existing digital networks or as a "server" when

incorporating Internet or other server functions for the

digital network(s).

1.10 “One Number" Processing.

For system users 111, 113, the Call Management System

uses only a single DID (direct in dial) or extension number

to receive all calls, voice, fax or data in any mixture and

number within the limit of the number of available trunks

and circuits at any time or all at the same time. The call

management computer 101 is programmed to sort them out and

handle each appropriately.

1.11 Called Party Identification.

After a call is received, the call management computer

101 determines a destination party for the call, either

automatically through reception of DID, DNIS (dialed number

identification service), ISDN or other signals or messages

from the central office 103 as detected by the trunk

interface 203 or the assigned DSP 208 or, alternatively, a

call attendant feature of the Call Management System.

In Call Attendant mode, the call management computer

101 instructs the DSP 208 to play out one or more voice

messages from the call management database 215 asking the

caller 118 to identify the destination party by name,

spelling, extension number or otherwise. The DSP 208

receives the information from the calling party 118 and
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through voice recognition or otherwise. The called

party's extension number is found or verified using the call
5 management database 215.

For voice over Internet or similar techniques, the

caller is provided and fills in a “form" which includes: the

name of the caller, the name of the called party and other
appropriate information.

10 1.12 Call Type.

The incoming call type voice, Fax or data is also

determined using the DSP 208, which searches for appropriate

signaling from the call source 118 e.g. none for voice, or

CNG for Fax, specified DTMF, carrier or other signals for

15 data whether files, video data, video conferencing, etc. in
analog or digital form.

For non-voice calls to system users, the attached DSP

208 is instructed to switch to the appropriate Fax or data

mode and to receive the transmission automatically for

20 storage in the call management database 215 and later use by
the called party 111, 113 or to transfer the call

automatically to an appropriate extension, e.g., for video

conferencing.

1.13 Proactive Caller Identification.
25
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208, the BCLID data link 214 or otherwise. Depending upon

what information was received, if any, Proactive Caller

Identification may then use direct interaction with the

caller 118 and the Caller ID databases 215 for additional

information. Proactive Caller Identification is described

in Section 6 and the Caller ID databases are described in

Section 7.

1.14 VIP Rules.

Specific rules, called “VIP rules”, are created to

specify special handling for important callers, sets of

callers or even for all callers. These VIP rules precede

and augment direct user controls and are described in

Section 10.

1.15 Notification and Control via the Called Party’s

Workstation Computer.

Voice calls destined for system users either working in

the office 113 or outside the office 111 are handled by

alerting the called party at his workstation 114 through

sending a message from the call management computer 101

across the digital network 109 to the user’s workstation 114

and thus to the user's call management window 115 which

“pops up” onto the user’s workstation screen. The user then

controls the call through selections made using his call

management window 115 and its subscreens. This procedure,

the windows and the user's functions are described in

Section 8.

1.16 Call Management.
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Once the call type, called party and caller are

identified, the call management computer 101, 201 handles

these calls based first on any applicable VIP rules and then

on commands from the user, via their workstation call

management window 115. A call is "held" and manipulated by

the call management computer 101 throughout answering of a

call, identification of the call type, identification of the

called party, proactive identification of a calling party,

playing out messages to the caller, receiving information

received from the caller, VIP rule handling and/or

notification of the called party 113. The typical call

pathway 221, 219 is terminated at the assigned DSP 208 and

is not passed beyond.

Some of the call functions which may be exercised by a

system user are described in the following paragraphs

insofar as what happens with the call management computer

101. Detailed descriptions of the call management window

115 and the user's functions, controls and management using

their workstation 114 are provided in Section 8.

1.17 “Answer” a Call.

A system user such as user 111 or 113, may select the

“Answer” function for a call announcement. If the user has

no calls currently active, the call management computer 101

selects an available CO trunk (inbound trunk 105 for user

113 or outbound trunk 102, for user 111) and establishes a

call to the PBX 104 or the central office 103. The PBX 104

or central office 103 responds to call setup commands

depending upon the type of trunk and circuit. Call set up
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signaling is sensed by the trunk interface 203 or 206 or an

assigned DSP 208 and passed to the call management computer

101 which then controls the appropriate circuit switches 204

to connect the voice pathway from the calling party 118 to

the voice pathway 121 to the called party’s 113 or 111

telephone instrument 106a or 106p, leaving the assigned DSP

208 attached as well to continue providing the DSP

monitoring and control link 219.

The call is then processed conventionally by the PBX or

CO to connect to the called party’s 113 or 111 telephone

instrument 106a or 106b where it rings and is answered by

the called party 113 or 111 to complete the connection

between the caller 118 and the called party 113 or 111. The

typical call path 221 with the associated DSP monitoring and

control link 219 is then completed as shown. The voice

pathways so created may be reused as described in Section 2.

For cases where the Call Management System is connected

in the central office 103 and replaces the PBX and controls

the telephone instruments directly, the process is basically

the same.

If a system user such as user 113 or user 111 currently

has an active call, the voice pathway 121 already exists and

the user’s current call will be moved to “hold" or “hang Up”

mode as defined by the user and the voice pathway switched

immediately to the new caller (see “Transfer" below).

The CO trunk interfaces 203 and PBX trunk interfaces

206 and assigned DSP 208 remain active throughout a call or

series of calls to a destination, monitoring for termination
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of the call by either end through hanging up the telephone

instrument or otherwise changing the call state. Call

management computer 101 monitors for the system users 111 or

113 to identify selection of a command from the user’s call

management window 115 to change the call’s state.

1.18 “Transfer".

The “Transfer” function is used to cause a received

100. Transferring a call requires the user to select a

“SpeedeTransfer” button or a “Transfer” screen from which he

may select a destination from a directory or the user may

type in the phone number to use for the destination.

To transfer a call to another destination, the call

management computer 101 receives a transfer message from a

user’s call management window 115 via the digital networks

109, the call management computer 101 instructs switches 204

to disconnect the voice path 121, instructs the appropriate

trunk interface 206 to “hang up" the call to the user if

appropriate and instructs the DSP 208 to return to call

monitoring.

for this calling party and the called party and processes

the call as specified by the VP rules. Otherwise, call

management computer 101 alerts the called party and awaits
user control.
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If the destination is not to another system user, the

call management computer 101 establishes a new voice pathway

to the destination wherever it may be, instructs the

appropriate switches 204 to connect the voice pathways

together 221 and controls the trunk interface 103, 106 and

the DSP 108 to monitor the progress of the call, searching

for hang up or change of state at either end.

1.19 “Send to Voice Mail".

One special function provided by the call management

window 115 is to send a call to voice mail whether the call

is active or not. This is a special variant of the

“Transfer” function with a pre-specified destination.

1.20 “Conference".

The Call Management System can conference calls

independent of whether the parties are directly coupled to

the PBX or are accessed via the central office 103. When a

system user 113 selects the “Conference" function for an

existing active call or with no active call, he then selects

one or more destination parties from the call management

window 115 directory and/or types in one or more telephone

numbers. The call management window 115 sends a

“Conference” message down the organization's digital

network(s) 109 to the call management computer 101, 201,

whereupon the call management computer 101 alerts the new

system users.

As each called system user “Answers" the Conference

call, the call management computer 101, 201 creates a new

voice path 121, as appropriate, instructs the appropriate
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circuit switches 204 to connect the voice paths together to

the assigned DSP 208, and instructs the DSPs to combine the

signals appropriately to create a conference call.

For “Conference” destinations which are not system

5 users, the call management computer 101, 201 immediately

establishes a call to the destination and “bridges" the

circuits, as with “Outdial” calls described below.

1 . 21 “Hold” .

A system user can select the “Hold” function for any

10 call currently active. The “Hold" messages are sent by the

call management window 115 via the organization’s LAN or WAN

109 to the call management computer 101, call management

computer 101 instructs the appropriate circuit switches 204

to break both the inbound and outbound portions of the voice

15 path 121 effectively placing a caller on “hold” but

providing the user rapid access to the call through simple

mouse clicks. During unused time when the calling party

would otherwise be waiting, the Call Management System

provides "Music on Hold" and/or corporate messages (sales,

20 information, etc.). The caller can terminate any messages

at any time by entering a "#".

1.22 “Mute”.

A system user can select the “Mute" function for any

call currently active. “Mute” messages are relayed via the

25 call management window 115 and sent down the organization’s

LAN or WAN 109 to the call management computer 101 which

instructs the appropriate circuit switches 204 to break just

the outbound portion of the voice path from the system user
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to the caller leaving the inbound portion active, thus

muting the call.

1.23 “Record” and “Playback".

A system user can select the “Record” function for any

5 call currently active. The “Record” messages are relayed

via the call management window 115 and sent via the

organization’s digital network(s) 109 to the call management

computer 101 which instructs the assigned DSP 208 to record

the call content, sending it to the call management computer

10 101 which saves it to the Call Management Databases 215 for

future replay.

l . 24 “Hang Up” .

When either calling or called party terminates a call

by hanging up or by selecting the “Hang Up" function from

15 his call management window 215, the call path 121 is

dismantled by the call management computer 101 instructing

the switches 204 to disconnect the voice path, instructing

the appropriate trunk interface 203 or 206 and/or DSP 208 to

“hang up” the call as appropriate and instructing the DSP to

20 return to searching for a new call. However, either end

currently with new calls waiting is kept active as a re—

usable voice pathway.

l.25 “Outdial” .

The users of the system 99 may originate calls to other

25 users located at business 99 or to any numbers outside the

business 99. The user utilizes his/her call control window

115 to identify or type in a destination for the call
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internal or external and then instructs the Call Management

System to dial to that destination.

Workstation 114 sends the dialing control messages via

the digital network(s) 109 to the call management computer

101, 201 which, in turn, causes the call to be placed using

an available CO or PBX trunk/circuit 102, 105 of the

appropriate type through the circuit switches 204. when a

instrument 106.

Once established, the system user 11, 113 has available

all of the system features for originated calls, as for

inbound calls.

1.26 Calls Received for Non-System Users.

Calls received for business 99 employees who do not

have appropriate workstations or who do not choose to be

system users, or for the organization’s voice operator and

for dedicated Fax machines and other hardware devices are

immediately switched by the call management computer 101 to

the PBX 104 or telephone number dialed, and are handled

conventionally. For such calls, the call management

computer 101, 201 selects an available and appropriate PBX

trunk 105, establishes a call to the desired extension

controls and the circuit switches 204 to connect the voice

paths together. DSP 208 monitors progress of the call and

monitors for either end to hang up. This process includes

protocol conversion features for CO trunk/circuit 102, which

are of different type than the PBX trunk/circuit 105.
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1.27 Predefined Call Routing.

Fax or data calls received for specified numbers, such

as the business's base number, are accepted as though

directed to a specified user, e.g., the organization’s

operator, who is then expected to sort out and the Faxes

send them to the appropriate users or print them.

1.28 Calls Originated by Non-System Users.

Calls originated by non—system users, via their PBX or

through their telephone instruments controlled directly by

the Call Management System, are handled conventionally

except that, the call management computer 101 receives the

call establishment from the PBX 104 through the PBX

trunk/circuit 105 and passes it on to the central office 99

via an available CO trunk circuit 102, connecting the

Circuits together via appropriate circuit switches 204. The

user is unaware of this process and sees no difference from

conventional telephone usage.

1.29 Telephone Requirements.

One significant advantage of the Call Management System

is that it provides system users the many unique features

and functions described here while requiring nothing more

than plain old telephone services (POTS) telephones or

headsets instead of expensive multi—button proprietary

business telephone instruments. None of these features

require the telephone instrument to be anything more than

just a voice path to the user’s ear and mouth.

1.30 International CallBack.
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The Call Management System provides a "CallBack"

subsystem with which a calling party places a call from a

foreign telephone, the system receives the call and

telephone number, then terminates the call and immediately

5 dials the caller back at the number received. This process

saves significant telephone expenses compared with the costs

of calls from many foreign countries.

2 . VOI CE PATHWAYS

When a call is put through to a system user, the call

10 management computer 101 creates a reusable “voice pathway"

121 to the called party either an in—house user 113 or an

external user 111. Voice pathway switching, rather than

establishing and tearing down multiple separate calls,

provides the ability to switch rapidly between multiple

15 calls, on demand, based on the user’s changing priorities

through simple point—and—click mouse, keyboard or menu

operations.

Fig. 1 shows two re—usable voice pathways 121, one to

the “in-house” system user 113 via PBX trunks 105 and the

20 organization's PBX 104 to the user’s telephone instrument

106 and another to the “at—home or traveling” system user

111 via a CO trunk/circuit 102 to the central office 103,

and then via the PSTN 100 ultimately to the user’s telephone

instrument 106. Both of these are valid cases, even though
25

they utilize different CO and PBX trunks of any appropriate

type. Note that the Call Management System does not care

Whether the called party is at an in—house extension or is

not directly connected to the call management system but is
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anywhere reachable via the PSTN or through voice over

Internet or some other network.

A voice pathway 121 is created by the call management

computer 101 in any of a variety of ways:

1. Placing a call through the PBX trunks 105 and the

organization’s PBX 104 or other switch to a called party‘s

extension 106;

2. Activating directly a called party's telephone in

the case where the call management computer 101 directly

controls the telephone instruments 106;

3. Dialing out through the PSTN to a remote called

party 111;

4. Connecting to a called party using an external

network such as the Internet;

5. Connecting through remote links to another of the

organization’s PBX or other switches;

6. Passing voice over the organization‘s

communications infrastructure within the site or external to

it;

7. Playback of recorded voice messages may be done

via a “Voice Pathway" created to the user’s telephone

instrument 106 or via the "Data Path" transferring the voice

message to the user's workstation to be played out via the

workstation’s sound capability.

8. Any other such means which can establish a voice

connection to a user’s telephone instrument as defined.

Once established, the voice pathway 121 is used for the

entire duration of that call and all other calls dialed or
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transferred to that same destination, until all such calls

have been processed and the voice pathway is no longer
needed.

Once a voice pathway is established to a system user

such as user 113 or user 111, the calls being held in the

call management computer 101 for that user may be rapidly

“switched” 204 to a destination voice pathway 121 on demand

as controlled by the user 113 or via the user workstation

114 through the call management window 115.

The central office trunk interfaces 203, PBX trunk

interfaces 206 and assigned DSP 208 remain active throughout

a call or series of calls to a destination, monitoring for

either calling or called party to terminate the call or

otherwise change the call state. Likewise the call

management computer 101 monitors for the system user 113 to

request change of the call state, e.g-, “hangup”, “Hold",

etc.. when appropriate, the call path is dismantled by

instructions to the circuit switches 204 and DSP 208 from

the call management computer 101.

If either calling or called party has other calls

waiting, the call management computer 101 does not “hang up”

that end of the call path 121. Instead it is kept so that it

may be re—used as a voice pathway for the waiting calls.

Otherwise, the call management computer 101 instructs the

trunk interface 203, 206 and/or DSP 208 to “hang up" the

call and return to waiting for another call to be presented.

Voice pathway switching, rather than requiring the

establishment and tearing down of multiple separate calls as
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conventionally done, provides the ability to switch rapidly

between multiple calls, on demand, based on the user’s

changing priorities.

3. REAL—TIME PROTOCOL AND SIGNAL CONVERSION

The Call Management System provides for real—time

protocol conversion between central office trunk type 102

and number and PBX trunk/circuit 105 types and number. The

number and type of central office trunk/circuits need bear

no direct relationship with the number and type of PBX

trunk/circuits. This conversion allows the Call Management

System's new and expanded features and functions to be

implemented using existing telephone systems which cannot

otherwise accept new telephone capabilities directly or in a

cost—effective manner.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the call management computer

101 attaches to central office trunk/circuits 102 from one

or more central offices 103 on the one side and through PBX

trunk circuits 105 to the PBX 104 and/or directly to

telephone instruments 106. Each type of CO trunk and/or

PBX trunk analog, analog DID, T—l, DID over T-l, ISDN,

Internet or others is attached through its own appropriate

type of interface board 203, 206 which converts the trunk

signals to standardized bus signals for the circuit switches

204 and telephony signal buses 210 and it also monitors

various aspects of the call.

To identify both the calling party 118, 119, 120 and

called party 111, 113 as automatically as possible, it would

be logical for the organization to elect to subscribe to
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modern telephone provider services even though the

organization's existing PBX cannot reasonably or cost

effectively be upgraded to support such new services. One

example of such new services would be ISDN PRI, where the

digital “D" channel identifies the telephone number of both

the calling party and the called party for each of up to 23

or 24 circuits. ISDN PRI provides a good start toward

automating proactive caller identification.

While most central offices 103 can provide ISDN PRI or

other new CO trunk/circuit 102, 202 services, existing PBXs

104 are customarily outfitted with old-style analog DID or

even simple analog 1FB or other trunks having entirely

different signaling and control requirements from the new

ISDN PRI. Rather than requiring an expensive or even

impossible upgrade of the existing PBX 104, the call

management computer 101 provides “Conversion" of the new

types of CO trunk/circuits 102 with their new signaling

requirements to older PBX trunk/circuits 105 with their

older signaling requirements.

New ISDN PRI services are provided by the central

office 103 through the CO trunks 102 to the call management

computer 101, 201 where the circuits are “converted" to

older analog DID services for the PBX trunks 105 to the

organization‘s existing PBX adding all of the Call

Management System features and functions without changing

the organization’s existing PBX investment.

“Conversion” is made possible by the structure of the

call management computer 101 with the logical and physical
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separation between trunks, where each different CO trunk 102

and PBX trunk 105 has its own unique trunk interface 203 and

206 which converts the unique trunk signals to standardized

Circuit signals for the circuit switches 204 and telephony

signal bus 210. The only thing that is common is that

their voice paths can be connected together, when

appropriate, using the circuit switches 204 and telephony

signal buses 210. The handling of trunks/circuits from one

side is independent of and separate from the handling of

trunks/circuits from the other, yet their voice paths can be

connected together to complete the circuit whenever

appropriate, coming in via one type of trunk interface,

converting to standard signals and going out via an entirely

different trunk interface being “Converted” en route.

Because of this “Conversion" ability, no direct one—to—

one relationship need exist between the CO trunk/circuits

102 and the PBX trunk/circuits 105. A special case occurs

where the call management computer 101 directly connects to

and controls the organization’s telephone instruments 206

with no PBX switch 204 at all.

Real-time protocol and signal conversion thus provides

a crucial enabling mechanism for all of the new features and

functions of the Call Management System using information

available through new types of telephone provider services,

while still using an existing PBX which cannot otherwise

support such services. In effect, the Call Management

System only requires the legacy PBX to provide voice paths
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to user telephone instruments, to voice mail and other

devices ignoring its other existing features.

4. INTELLIGENT CALL MANAGEMENT THROUGH REAL—TIME DSP VOICE

AND DATA PROCESSING AND CIRCUIT SWITCHING

The Call Management System's unique “Intelligent” call

management capabilities are based upon the real—time

sensing, control, voice and data processing provided by the

call management computer's 101 configuration of DSP

processors 208, central office trunk interfaces 203, PBX

10 trunk interfaces 206 and circuit switches 204 through which

circuits calls are assigned to one or more DSP processors

208 at all times. The DSPs provide real—time DSP voice and

data processing which is the essential means by which the

content of each call is monitored and known. The Call

15 Management System monitors call content and uses that

information to provide “intelligent” call management, unlike

conventional PBXs or other telephone switches, which

strictly avoid knowledge of the call content and are

Conceptually limited to “call switching".

20 The amount of DSP processing power applied up to at

least 800 MIPS per system coupled with the hardware sensors

of the trunk interfaces 203 allowing the Call Management

System to apply a broad range of voice and data processing

tasks to each and every call, processing capabilities and
25

power not available in conventional business PBXs or similar
switches.

4.1 DSP Subsystem.
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Each DSP subsystem consists of a DSP motherboard which

attaches to the call management computer 101, 201 via the

computer signal buses 211 and to the telephony signal buses

210 through circuit switches 204. In addition, the

motherboard supports one to four DSP daughterboards of three

DSP processors each 3, 6, 9 or 12 DSPs per subsystem with

100, 200, 300 or 400 MIPS of processing power.

Each call management computer 101, 201 utilizes one or

more such DSP subsystems.

The commercially available Analog Devices DSP ADSP—2181

is used for the DSPs, operating at 16.67 Mhz 33 MIPS with

32K bytes of program RAM and 32K bytes of data RAM. DSP

daughterboards are populated on the DSP motherboard as

required to provide system support for broad categories of

services:

“Call Monitoring" DSPS are those assigned to support

the actual number of existing CO and PBX trunks, monitoring

and controlling individual calls e.g. call progress

monitoring, voice playback, etc. Each call monitoring DSP

in this implementation typically can handle four through

circuits/calls both CO and PBX sides for a total of 12 to 48

pairs per DSP subsystem.

“Special function" DSPs provide special functions as

required for each specific system e.g. voice recognition,

text—to—speech, etc.

Because of the anything—to—anything circuit switching

capabilities of the Call Management System, DSPs can be
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assigned to any circuit/call as needed to support any

particular function or set of functions.

4.2 Computer Signal Bus Interface.

The DSP motherboard connects to the call management

5 computer 101 through its interfaces with the computer signal

buses 211 through which the call management computer's

software drivers control, monitor and pass information

between the call management computer processors and memory

201, the call management databases 215, the DSP motherboards

10 and the DSP processors 208 on daughterboards.

The DSP motherboard uses an industry standard PCI bus

interface with industry-standard “plug—and—play" support:

1. Assignable interrupt level

2. Assignable shared memory addressing

15 3. Assignable control addressing

4. Other fixed and/or dynamically changeable

parameters.

4.3 Dual—Port RAM.

Each DSP has its own 32K bytes of dual—port shared RAM

20 memory which it shares with the call management computer

processors 201. Thus, each daughterboard uses 96K bytes of

shared memory and a fully—populated DSP subsystem uses 384K

bytes of shared memory. The shared memory provides

communications between the DSP and the call management

25 computer's 101, 201 software drivers and minimizes the

overhead of system interruptions external memory delay

states. Shared memory is used for:
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l. Passing voice buffers for voice playback and

record

2. Passing Fax and data buffers

3. Providing “mailboxes” for control and status

information.

4-4 DSP Signal Processing Task.

Each DSP operates with its own Multi—tasking software

environment, sharing the available time and MIPS among a

series of tasks. The number and choice of which tasks are

active at any moment depends upon the state of each of

several calls the DSP is handling. Each call is itself

considered a “state” machine. These tasks include:

1. DTMF decoding Dual Tone Multi Frequency, with

talk—off play-off prevention

2. DTMF generation

3. MP decoding and generation

4. Call Progress decoding Dial Tone, Ring back, Busy,

Fast Busy based on cadence, etc.

5. Precision Call Progress Decoding based on

frequency

6. Call Progress tone generation Dial tone, Ring

back, Busy

7. Analog signaling control FXO LS/GS, FXS LS/GS,

E&M, E&M Wink, DPO, DPT

8. Caller ID decoding FSK modem signaling

9. Caller ID generation FSK modem signaling

10. Voice Playback messages played out to the caller
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11. Voice Recording voice name for caller

identification, recording of voice messages and recording of
calls

12. Voice compression and decompression PCM, ADPCM,
5 etc.

13. Conferencing of calls chimes and voice

14. CNG Fax tone detection

15. Fax Group 3 reception and transmission including

CNG tone generation and special Fax identification for

10 reception and special Fax banner for transmission for each
system user

16. X.36, X.34 and other modem protocols

17. BCLID data reception

18. Text-to-speech conversion

15 19. Text—to—Fax conversion

20. Voice recognition

21. Name recognition voiceprint

22. Many other tasks.

Most of these DSP signal processing tasks are not

20 typically available in conventional business PBXs or similar

switches but may available in interactive voice response and

similar equipment. In the future, many more voice and data

processing tasks will be added to the Call Management

System’s DSP processors 208, significantly expanding the

25 functions and features of the Call Management System.

4.5 External Connectivity.

Each DSP motherboard also supports the following
external connections:
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1. External audio connection for “music—on—hold”

2. External audio microphone input which can be used

for voice recording if desired

3. External headphone connection so that calls in

5 progress can be monitored for debug purposes

4. Status LEDs red and green for self—test, board

diagnostics and operational external notification

S.“Stay—alive" signal for the “copper bypass" unit.

4.6 DSP Motherboard.

10 Fig. 3 shows the DSP motherboard block diagram. The

DSP motherboard functions primarily as an interface between

the computer signal buses 211, the telephony signal buses

210, the DSP daughter boards and their DSPs 308 and internal

decoders, sequencers and logic. This architecture utilizes

15 common internal address and controls 315 and data 316

signals from the PCI interface 301 connecting the call

management computer’s 201 PCI bus 211 to essentially

everything on the motherboard 208 and through it to the DSP

daughterboards. Each motherboard 208 includes:

20 1. The FMIC telephony bus circuit switches 204 which

provide signal paths to/from the telephony signal buses 210

and the DSP processors 208

2. The address counters 317, chip select circuits 319

and address and memory sequencer 318 which manages the on-

25 board controls

3. DSP and FMIC controls are handled via DSP selects

320, interrupt control register 321 and the mailbox and

error register controls 322
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4. External audio input for music on hold and headset

for debugging are provided 225 by a separate audio circuit.

Each daughterboard interface consists of:

1. Address bus 315

5 2. Data bus 316

/ 3. Telephony voice circuits 313

4. Status and error signals to the DSP motherboard

buffers and logic 314.

4.7 DSP Daughterboard Block Diagram.

10 Fig. 4 shows the DSP daughterboard. Each daughterboard

2081, 2082, 2083, and 2084 attaches to the DSP motherboard

208 through the daughterboard interfaces address lines 315,

data lines 316, telephony circuit buses 313 and status/error

lines 314. Each DSP 208, 308, 408 has its own dual—port RAM

15 data memory 410 accessible either from the DSP or from the

call management computer 101, 201 via the PCI motherboard

interface 301.

4.8 Trunk Interfaces.

The call management computer's 101, central office

20 trunk interfaces 203 support one or more trunks per board,

depending upon the type of trunks, with varying number of

circuits per trunk typically 1 or 2 T-l or ISBN PRI to 24

analog, DID or stations. The trunk interfaces 203, 206

provide a variety of different connections, interfaces and

25 features, as is appropriate for each different type,

including the following central office and PBX connections:

A. Central Office Connections

1. Loopstart — Ringing detection
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Loopstart —

Loopstart —

Loopstart —

Loopstart —

Groundstart

Groundstart

Groundstart

Groundstart

Groundstart

Groundstart

Groundstart

AnalogDID -

AnalogDID -

AnalogDID —

AnalogDID —

identifying

PCT/USQ7/04689
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Loop current detection

Loop current direction

On/Off hook control

Hookflash generation

- Ringing detection

— Loop current detection

— Loop current direction

— On/Off hook Control

- Hookflash generation

— Ring ground seizing trunk for

- Tip ground detection of seized trunk

Battery power to trunks

Loop current detection

Battery reversal wink generation

Reverse battery answer supervision

when the call is answered and when the

station side disconnects

AnalogDID -

T—l Trunks

Immediate,

T-l Trunks

T-l Trunks

ISDN PRI

PBX Connections

1.

2.

Loopstart —

DID decoding of DTMF signals

— Signaling type E&M Wink and

loopstart, groundstart

— Wink generation

“robbed—bit” signal decoding

“D" channel digital support

Battery power to trunk

Loopstart — Ringing generation
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3. Loopstart - Loop current detection

4. Groundstart — Battery power to trunk

5. Groundstart - Ringing generation

6. Groundstart — Loop current detection

5 7. Groundstart — Loop “open” for idle state

8. Groundstart - Tip Ground seizing trunk for

outdialing

9. Groundstart — Ring Ground Detection of PBX

initiating call

10 10. AnalogDID — Loop current detection

ll. AnalogDID — Loop current direction detection for

wink and answer supervision

l2. AnalogDID — On/Off hook control

13. AnalogDID — DID transmission via DTMF

15 14. T—l Trunks — Signaling type E&M Wink and

Immediate, loopstart, groundstart

15. T—l Trunks - Wink generation

16. T—l Trunks — “robbed-bit" signal decoding

17. ISBN PRI — “D" channel digital message support

20 4.10 Telephony Signal Buses.

In this implementation, the Telephony signal buses are

based on the industry standard Multi—Vendor Integration

Protocol (MVIP) which provide for 256 bi—directional

voice/data channels, divided into 16 uni—directional or 8

25 bi—directional “streams” of 32 time slots each, operating at

2.048 Mhz. However, the buses could just as well have been

based on SCSA, PEB or other types of available standards or

conventions __so long as “clear”, full—bandwidth circuit
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paths are provided among the trunk interfaces 203, 206, 207,

the DSPs 208, and their circuit switches 204.

4.11 Circuit Switches.

Trunk interfaces 203, 206, the Internet voice interface

207, DSP 208 and others boards connect to the telephony

signal buses 211 through their own Circuit switches 214.

The circuit switches are the FMIC Flexible MVIP Interface

Circuit. The FMIC connects the specified time slots of the

telephony signal buses 210 to/from the “on-board" internal

circuitry.

At any time, the call management computer's software

drivers can change the circuit switch 204 settings using

commands through the computer signal buses 211. This is the

means through which calls/circuits/voice paths are

dynamically “switched" from one point to another, placed on

“hold”, or otherwise as described elsewhere.

5. “ONE NUMBER” RECEPTION OF VOICE, FAX, DATA CALLS

Without changing existing information and telephone

systems, the Call Management System provides a single,

unique "One Number" for each system user which is his

"personal point—of-contact" and

"never busy" telephone extension (his Telco DID or

equivalent number or his call attendant or DISA extension

number) for all voice, FAX and data communications. This

"one number" is used to receive, identify and automatically

handle all the user’s voice, fax and data calls, one or

several at a time using multiple trunk circuits, even when

the user is on his/her telephone. Thus, user telephone
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extensions are converted into a "never busy" extension for

voice, e—mail, FAX and data with direct control from the

desktop computer where users exercise direct, real—time

control of all calls including call queuing with multiple

5 calls on hold, call transfers, call forwarding and other

forms of real—time call processing not currently available.

The use of only one number per user significantly reduces

the costs, complexity, inefficiency and confusion of having

multiple different telephone numbers for different

10 functions.

The Call Management System uses only a single DID or

extension number for each user such as user 111 or user 113

to receive all their direct calls, voice, fax or data in any

mixture and number within the limit of the number of

15 available trunks and circuits. Various calls to a system

user may occur at any time or several may occur at the same

time.

The Call Management System uses only a single DID or

extension number for each user 111 or 113 to receive all

20 direct calls, voice, fax or data in any mixture and number

within the limit of the number of available trunks and

Circuits. Various calls to a system user may occur at any

time or several may occur at the same time. The call

management computer 101 is programmed to sort them out

25 handle each appropriately, all at the same time. This "One

Number" feature is a significant improvement over the

conventional use of multiple numbers for different

functions.
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Fig. 1 shows four different types of callers: an

outside voice caller 118, an inside voice caller 113, an

outside Fax caller 119 and an outside data caller 120.

These callers all use the same “One Number" to call the same

system user 111 and they may do so all at the same time.

So long as a sufficient number of trunks or trunk

circuits are available, all of the outside calls will be

routed through the PSTN 100 to the CO 103 where they will be

sent to the organization via the CO trunks 102, 202 and

presented to the call management computer 101. When the

calls arrive even if all arrive at the same time, their

trunk interfaces 203, 206 and the assigned DSPs 108 receive

and answer ALL the calls, determine the called party DID,

ISDN or otherwise and determine the call type, voice, Fax or

data.

For Fax or data calls, the call management computer

instructs the attached DSP 208 to establish a FAX or data

call session and to receive the transmission. When complete

and stored on the Call Management Databases 215, the call

management computer 101, 201 alerts the called party to the

new Fax or data files.

For each voice call received from outside, the call

management computer 101 with assigned DSP 208 proceeds with

proactive caller identification, checks for applicable VIP

rules and alerts the called party to the call even if other

calls are currently active or waiting.

Thus, for each system user only “One Number" is needed

to receive all voice, Fax and data calls from outside or
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inside with the Call Management System able to identify and

handle each type appropriately, even if multiple calls for

the same party arrive concurrently.

This “One Number” ability of the Call Management System

removes the typical requirement for each user to have

expensive, separate telephone lines and equipment for each

different type of call and it also prevents the conventional

“busy” signal being received by callers, improving

efficiency and obviating starting telephone tag.

6. PROACTIVE CALLER IDENTIFICATION

Proactive Caller Identification is the means whereby

the Call Management System augments and improves central

office-delivered calling party identification. Even with

no central office—delivered calling party identification,

Proactive Caller Identification can identify the called

party. Call Management System configurations are provided

for organizations which can include one or more forms of

called party identification from their telephone providers

and those which cannot. However, even for those which can,

the correct caller identification using central office—

delivered information occurs for only a modest fraction of

all calls, not from blocked lines, pay phones, cellular

phones, etc. thus, proactive caller identification is

required in any case.

If no or unusable calling party identification is

provided by the telephone service provider, A Proactive

Caller Identification of the Call Management System requests

the calling party to provide identification of the caller to
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the called party. Call management computer 101 utilizes a

D8? 108 to access a call management database 215 message to

be provided to the calling party 118. A typical message is:

“So that I may inform Mr. Johnson of your call, please

enter your home of office telephone number or state your

name."

The calling party identifies himself through one of

several means:

telephone keypad entry of an identifiable telephone

number;

telephone keypad entry of an identifiable business

number with attached extension number;

telephone keypad entry of a unique assigned PIN number;

or

speaking his/her name with subsequent voice recognition

by the call management computer.

Proactive Caller Identification is described using

Figs. 1 and 2.

A typical voice call to a system user might well

originate from an outside caller at a payphone 118. The

PSTN 100 routes that call to the central office 103 which,

in turn, presents the call to the Call Management System via

the CO trunks 102 and through the trunk interface 203,

circuit switches 204, and telephony signal buses 210 to the

DSP 208.

For businesses, the forms which CO—provided calling

party identification take are limited, although growing.

These include:
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1. Caller ID containing the telephone number and/or

name of the billed party in FSK;

2. ISDN providing both the calling and the called

party's numbers as part of the “D” channel communications;

3. ANI DTMF or FSK provided by inter—exchange

carriers with some 800/900 services;

4. BCLID Bulk Calling Line Identification, in which a

BCLID data line from the central office is used by the

central office to provide the calling number;

5. Transmitting the calling number along with the DID

number in either DTMF or PSK form.

When a call is received 501, two different and parallel

functions are started, identification of the called party

502 and identification of the call type 503. The calling

party will be identified. Identification occurs through

receipt of the calling party's extension DID after “wink” or

T—l in-band signaling or telephone number ISDN “D" channel

signal or via other signaling means.

When the auto attendant mode is used, the DSP 108

accesses the call management databases 215 to play a message

to the caller 118. Entry is made of the called party's

extension number or name encoded from the telephone keypad

or the name of the called party may be spoken and then

recognized utilizing conventional auto attendant steps.

If the called party is not a system user 504, the PBX

104 is used to process the call in the form required by the

PBX trunks 105 and the call is switched over switches 204
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via the telephony signal bus 210 to the specified number for

conventional treatment.

If the called party is a system user 505, the calling

party’s telephone number is determined 506 automatically

through the receipt of a name or number from the list above.

If a caller identification is received 507 the

identification number is compared with the Primary Caller

Identification Database.

If no automatic detection of caller identification

occurs 508, the system provides a pre—recorded message to

the caller 509 such as the one above. The requested

information is received by the attached DSP 208 and used in

subsequent identification.

If no response 511 is received the caller is considered

“unknown" 52 l .

If the name was spoken 512, the call management

computer 101 compares the name with entries in a voice

identification database 214. If the name corresponds to one

in the voice identification database 214, the calling party

is identified 521. If the corresponding name is

identified, the caller is “unknown", the recorded name is

retained during the call, in case the user wishes to have

the name added to the voice identification database 521 for

future calls.

If a telephone keypad entry was made 513, the entry is

used as an index into the Primary Caller ID Database 515.
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If a match is found in the Primary Caller ID Database

516, the caller is identified as the party in the matching

database record.

If a match is not found in the Primary Caller ID

Database 517, the entry of a telephone number is used as an

index into the Secondary Caller ID Database 518.

If a match is not found in the Secondary Caller ID

Database 519, logic goes to step 521 with the caller

considered “unknown". If a match is found in the Secondary

Caller ID Database 520 the caller is identified as the party

or business matching the Secondary Caller ID Database entry.

Step 521 represents the end of proactive caller

identification. At that point, the call is handled

according to any appropriate VIP rules 521 and/or the called

party is alerted to the presence of the call 522.

This basic procedure can be accomplished with many

variations which provide the same results but may add, move

or remove various steps to accomplish it, e.g., obtaining

information from the caller can be done through a series of

different requests and responses, not just the efficient

single one described above, or auto attendant identification

of the called party can be done following caller

identification, instead of before.

Additional Proactive Caller Identification capability

is provided to a called party once a call is received

whether identified or unknown, by "double—clicking" a

toolbar button requesting “More Identification", e.g., a

caller identified only as from “General Motors" may give too
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little information to the called party. Selecting the

button to request “More Identification" causes Proactive

Caller Identification to request a different number from the

caller so that he may be more closely identified as “Mr.

Jones” calling from “General Motors”.

Voice calls arriving through Internet or other similar

digital networks are identified using a “form” presented to

the calling party, which he fills out providing the needed

calling party information.

'7 . CONTINUOUSLY— IMPROVING CALLER IDENTIFI CATI ON DATABASES

7.1 Calling Number Databases.

Identification of a calling party, e.g., party 118,

from the calling party’s telephone or PIN number or other

entries is accomplished with two Caller ID Databases which

are part of the overall Call Management Databases 215. A

Primary Caller ID Database is dynamic and continuously

updating. It includes names, telephone numbers and/or

affiliations of callers to the organization, including

employees, and is automatically searched by the call

management computer 101 first as soon as a number is known

or through Proactive Caller Identification. If a match is

found, the name from that entry is used by the Call

Management System in subsequent VIP processing or to alert

the called party.

The Primary Caller ID database contains specific

entries relevant to individual system users, e.g. for

system user John Adams, the automatically identified

business number from one site of General Motors is assigned
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to Mr. Jones, but for a different system user, Sam Archer,

that same General Motors site number is assigned to Sarah

Smith. Since both entries will match the automatically

identified number, the one matching the called party will be

chosen. A further extension of this process includes

numbers not assigned to an individual system user, but to

their group or even to the entire organization. All of

these are matched to the calling party and the one most

appropriate for the called party is chosen. One reason for

this process is that all calls from an entire business site

are customarily identified by the billing number for the

site’s PBX, not by individual. Thus, this procedure

increases the probability of correct identification of

callers based upon who they are calling.

If no match is found in the Primary Caller ID Database,

the Secondary Caller ID Database is searched. It contains a

commercially available list of individual and business names

and telephone numbers or an extraction from such a list. If

a match is found to the Secondary Caller ID Database, the

name and/or affiliation and number is transferred to the

Primary Caller ID database to be used for subsequent calls.

If no match is found, the caller is finally considered
“unknown".
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With or without a call present, the called party, such

as user 111 or user 113, may use his workstation’s call

control window 115 to update or correct the Primary Caller

ID Database for a caller or add a new caller to the database

using any of the following indexes:

1. Home telephone number;

2. Business telephone number;

3. Business telephone number plus the person’s

extension;

4. Special PIN numbers assigned to or selected by

callers;

5. Voice mailboxes for users;

6. Special coded entries including the * and # keys;

and

7. Other indexes.

With or without a call present, the called party 111 or

113 may use the workstation call control window 115 to

update or correct the Primary Caller ID Database for a

caller, or add a new caller to the database.

7.2 Voice Name Identification.

Voice name identification is accomplished through a

comparison of pre-recorded spoken names in a Voice Name

Database which cross-references the person's name,

affiliation and phone number similar to the Primary Caller

ID Database.

The user can have a current caller speak their name,

which is then recorded by the DSP 108 and stored by the call

management computer 101, 201 in the Voice Name Database for
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future use. Alternatively, if the caller had spoken their

name at the beginning of the call when requested, that saved

recording may be used for the Voice Name Database.

Thus, the Primary Caller ID Database and the Voice Name

5 Database are continuously updated both automatically and

through user action, becoming ever more effective in

identifying callers.

8. CALL NOTIFICATION 8c CONTROL VIA THE DIGITAL NETWORK

WORKSTATION COMPUTER

10 The Call Management System provides intelligent call

management through which calls are handled by called parties

using their workstation computer, not the telephone

instrument as with conventional business PBX or other

telephone systems. A called party, such as user 111 or user

15 113, controls one or many concurrent calls directly through

20 examples. This section describes the user interactions at

their workstations 114 using the many aspects of their

graphical user interface call management window 115 and its

subsidiary screens. Figs. 6a—6e show the call management

window and selected subsidiary screens. It is understood

25 that different combinations and organizations of screens,

layouts, buttons, etc. can be configured to provide the

user his many Call Management System features and functions.
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Thus, the implementation shown and described is but one of

many potential graphical user interface layouts which could

be used to implement the user aspects of the Call Management

System.

8.1 Call Notification of the Called Party.

When a call arrives for a system user, the call

management computer 101, in concert with its DSP processors

208, identifies the called party, the call type and the

calling party as described in Sections 1, 6 and 7. For

voice calls, the call management computer 101 reviews any

applicable VIP rules from the Call Management Databases 215

and, if none apply, to divert or affect the call, and the

called party is in an appropriate “available" status, it

notifies the called party 111, 113. Notification messages

are sent through the digital network(s) 109 to the user’s

workstation 114. Notification of the user is accomplished

through a call control window 115 on the user's workstation

114 which “pops up” when a call arrives; a flashing icon

which, when double-clicked, launches the popup call control

window; a special sound from the workstation alerting the

user to activate the call control window; any combination of

these or other alerting mechanisms.

This notification is not the conventional telephone

“ring” typically used by existing telephone systems.

Instead, it uses the separate, independent and high—speed

information path of the digital network(s) 109 from the call

management computer 101 to a called party. In addition,

notification conveys significantly greater information to
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the user and enables an entire array of new features and

capabilities not previously available.

Fig. 6a shows a basic call management window 115 user

screen, as seen when it pops to the front on the user's

computer display due to any of the alert reasons listed

above, or because the user activated it directly. Fig. 6b

is a fully expanded user screen as might be configured by a

“power” user providing more readily available functions, but

in a more “busy" environment. The call management window

Figs. 6a and 6b supports a number of subsidiary windows

through 6c-6e designed for specific purposes and described

elsewhere.

The computer program behind the call management window

is kept active at all times when the user is in any of the

“available" states. It is designed to be consistent and

compatible with Microsoft Windows and other appropriate

conventions for its overall look and feel, menu conventions,

buttons, borders, help, etc. A user can activate different

features in a variety of ways including the following, all

of which are referred to as “selecting”:

l. clicking the primary mouse button on the selected

button or item;

2. clicking on the associated menu, such as "Calls"

and then clicking on the selected item;

3. double-clicking call notifications to transfer to

that call;
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4. clicking the secondary mouse button on a call

notification to bring up a short menu of available options

and then clicking on the selected one ; or

5. typing in the associated keystrokes such as "Alt—

A" for the “answer” button.

The main call management window 115 screen 6a is

logically broken into the following areas:

8.2 Customer Logo.

On the top left of the screen is the customer’s or

vendor’s logo 601 as shown. The logo can be changed at any

time by providing a new graphic file to replace the existing

one.

8.3 User Status.

The elongated button just below the logo is.the user’s

status button 602 which the user may select to change his

status to the system. User status includes:

1. “available to receive all calls";

2. “available only for VIP calls”;

3. “unavailable — transfer calls to another location;

4. “unavailable — until 4:00".

5. "unavailable for all calls"

For the fourth listed status, when the time occurs, the

status would automatically change back to "available".

The last listed status provides a list of options such

as “Out to Lunch"; “In a meeting"; “On vacation"; “On a

sales call”; “With a customer”; and others. Alternatively

the user may type in or modify one of the standard options

to provide more useful information for other users (see
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Section 17). Examples include "Out to lunch til 2:00";

“Giving a demo til 4:00”;

“Out of the country til July 21, send everything to Judy”;
and others.

8.4 The Message Board.

Voice mail 606, along with Fax and data messages 603,

e—mail 605 and “Flash" Notes 604 are “historical" messages,

and are treated differently than “real—time” calls. For

these historical messages, the user's call management window

contains a “message board" area just below the user status

button with an appropriate control button for each type of

message 603—606. Whenever a message is available to be

reviewed, e.g., a new Fax message, the Call Management

System highlights the appropriate button name in flashing

red and places a number adjacent to the button indicating

Ithe number of such new messages available to be reviewed.

This procedure separates the various types of historical

messages and substantially simplifies reviewing messages by
users.

8.5 “FAX" Notification.

When a user has received a new Fax transmission, the

“FAX” button is highlighted and the count of new Faxes is

provided. Selecting the “FAX” button launches the FAX

selection subscreen. That screen shows the user’s list of

Faxes and summarizes the total number of Faxes, and

identifies the number which are new messages (see Section

13).
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The user may select one or more of the Faxes to be

viewed or handled in other ways. Also, the user may select

a checkbox to limit the display to only new Faxes. If the

user selects a Fax to be viewed, the computer operating

system’s FAX viewer is launched with the name of the

selected Fax file, popping the selected Fax up in front of

the other windows.

8.6 “Flash" Mail Notification.

Flash Notes sometimes called “Flash” mail, are quick,

simple messages which may be passed among system users.

They are the equivalent of an “electronic shout across the

office" intended as an improved, electronic version of the

Classical “pink slip" notes on which messages used to be

written then carried to the intended party and presented to

him. The user is notified of his unread flash notes by a

highlighted “Flash” Notes button and an associated count of

such unread notes. Selecting the “Flash" button allows the

user to review his Flash Notes as shown in Fig. 6c. The

Flash Notes screen indicates the originator 660 and the note

itself 661, and allows the user to close it 662, reply to it

with another Flash Note 663, or to return the call 664 by

making a voice call to the originator. Flash notes can be

sent to one or to many system users at a time, selecting

multiple users for the note.

8.7 “e—mail” Notification.

When a user receives a new e—mail message, the Call

Management System is notified by e-mail services assuming

the organization's digital network e—mail services provides
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this capability. The user is notified immediately of his

unread e~mail by a highlighted “e—mail" button with

associated count of unread e—mail messages. When the user

selects his e-mail button, it launches the organization’s e—

5 mail client program, allowing the user to review and read

his new e—mail messages. One special feature the Call

Management System provides is the ability to record a voice

message and attach that message to an e—mail message for

later retrieval by the recipient. This feature is based on

10 the capability of the organization's e—mail system.

8.8 “Voice—mail” Notification.

When a user receives a new voice-mail message, the Call

Management System is notified by voice—mail services,

assuming the organization’s voice—mail services provides

15 this capability. The user is notified immediately of his

new voice mail messages by a highlighted “voice mail” button

with associated count of new voice mail messages. If the

Call Management System includes an integrated voice mail

subsystem, the voice mail messages may be retrieved in any

20 order from the list provided. See Section 16 for a further

description. Otherwise, the user accesses his voice mail

messages serially via his telephone instrument, as is

conventionally done.

8.9 User’s Call Status.

25 Near the top of the call management window 115,

adjacent to the customer’s logo, is provided the call status

of the user 607, to whom he is currently connected, and the

length of time the call has been connected 608 to the user.
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The length of time the call has been connected to the user

is different than the length of time the call has existed as

shown in the “time” field of the call alert box below. When

the user has selected an “unavailable" status, the message

on the screen is that selected or created status message.

8.10 Call Alert Box.

The call alert box is immediately below the user’s call

status, and it displays all real—time call alert messages

for the user to control his real—time calls. The components

shown on the screen for each call include: "CALL STATUS

ICON" 611 sometimes flashing or moving which indicates the

status of each individual call; and a "CALL STATUS

STATEMENT" 612 showing the individual status of each call.

The call status statement may state that the status is

"ringing", "connected", "holding" or "recalling". “Ringing"

indicates the call has been received by the call management

computer and processed, but has not yet been answered by the

user. “Connected" indicates the call has been accepted by

the user, put through by the call management computer 101,

and is currently the “active" call. “Holding" indicates a

call has been previously connected to the user and then

placed on hold. “Recalling” indicates a call has been

holding for longer than a predefined length of time,

typically 60—120 seconds, but the call is still “holding‘

Also displayed are the following: TIME 613 which is

the time since the call was answered by the call management

computer 101; CALLER 614 to identify the name and/or

affiliation of the caller or “Unknown”; and NUMBER 615 to
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identify telephone number from which the call was made, when

known, including: telephone numbers, “Internet" and other

applicable identifiers.

"Source" identifies the source of the call as

"outside", "inside", "Internet", or "other”.

FOR “group” handling or employees who have temporarily

moved to a “meeting” environment, described below, an

additional field is displayed showing the initials of the

called party.

This call information display occurs even while other

calls for the same called party are in process, allowing the

called party to know who is calling and to apply appropriate

priority to each call.

When a call noted as "Unknown" is received, the called

party may speak to the caller and determine who they are.

The called party may choose to enter that person in the

Primary Caller ID Database so that they are identified

properly the next time they call; or have them speak their

name for recording in the Voice Name Database for future

calls; or

others in the organization.

In any case, the call information is corrected in view

of the known identity of the caller.

8.11 Workstation Real-Time Call Controls and Management.

A called party can control one call, or many concurrent

calls, directly through a call control window 115 on a
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workstation 114. Section 1 describes the actions taken by

the call management computer 101 and the relationships of

the caller and called parties for many of the specific

cases. This section describes the user’s interactions,

features and functions for call alert, control and

management. A user can exercise call controls by any one or

a combination of the following or other actions:

1. clicking the special call—control buttons shown

just below the call alert window 616—620 ;

2. typing the letter underlined for each button or

menu item, e.g., Alt—A for “answer";

3. I opening and selecting from the “Calls” menu using

the mouse or typed control letters Alt—C;

4. double—clicking the call to be answered see below;

5. secondary clicking the call to be handled to bring

up a list of call commands, then choosing the desired

command;

6. dragging and dropping a call alert onto a call

function button; and

7. using the cursor keys to move among call alerts.

User controls may be exercised via the specialized call

control buttons placed just below the call alert box, or

call controls may be selectively activated from screen

menus, or from the special “Button Bar" shown on Figure 6b.

These controls and management functions include:

1. ANSWER 616 answers the selected call. If another

call was active at the time, it will be placed on “Hold" or

“Hang Up” according to the user’s selected options.
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2. HOLD 617 places the call on hold, disabling both

inbound and outbound voice paths, and starting the “recall”

timer.

3. TRANSFER 618 transfers the caller to anywhere in

the directory described below, inside or outside the

organization, or to a typed in number anywhere in the

organization or accessible via the PSTN (see Section 11).

For calls transferred from secretaries or telephone

receptionists providing “group" support, the default for

transfer is the person to whom the call was originally

intended. Also, when a call is active, the individual

“Speed Dial" buttons or page of Speed Dial buttons (see

"call origination" below) become different “Speed Transfer”

buttons for single—click, rapid transfers.

Transfers can be directed to any entry in the directory

(person, location, inside, outside, etc.). Transferred

calls are identified to the transferred party with the

initials of the transferring party as further information

for call management. When transferring a call, the call can

be "Tagged" with a digital message or it can be transferred

with an appended voice message selected by the user from his

drop—down list and played out at the time the call gets

"Answered" by the transferee.

4. HANG UP 619 hangs up the call, releasing the

caller and dismantling the caller's part of the call path.

5. VOICE MAIL 620 sends the caller to the user’s

voice mail box (see Section 16).
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6. DIRECTORY 630 opens the directory for update or

use (see below).

7. CALL LOG 631 opens the call log screen and

displays the call log of the user's calls (see Section 14).

8. VIP RULES 632 opens the VIP rules screen for

update (see Section 10).

9. GROUP HOLD 633 sends the selected call, not

necessarily the active call, with any attached “Tag", to all

members of the selected “specialty list” for servicing by

the first available member, potentially including the user

(see “specialty list" description below).

10. “FLASH" NOTE 634 creates a "Flash" note for

sending to another user, as described above and in Fig. 6d.

Flash notes can be sent to one or many system users at a

time (selecting multiple users for the note).

11. TAG CALL 635 adds an electronic message to the

selected call, not necessarily the active call, which will

display on the user’s call alert box and on any other system

user's call alert box to whom the call is transferred or

conferenced (see Section 12). An example of a “Tag” is

shown in Figure 6b attached to the second call 645 in the

call alert box.

12. “BOMB” SELECTED CALLER 636 creates a VIP rule, or

applies to the caller an existing VIP rule, which handles

the current and all future calls from the selected caller,

e.g., the

“cold—calling broker”, in a predetermined manner.
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13. "VIP" SELECTED CALLER 637 creates a VIP rule, or

applies to the caller an existing VIP rule, which elevates

the selected caller to a specific VIP status, by providing

distinctive ringing, follow—me routing, etc.(see Section
5 10).

14. “PIM” ACTIVATION 638 links to a selected Personal

Information Manager or database with the information about

the selected call, not necessarily the active call, in order

to provide “Screen Pop” of the information associated with

10 the caller. Note that if multiple PIMs or databases are

used, a pull—down selection list is provided for the user to

select the appropriate one to use for this specific call.

This feature can be done either by clicking the "PIM" button

or when the call is answered for automatic "Screen Pop" (a
15 user preference).

15. MUTE 639 disables the outbound voice path,

retaining the inbound voice path of the active call.

16. CONFERENCE CALLS conferences the selected call,

not necessarily the active call, with the selected party or

20 group of parties from the directory or as typed in by the

user. This includes anyone internally, working at home, or

external to the organization anywhere in the PSTN.

1?. RECORD CALL records the active call for later

playback and analysis.

25 18.
PLAYBACK RECORDED CALL plays back a recorded call

selected from the list of such calls in its own subscreen.

Playback is done via a "Voice Pathway" created to the user’s

telephone system 106 or the "Data Path" transferring the
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voice message to the user’s workstation to be played out via

the workstation’s voice capability.

19. MORE ID causes the call management computer 101 to

play out a voice message from the Call Management Databases

215 asking the caller for additional information with which

to identify him, including: entering a different telephone

number or stating his name. Once done, the call is returned

to the called party.

20. STATE CALLER’S NAME plays out the caller’s name

for the selected call, not necessarily the active call, as

spoken by the caller during proactive caller identification

or More ID interaction phases. The call management computer

101, 201 uses or creates a voice path to the called party

and states the caller’s name as spoken and recorded or uses

the "Data Path" to transfer the voice message to the user’s

workstation to be played out via the workstation’s voice

capability.

21. PLAY MESSAGE selects a pre—recorded message from

the pull—down list of messages and possible actions to be

played out to the caller, e.g., “I am tied up at the moment

and am transferring your to Sam". and an action to be taken

after the message is played out, e.g., "Transfer call to Sam

or return call to me, etc.". In effect, this is the

creation of a temporary VIP rule for use with the

highlighted call.

22. VIP RULES selects a VIP rule from a drop—down list

to be applied to the highlighted call.
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21. TRANSFER USER transfers the user from the current

“available" state on this computer to the computer

associated with the selected other user, and changes the

current computer to the “Unavailable” status allowing the

5 user to type in a reason for other users (see “meeting”

environments described below).

22. USER PREFERENCES. The user may modify his screen

and operational preferences at any time by selecting items

from the “User” menu including a “Preferences" subscreen,

10 allowing the user to change any of a series of his own

operating characteristics including displaying the “Button

Bar” 630—639 of Fig. 6b; displaying the user’s “Speed Dial"

buttons 640; displaying the call management window’s “Status

Bar" 641 showing the user's name, the current date and time;

15 and when double—clicking a call alert, place the original

active call, if any, on “Hold" or “Hangup”.

User control messages resulting from user interactions

with the call management window 115 and its subsidiary

screens are returned, via the digital network(s) 109, to the

20 call management computer 101 where they result in the

requested actions being performed, and/or appropriate

interactions with the Call Management Databases 215.

8.12 “Directory” Support.

One important aspect of the Call Management System is

25 support for the “Directory", both corporate and personal.

The directory user access shown in Figure 6d contains:
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l. ENTRY 681. The name/affiliation of a person or

organization including employees, voice mail, places, e.g.,

"conference room“, outsider.

2. NUMBER/STATUS 682. The received telephone number

or status of the entrant, including local numbers without

area codes; long distance numbers with area codes;

international numbers with country codes, City codes, etc ;

Internet access; status for system users; and other.

3. RETURN TELEPHONE NUMBER The telephone number to

call that person, if different from above.

4. VIP STATUS defines this person as having VIP

status.

The user maintains the directory through subscreens to

add “New" 683 entries, to “Delete" 684 an existing entry or

to “Edit” 685 a selected entry. The user may define an

entry as “Corporate”, available to all users, “Group”,

available to users specified as part of a specified “group",

and “Private”, available only to the user himself.

When the directory is opened, the user may select how

it is sorted, limited, and displayed, including internal

entries only, external entries only, private entries only,

sorted by name, sorted by affiliation, sorted by number,

limited to area codes, or ranges of names, and others.

Access to entries is conveniently available by

scrolling the sidebar 686 using the mouse, scrolling down or

up the entries using the cursor keys, Clicking letter

buttons 687 to jump to the start of names beginning with

that combination of letters - after a limited time, three
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seconds or so, the list is cleared and the user may start

again. As the user types the name, each letter entered

causes the list to jump forward to the first of the names

beginning with the list of characters entered. Once a match

has been made, the user can key “Enter” or click “Call" to

originate a call to that number, or the user configuration

can be set so that the number is automatically dialed as

soon as a match is made. After a limited time, three

seconds or so, the list is cleared and the user may start

again; and others.

The directory is used throughout the call management

window 115 functions for routing calls VIP rules,

originating calls 688, reviewing user status, transferring

and conferencing calls, sending “Flash" notes, and many

other things.

While the directory is a part of the Call Management

Databases 215, it is used in a wide variety of ways and with

entry sorting and display as appropriate to each.

8.13 Call Origination.

The Call Management System provides flexibility and

user convenience for “originating” calls, in addition to its

features and functions for handling “incoming” calls. The

user may originate a call at any time, even while other

calls are active or waiting, by opening the “Directory”

described above, selecting an entry and clicking “Call” or

pressing “Enter” as described above; opening the directory

described above, typing a name, and having the system

automatically begin dialing when a unique match has been
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found or waiting until the user clicks the "Call" button as

selected for each user; clicking ”SpeedDial" buttons 640

defined uniquely for each individual from the “directory".

Multiple pages of SpeedDial buttons are provided for users

requiring rapid access to a large number of dialable

numbers.; or activating the “Dialpad” button 642 to bring up

the dialpad subscreen; utilize the Secondary Caller ID

database to find a number and/or name, then outdial it.

The “Dialpad” subscreen, shown in Fig. 6e, includes a

representation of the telephone dialpad with the numbers 0—

9, # and * 690. Calls may be originated by any of the

following:

1. Clicking on the dialpad buttons to enter a

dialable number then clicking on the “Dial" button. Note

that the “flip” button allows the user to “flip" the dialpad

so that it matches an adding machine keypad rather than a

telephone keypad. Once entered, numbers may be removed one

by one by the “Back” button 691, or cleared altogether 692.

“Pause" 693 codes may be entered for use with modems,

dialers, etc.

2. Typing in a number from the keyboard and then the

“Enter” keyboard key.

3. Clicking the “Redial” button 694 then selecting

any one of the last five called numbers shown.

4. Activating the “Directory" 695 and Choosing an

entry to be called.

5. Typing in a name from the directory and having the

system dial that person when a match is made-
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When outdialing a number, the Call Management System

provides the ability to "Redial" repeatedly until the call

gets through an otherwise busy line.

When no call alerts are present and no user calls
5

pending, the call management window 115 shows a “Recall”

button and a “Directory” button in place of the specialized

call control buttons below the call alert box. Clicking

them brings up the “recall list" or the “Directory list” as

described above, simplifying call origination.

10 8.14 “Outside" Employee Support.

The Call Management System supports “Outside” employees

15

20

25

who are rarely or never in the office and who have no

workstation. Such “Outside” employees are given “pseudo”

numbers for which no actual workstation or telephone

extension exists, which may be used by callers. The

“Pseudo” user establishes his own VIP rules which

automatically handle all his calls,

messages, for selected callers and re-routing of his calls

to other users.

Thus, the “Outside” person is supported, just like

other system users, with callers being unaware that person

is not in the same location.

8.15 “Group Secretary" Support for Calls to Specified

Groups of Employees.

The destination party for calls does not have to be the

actual called party. The Call Management System provides

for a specific user to handle calls for a select “group" of

others, system users or not. This “group” handling mode is
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intended for a secretary or telephone receptionist handling

a group of executives or others, and for an organization’s

telephone operator. In either case, the specified user is

expected to receive calls, prioritize them appropriately,

respond to each accordingly, attach “call tags” and transfer

calls as needed, thus effectively screening calls for the

specified group.

The basic difference between direct notification of a

system user and notification of the “group secretary"

receiving calls for the individual, is that the call

information displayed on the call management window is

expanded to include the initials or other identification of

the actual called party, allowing the secretary to know to

whom the call was destined, and handle each call as

appropriate. This capability requires appropriate

information in the call management databases, identifying

the group of people, the secretary to answer the calls, the

initials or other identification for the called parties and

other control information. On a dynamic basis, system users

can be added to or removed from "Group Secretary" mode by

those assigned "Secretary" status, allowing for the cases

where a user runs by the secretary on his way out saying "I

have to go, please handle my calls".

8.16 “Meeting” Support for Users Away from their Workstation

System.

Users typically use their own workstation computer for

most of their activities, but occasionally users need to

leave their workstation and move to another location for a
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meeting or otherwise. Users can move to another location

and, using the call management window on the computer where

they are currently active and logged in, they may log off

and choose an appropriate “unavailable" state, or select the

“TRANSFER USER" function and move to the new site. Once

there, they may log on to the call control window of the

computer at that site, along with others who may be sharing

the meeting site, or the person whose computer is at that

site. When this happens, a temporary “group” definition is

created and the users who are at that site sharing the

site’s computer, are treated as described above, with their

call notifications sent to the site’s computer as though a

secretary or operator were screening the calls even though

the individuals may be managing their calls themselves.

This procedure allows users to hold meetings in offices

or conference rooms while continuing to receive and handle

their calls as appropriate.

Users who attend meetings outside the office may create

the same capabilities by using their portable or other

computer at the outside meeting site, calling into the Call

Management System via Internet or otherwise, and providing

the telephone number for the meeting site. With this, one

or more users can continue to receive and handle callers as

though they were in the office.

8.17 "Specialty-List” Support for Special User Groups.

The Call Management System provides the ability to

define multiple “Specialty lists" of users who work together

or have certain affinities, e.g., sales, accounting,
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customer service, manufacturing, etc. These groups

represent arrays of users who can receive and handle certain

kinds of calls, such as sales calls, customer service calls,

etc. Each such special group is assigned a pseudo extension

number through which it may be reached. The purpose of

these “specialty lists” is to provide a new means for

rapidly getting calls to the first available member of the

group able to take the call.

When a call is made directly to the pseudo number or, a

call is transferred to the number, the call management

computer 101 concurrently alerts all of the users in the

group by sending alert messages down the digital network(s)

109 to their workstations 114 and thence to their call

management windows 115. The first person in the group to

“answer” the call causes the call management computer to

connect the call to the answering party and to remove the

call notification from the call management windows of the

other members of the group.

Specialty List Handling is a means to provide rapid

access to the desired function within an organization,

without having to go through an operator as is otherwise

customary.

8.18 Feature Activation.

These many features can be turned on individually for

each user, maximizing the effectiveness of the

organization's training and call management.

8.19 TAPI Client.
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The workstation software also provides a TAPI client

for other applications which need to outdial or receive

calls, e.g., this feature means a PIM can place a TAPI call

to have a number automatically dialed.

5 8.20 Automatic Updating.

The Call Management System automatically updates the

user's workstation software from the call management

computer whenever changes are needed. This is invisible to

the user and is handled automatically at user logon time.

10 9. MULTIPLE CALL HANDLING USING A SINGLE EXTENSION

The Call Management System allows each user to be aware

of and to manage multiple calls at the same time, using a

single extension number, and using a simple POTS telephone

instead of the customary expensive, multi-button,

15 proprietary telephone instruments 106. By using the digital

network(s) 109, workstation computer 114 and call control

window 115 for communications with the called party 111,

113, the Call Management System is freed from the

conventional limits on when, how and how much information

20 can be communicated to the called party and likewise, when

The Call Management System presents multiple calls, as

they arrive and are identified, (Sections 6 and 7) to the

25 called party 111, 113 using the call management window 115.

Multiple calls are identified to the user through call alert

information which is displayed in the call alert box of the

call management window (see Section 8). The called party,
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applying his own preference, may then deal with each call as

most appropriate. Calls can be: answered, placed on hold,

sent to voice mail, transferred to an individual or “group

list”, recorded, hung up or any of many other appropriate

actions. All of these capabilities are under the control of

the called party, and all can be exercised for any of the

calls, thereby giving the user complete freedom to manage

their calls as best fits their ever—changing priorities,

e.g. switching from a cold—calling broker to an important

customer.

The called party can effectively interact with multiple

callers concurrently by rapidly “switching back-and—forth"

as needed among calls. The called party simply double—

clicks a call, other than the one that is currently active,

and the call control window 115 causes a message to be sent

down the high—speed digital network(s) 109 to the call

management computer 101 which instructs the circuit switches

204 to transfer the voice path of the new call to the re-

usable voice pathway 121, 221 to the called party and leave

the previous connected call on hold or hang it up as defined

by the called party for their own specific configuration.

In this way, the called party can “bounce back—and—forth"

rapidly among many calls, servicing them as priority

dictates. This capability is in sharp contrast to the time-

consuming creation and tearing down of entire connections

each time, as required by conventional PBX and other switch

systems 104.
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Thus, handling multiple calls at the same is simply,

logically and rapidly controlled by the called party, using

the computer's mouse or keyboard while repeatedly reusing

the existing voice path.

10. USER—DEFINED VIP CALL HANDLING

VIP call handling is an automated adjunct to or an

alternative for the call control window 115 notification of

the called party 111, 113 and corresponding workstation

control commands. With VIP call handling, specific callers,

groups of callers or all callers are given unique treatment

based on “VIP rules" defined by the organization and/or

individually by the user. Call management window 115 “VIP

Rule" subscreens allow the user to manage their own VIP

rules. The VIP rule subscreens of the current

implementation are shown in Figures 7a—7c. As with the

other aspects of the user interface, this is but one

potential configuration of buttons, selections and controls

which can be configured to allow the user to create and

manage his VIP rules. VIP call handling rules for each user

are maintained by the call management computer 101, 201 as

part of the call management databases 215 and are

dynamically changeable by and for each user, except for

corporate-wide rules. Changes to the rules can be made

through the user's VIP Rule subscreens of the call

management window 115 on their workstation 114, through the

user’s laptop or other remote computer attaching through a

digital network or through the user calling and changing

characteristics through direct telephone entry.
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VIP handling for special callers, customers, etc., is a

major improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness of

call handling for organizations. VIP rules allow each user

to tailor how callers are handled and routed, and are

especially effective for “follow—me" routing in which an

important caller, or group of callers, can be assigned to a

rule which specifies that: when you are out of the office to

call automatically to your cellular, car or other phone.

Later, the user can call and change the rule to route calls

to a different phone number. Additional features include,

“find—me” capability where the user can have several numbers

automatically dialed, such as car, cellular, home, etc. to

find the called party for direct connection to the caller.

The basic VIP Rule subscreens consist of a list of

existing VIP rules which may be selected 701; the ability to

activate an additional subscreen to “Add” 702 another rule;

the ability to “Delete" 703 the selected rule; the ability

to “Copy" 704 a rule for later change; and the ability to

make each rule currently “Active" or “Not Active” 705.

Each VIP Rule contains three parts to define who the

rule applies to, what action is to be taken, and when the

rule applies. Fig. 7 illustrates the three displays for the

who, what, when parts of the VIP rules.

Screen 7700 is used to define :flgg" does the rule apply

to. The rule will apply to the caller that is highlighted

on the display. The rule applies to specific individual

callers 710 whether included in the “Directory" or just

typed in; selected callers 711 from the directory and/or
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typed in to whom the rule will be applied; or everyone who

calls 712, typically for use when the caller is

“unavailable".

Individual callers or groups of callers can be included

5 in multiple VIP Rules, allowing the user to specify

different handling under differing conditions.

The Call Management System provides for multiple

greetings messages to be played out to defined groups of

callers based upon their calling numbers, e.g., all callers
10

from New York area codes get one message and then get

transferred to Sam. This provides special treatment for

callers from different locations.

Screen 7701 is used to define “WHAT” actions are to be

taken. VIP rules can result in one or a series of actions

15 to be taken:

1. Play out selected pre—recorded messages 715 to the

caller, personalized for the caller and recorded in the

called party's own voice, e.g., “John, I’m out of the office

today. If you need to speak with sales, press one, or to

20 speak to Sam, press two. Otherwise, I will call you back

tomorrow." Or “John, I’m on the phone right now, but don’t

hang up, I’ll be right with you.”. These messages can also

be used for "Callback" responses to important persons, e.g.,

"Mark, I got your FAX and have found the shipping date is

25 December 12. Let me know if I can help you further."

Creating new messages is done by selecting “New” from

the list of prerecorded messages, whereupon, the call

management computer 101, 201 will establish a voice pathway
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121, 221 to the user's telephone instrument 106 and the user

will record the message. When completed, the user will name

the message, edit it as needed and then have it available

for the VIP rule being created or modified.

Special “Menu" messages can be created, 6.9. “To speak

with Tom press 1, to speak with Sam, press 2, to speak to my

secretary press 3 or to speak to the operator press 0”.

2. Receive information entered by the caller via the

telephone keypad, spoken or by other means.

3. Process the entered information, re-routing the

call to one of a series of other numbers based upon the

entered information, e.g., “2" to reach Sam-

4. Use the entered information as a "Tag" to the call

(see Section 12).

5. Activate another VIP rule based on information

input by the caller.

6. “Forward" 716 the call to another destination

anywhere inside or outside the organization as typed in or

selected from the directory.

7. Transfer the caller to voice mail 717 whenever he

calls.

8. "Return to me" when the transferred call is

complete.

9. “Follow—me" routing for certain callers allows the

user to specify one or a series of numbers to be used to

reach the user when the specified caller calls. The user

switches from one number to the next by calling his own

extension and entering telephone keypad numbers to change
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from one number to another, e.g. car phone, home phone,
cellular.

lo. “Find-me", "Chase me" routing for certain callers

allows the user to instruct the Call Management System to

5 call a series of different numbers simultaneously,

attempting to locate the user. When found through voice

entry or information entered via the telephone keypad or

otherwise, the caller is switched automatically to that

number, e.g., home, car phone, cellular, etc.

10 11. "Page me" or "Beep me" instructs the system to

place a call to the specified beeper service and page the

user. It also includes transmitting the caller's name and

telephone number for display on the user's beeper, where

that service is available. This is useful for both real—

15 time calls which are not completed because the user is

“unavailable" and for when calls are sent to voice mail.

One variation of the "Page me" approach allows the caller to

stay on the line while the page is made and then, when the

caller calls his own "One Number” and identifies himself, to

20 connect the two calls together.

12. Provide “Priority Ringing" 718, a special sound

when this caller calls to alert the user to a VIP caller.

13. “Hang Up” 719 when this caller calls.

14. Place the caller on “Hold" 720 whenever he calls.

25 Screen 7702 is used to select “WHEN" the rule applies.

The following selections may be made for "When":

1. For certain status of the called party:

always 730
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unavailable for calls or not answering 731

available but on the phone 732

available for VIP calls only, etc.

2. Within defined days of the week 733.

3. Within specified times of the day.

Certain VIP rules are pre—defined and merely have

callers added to them. These include:

1. "Bomb" the caller and send all his calls to user’s

voice mail.

2. "VIP" the caller, giving him special ringing and

notices.

3. "Follow Me" having the system follow the user.

4. "Find Me" having the system find the user.

5. "Page Me" having the system page the user.

6. Others.

10.1 Temporary VIP Rule Usage.

The user may highlight a call in his call alert box and

then select a rule from a drop-down list for immediate

application to that call, even though the caller does not

normally have that rule applied to him. The user may also

create a temporary rule (play out a message and specify a

following action) for handling a highlighted call.

The Call Management System further enhances the user’s

ability to handle his important callers by providing the

ability for the user, when out of the office, to call to the

system and record new voice messages and/or change

selections for his VIP rules via entries from his telephone

keypad voice recognition or otherwise.
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10.2 Advanced Message Notification.

The user may establish a set of rules that specify how

the user is to be notified of various types of messages.

For example, the user could set up a rule like, "If I

receive an e~mail message from Victor between 5 AM and 7 AM,

call me at my car phone; if I don’t answer, page me."

Another example might be, "If I receive a Fax from anyone at

Motorola, forward a copy to my home Fax machine." One of

the Call Management System’s primary capabilities is to

function as a central repository for message notifications,

where the user has complete control over the notification

mechanisms.

11. ROUTING CALLS INSIDE OR OUTSIDE TO THE ORGANIZATION

Unlike existing PBX or other telephone switching

systems, the Call Management System routes calls internally

within the organization or externally anywhere in the PSTN.

Thus, calls can be transferred by a called party, or via VIP

rules, anywhere the telephone network reaches. This is a

major departure from the conventional telephone switch

capability, which is customarily limited to intra—

organization routing only.

When a call is received by the call management computer

101, the calling party, called party, and call type are used

to determine the needed action. For voice calls, the called

party may be alerted, receive the call and transfer it to a

specified number or VIP rules may specify transfer to

another number. It matters not that the number specified is

within the organization or external to it. In either case,
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